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MUTUAL CHARGE NEUTRALIZATION OF GASEOUS IONS 

James Carl Person 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

July 11, 1963 

ABSTRACT 

We consider the problem of the bimolecular rate constant, a., 

for the mutual charge neutralization reaction (ion-ion recombination) 

for ions formed by the vacuum ultraviolet photolysis of nitric oxide. 

We measure the pressure dependence of a. over a pressur'e range of 

10 to 600 torr for mixtures of a few hundred microns of NO with He, Ar, 

Kr, Xe, Hz, Dz, and Nz· 

From the low-pres sure limit of a., we determine that the rate 

constant for charge neutralization in the absence of a third body is 

k 0 = Z.1±0.4X10-? cm3/sec. We estimate the high-pressure limit of 

-6 3/ a. to be Z.0±0.5X10 em sec. We measure the third-body efficien-

cies for promoting the charge-neutralization reaction; the results, 

relative to He as the third-body gas, are Hz= 1.4 ± 0.4, Dz = 1. 5 ± 0.4, 

Ar = 3.6±0.8, Kr = 4.3±1.0, Nz = 5.Z±1.1, and Xe = 6.8±1.5. 

We estimate the average ionic mobility in the gas mixtures, and 

the mobilities indicate that at least some of the ions must be present 

as ion clusters. Also, we show that the addition of NOz or HzO further 

lowers the mobility. 

Finally, we make a detailed calculation of the three -body charge

neutralization process, using a computer. This calculation considers 

that the rate of charge neutralization is the rate at which ion pairs are 

deactivated by collision with the neutral gas molecules to form ion 

pairs which cannot separate to large distances. The potential between 

the ions and the neutrals is assumed to be an ion-induced dipole potential 

with a hard-sphere core. The calculation involves an average over the 
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various angles in the collisions. The predicted values of .a. depend 

on a parameter of the calculation, but over a wide range· of this parame

ter the predicted relative third-body efficiencies are in reasonable 

agreement with the experimental values. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In radiation chemistry and in the study of the upper atmosphere, 

we consider situations. in which considerable concentrations of gaseous 

ions may be present. Because these ions undergo a wide variety of 

ion-neutral reactions, which can be quite different from reactions be

tween neutral species, 
1 

it is important to know how large 'the ion concen

trations are under various experimental conditions. One thing that de-

te rmine s the ion concentration is the rate of the mutual charge -neutral

ization reaction- -the so -called ion-ion recombination reaction.:. -in which 

a positive ion and a negative ion react to give uncharged products. 

Early studies of the rates of recombination were done using 

impure gases under conditions in which the ion concentrations were not 

uniform, so that the results are questionable. 
2

•3 In reviewing the 

results .of ion-recombination studies done before 1955 in the pres sure 

region of a few torr to 1 to. 2 atm, Loeb3 considered only two experi

ments worthy of consideration, Gardner's study of the recombination of 

ions formed by pas sing x rays through 0
2

, published in 193 8, 4 and 

Sayers 1 work on the recombination of ions formed by x rays in air, also 

published in 1938. 
5 

Since 1955, Yeung has presented reports on the 

value of the specific rate of recombination of ions in I
2 

at low pres,,... 

sures, 
2

•
6 

the rate for ions in Br
2

, 
2

• 6 as well as a brief report on the 

rate for cesium ions with iodine ions. 
7 

However, few new data have 

been presented. 

When the total gas pres sure is below 1 or 2 atm, the theory 

generally used to explain the increase in the specific rate of ion re-
8 

combination with increasing pressure is that proposed by Thomson 

or some modification of it, such as Natanson has given. 9 In the Thomson 

theory it is assumed that when the positive and the negative ions collide, 

following open orbits because of their initial kinetic energy of relative 

motion, the ions separate again to large distances with only a small 

chance of charge neutralization. However, if the ions collide with a 

neutral gas molecule while they are relatively close together, the 

collision may cause the ions to lose enough kinetic energy of relative 
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motion to make them unable to separate to large distances. The ions 

are then in a closed orbit, where they eventually neutralize each other. 

Recently, Fueno, Eyring, and Ree have proposed an alternative 

mechanism for ion recombination in the presence of a third body. 10 In 

this mechanism. the neutral molecule first forms an ion complex with 

one of the ions, then this complex reacts with the other ion, and the 

neutral removes the excess energy. This theory is an·alogous to the 

complex-formation mechanism proposed for atom recombination, 11 

while the Thomson theory is analogous to the collisional deactivation 

mechanism for atom recombination. 

We decided to study the effects of pressure on the rate constant 

for ion recombination when different gases were. used as the third- body 

. gases. In this way we were able to obtain values of the relative third

body efficiencies fG>r enhancing ion recombination 

The ions were formed by photolysis of nitric oxide, ·and we were 

able to produce larger initial ion concentrations than were Sayers and 

Gardner, so that we could follow the recombination over a larger frac.

tional change in the· ion concentration. Also, because of our greater 

ion concentrations, we were able to use lower pressures, since dif

fusional losses were less of a problem--we could therefor'e study the 

low-pressure limit of the rate constant for ion recombination, •. as wen 

as the approach to the hl.gh-'pressure limit: 

Section IV gives the results of rough measurements we made of 

the ionic mobility in our attempt to get direct evidence about the nature 

of the ions involved. Finally, Sec. VII describes the detailed calcula

tion we made using the collisional deactivation mechanism to predict 

the relative third-body efficiencies. 

'"' 
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II. NATURE OF THE IONIZED GAS 

The system studied consisted of NO at a pressure of around 

300 f.L in a mixture with an inert gas to give a total pressure of 3 to 

600 torr. Vacuum ultraviolet photolysis produced an initial ion concen

tration of (3 to 10)X 10
8 

ions/cm
3 
--in more common chemical terms, 

·-12 . . . . -8 
around 10 mole of ions per liter or a partial pressure around 10 

t Th . d' . b . . , ·- 1/ 3 1. 1. 5X 10- 3 orr. e average 1stance etween 10ns was r 0 ::::: n ::::: · .t<i ... 

em (where n is the ion concentration). The usual picture of an 11 ideal11 

gas is based upon the assumption of independent molecules, and.since 

the Coulomb force between the ions is such a long-range force, the 

ions stop behaving independently at much lower concentrations than do 

neutral species. However, since the Coulomb potential energy at the 

average distance of separation between ions was only about 10- 16 erg 

6 -14 (much smaller than the average thermal energy of X 10 erg), we 

see that we may still regard the ions as behaving independently at the 

ion concentrations used in these experiments. 

A. Photoionization 

Absorption of light whose wavelength was shorter than 1340 A 

produced charged particles by 

. + 
··NO.+hv.~.NO +e. (B-1) 

The rate of production of ions, q, was 5X10
10 

to 6X10
11 

ions/(cm
3

sec). 

In most of the experiments, 1236-Alight was .used, so that the NO+ ions 

were produced in the v = 0, v = 1, and v = 2 vibrational levels, where the 

photoelectrons had kinetic energies of 0.77, 0.47, or 1.17 eV. Watanabe 

el al. , have shown experimentally that the light absorption causes the 

populations of the v = 0, v = 1, andy= 2 vibrational levels of the NO+ to 

be in the proportions of 0. 79: 1.00: 1.05,, 
12 

and theoretical calculations 

of the transition probabilities agree qualitatively with this result. 13 • 
14 
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B. Disappearance of the Photoelectron 

These experiments were designed to study ion-ion recombination, 

so we want to assure ourselves that most of the photoelectrons attach 
- . -

to form negative ions before they hav'e a chance to undergo ion-electron 
' , 

·' 
recombination. The photoelectrons produced in Eq. (B-1) may have 

formed negative ions with any electronegative gas present (such as the 

NO, or with the small amounts of N0
2

, 0 2 , or N
2
0, etc. that may also 

have been present). Two mechanisms were likely: 

A three-body attachment reaction, 

k3 -
e+B+M~ B +M, 

(B-2) 

e. g., e+ NO+M- NO +M; 

or a dissociative attachment reaction, 

e + C k2 : B- + D, - . (B-3) 

Few three-body attachment rates have been measured. Gunton and Inn 

give a rough value of 4X10- 31 cm6/sec for k
3 

in pure N0, 15 and the 

third-order attachment for electrons of thermal energy to 0.6 eV in 

pure 0 2 is reported to be k 3 = (2 to 4) X 10-30 em 6/ sec, with the k 3 about 

1/50 as large if N 2 is the third body instead of 0
2

. 16 An example of a 
-12 -11 3/ two-body attachment rate constant is k

2 
= 10 to 10 em sec for 

16 0 2 with electrons of 1.5 to 2.0 eV energy. 

The electron might also have undergone an ion-electron re

combination reaction with the NOt 
a 

NO+ + e ____$ neutral products. (B-4) 

Doering and Mahan reported ae as 

Gunton ·and Inn determined -a to be . e 

-6 3 17 -
(0.4 to 2.0)X10 em /sec,., and 

-6 3 15 . 
1.3X10 em /sec. Electron 

loss by diffusion to the walls may be neglected in comparison with the 

loss by ion-electron recombination at the pressure used. The first

order decay constant for loss by diffusion can be taken as D/A 
2

, where 

,_, 
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D is the diffusion coefficient and A is the characteristic diffusion length. 
18 

The value of the ambipolar diffusion coefficient can be estimated as 

. 2 
D ::::: 2(0. 0235) k em /sec, (B -5) 

where k is the positive -ion mobility in em 
2

/ (volt sec). The use of a 

typical value of k::::: 2.5 (760/P) cm
2
/(volt sec) gives D::::: 90/P cm

2
/sec, 

where P is the pressure in torr. Estimating A to be 0.4 to 2 em 

· I 2 . I 6 I -1 gwes D A ::::: 22 P to 5 0 P sec as the decay constant for electron 

loss by diffusion. In contrast, the first-order decay constant for electron

ion recombination is a [n_J, which can be estimated by taking 
-6 3 e ' 8 3 -1 

a.e:::::1X10 cm/secand[n+]:::::6X10 ion/em, sothata.e[n+]:::::600sec. 

Therefore, the loss of electrons by diffusion may be neglected in com

parison with the loss by ion-electron recombination for pressures of a 

. few torr or higher. 

The first-order rate constant of electron loss by attachment can 

be estimated as 5X10-
12 [c] +4X10-

31
[B] [M], where [B] can be taken 

as the NO concentration and [C] may be N
2

0 or some other impurity 

that can undergo a two-body attachment reaction. Let us assume 

[ C]::::: 5 X 10-
4 

[NO] , a reasonable limit for such an impurity. Substitut

ing the values of [NO]::::: 10
16 

molecules/ crri
3 

and [M] = 3. 2 X 10
16 

PM 

molecules/cm
3

, where f'M is the total pressure in torr, gives 

-1 
Rate constant of electron loss by attachment ::::: 2 5 + 150 PM sec . 

(B -6) 

The first-order rate of electron loss by ion-electron recombination is 

ae [n+], so that 

Rate constant of electron loss by ion-electron recombination 

-1 
::::: 600 sec . (B- 7) 

Thus, the estimated .rate of electron loss by attachment is larger than 

the estimated rate of ion-electron recombination when the total pressure 

is greater than 4 torr. Therefore, the primary loss of charge was by 

ion-ion recombination, since the electrons formed negative ions (with 

no loss of charge) faster than they neutralized the positive ions by ion

electron recombination. 
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The ,equilibrium electron concentration when the photolysis 

lamp is on is given by 

[e]z q/(25+150PM+600):::: 3X10
11

/(625+150PM)' (B-8) 

where the rate of production of electrons is q:::: 3X10
11 

electrons;(cm\ec). 
8 3 7 v 

Therefore [e]
3
z1.4X10 electrons/em at PM= 10 torr and [e]z 10 

electrons/ em at PM= 200 torr. Thus the photostationary electron con

centratlon is lower than the negative -ion concentration of (3 to 10) X 10
8 

ions/c.!n
3 

when the pressure is above 10 torr or so. Also, the rate of 

electron loss when the lamp is turned off is 

(B-9) 

In 1 msec after the lamp was shut off, the electron concentration would 

drop by a factor of 37 at PM = 20 torr, or by a factor or more than 

1000 at PM= 50 torr. Therefore, under the experimental conditions 

used, the negative -ion concentration was larger than the electron con

centration and nearly equal to the positive -ion concentration, and we 

could study the process of ion-ion charge exchange. 

C. Fate of the Ions Initially Produced 

The NO+ ions and the negative ions initially formed may have 

undergone charge -exchange reactions 

(B-10) 

and 
- -+ 

B + D ..- D- + B, (B-11) 

e. g.' 

(B-12) 

The equilibrium constants for these reactions are given by 

(B-13) 

where (qtqrqvqe) A represents the product of the translational, rota

tional, vibrational, and electronic partition functions for A, 
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kBT=0.0257 eV, and where 61=1PA -1PE is the difference in the 

ionization potentials of A and E. Since e 61/kT = 10 16 ·9(.6 1) when 

.61 is expressed in eV, and since the (qtq q q ) terms are nearly the 
r v e 

same for the ion as for the neutral and thus largely cancel out; we have 

K ' ::::: 1016.9 (.61) 
B-10 . (B-14) 

Similar assumptions for the equilibrium expressed in Eq. (B-11) gives 

K . . ::::: 1 O 16. 9 ( 6EA) 
B-11 ' 

(B-15) 

where .6EA = EAD- EAB is the difference in the electron affinities, 

expressed in eV. 

Because of the 10 16 · 9 (.6:0 and 10 16 · 9 (.6EA) terms, in the 

equilibrium situation nearly all the positive ions are ions of the species 

with the lowest ionization potential, and the negative ions are formed 

from the neutral with the highest electron affinity. However, before 

drawing any conclusions we must also consider the kinetics of charge

exchange reactions. 

A typical rate constant for a charge -exchange reaction is the 

value of k= 2.5X10- 11 cm
3
/sec foro+ +0

2
-.. o

2
+ +0. 19 Using this 

value to get a rough estimate for the system studied gives the rate of 

production of any secondary positive ion from NO+ as 

where PC is the pressure of C in torr. The rate of production of 
+ 11. 3 ' 11 

NO was around 10 wns/(cm sec) (usually more than 2X 10 ), and 

the rate of production of c+. would have been less than 10
11 

for 

PC< 2. X 10-
4 

torr- -therefore the NO was the dominant positive ion, 

because it seems unlikely that there would have been this high a pres

sure of a gas whose ionization potential is less than that of NO. 

It is very likely that the negative ion was NO; rather than NO 

It has been shown that N0
2 

has an electron affinity greater than 

3. 3 eV 20 - -a value that almost certainly is greater than the electron 

affinity of any other species likely to have been present. The photolysis 
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of NO produced N0
2 

and the N02 pressure may have achieved a 

steady- state value of 0. 2 to 2 f.l· This is sufficiently high so that the 

N02- could have been the dominant negative ion, for no matter what 

negative ion was formed initially, it could have. undergone charge ex

change with the.·No
2 

to give NO;. 

Another possible reaction is ion-cluster formation, 

+ - + NO + nB ..- NO( B) , 

No; +mC -+-

n 
(B-16) 

(B-17) 

where B and- C are neutral gas atoms or molecules. This possibility 

is discussed in Sec. IV, where the results of ion-mobility determina

tions indicate that under most conditions at least s-ome of the ions are 

present as ion. cluste'rs. Thus, the reaction under study is the charge

neutralization reaction· between NO+ and N0
2
- ions and (or) between 

+ -
NO and N0

2 
ions that are present as ion clusters. 

·• 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

A. Procedure 

The experimental problem was to measure the rate constant, 

a, for the charge -neutralization reaction 

+ ,.. a 
NO + N02 - neutral products. 

The rate constant can be determined by allowing the concentration of 

ions to decay by means of ion recombination, and then measuring the 

ion concentration as a function of time. A block diagram of the appa

ratus is given in Fig. 1. It consisted of a vacuum ultraviolet light 

source whose light passed through a LiF window into the reaction cell, 

where it produced the ions to be studied. The light that was not ab

sorbed in the reaction cell passed through another LiF window into an 

ionization cell, where the ion current served as a monitor of the lamp 

intensity. The reaction cell.was fitted with two parallel plates and 

guard rings so that a voltage could be applied to collect the ions present 

between the plates. A thyratron acted as a switch to apply this voltage 

when desired. 

The experimental procedure followed during a run was to turn 

on the lamp, adjust it to a standard intensity, and allow the ionic con

centration in the cell to come to a steady-state value. Then the lamp 

was turned off and simultaneously a time delay was triggered. At the 

end of the chosen time delay, the thyratron was fired to apply the 

collecting voltage to the reaction cell. The current induced by the 

collection of the ions pas'sed through a resistor and the voltage that 

developed as a function of time on a Tektronix type 55~ oscilloscope 

was recorded photographically. The area under the current-vs -time 

curve gave the value of the ion concentration at the end of the known 

time delay. This constituted one point on a concentration-vs -time 

curve. The experiment was repeated with different delay times until 

the concentration had been followed over a range such that the concen

tration at the longest delay time was 1/8 to 1/30 of the initial ion con

cent!ration. Concentrations below this point [(2 to 4)X 10 
7 

ions/ em 
3

] 

were difficult to measure accurately. 
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Thyratron 

-~ 

Lamp - intensity 
1 l monitor 

- I 

. 
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- ~ -
I 

II Lamp 

C9 
. 

Os c 111 o scope 

MU-31865 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the experimental apparatus. 
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B. Light Source 

The light sources used were discharges excited by the :::::3000 -Me 

microwaves produced by a QK-60 magnetron operating at a power in

put of 100 to 150 watts. The microwaves were. coupled to a resonant 

cavity which contained a 25-mm o. d. quartz tube. In most of the ex

periments the quartz tube was filled with pure krypton at a pressure of 

1 to 2 torr. This lamp produced the 1236-A krypton. resonance radia

tion as the primary ionizing radiation, although some 1165-A resonance 

radiation probably was also present. The lamp also produced consider

able light of wavelengths longer than 1600 A-- but this light doesn't 

ionize the NO. Any krypton present in the reaction cell would absorb 

the krypton resonance radiation very strongly and would thus prevent 

the ionizing radiation from penetrating very far into the reaction cell. 

Therefore, for the experiments in which krypton and xenon (which 

contained::::: 0.006o/o krypton as an impurity) were used as third-body 

gases, it was necessary to use another light source, and for these ex

periments a mixture of hydrogen and helium was used. ·A reasonable 

intensity of ionizing radiation ( ::::: 10
13 

quanta/ em 
2 

sec) could be ob

tained by using about equal parts of helium and hydrogen at a total 

pressure around 1 to 5 torr, whereas a discharge in pure hydrogen was 

very unstable and difficult to maintain, and a discharge in pure helium 

gave a much lower intensity of ionizing radiatio'n. The spectral distri

bution of the He -H
2 

lamp is not known, but the visible spectra indicated 

that both atomic and molecular hydrogen spectra were present, so that 

the ionizing radiation would consist of both the 1216 A Lyman a line and 

the many-lined hydrogen molecular spectra. 

A thyratron circuit described by Doering
21 

was used to turn the 

lamp off and to trigger the start of the delay time. Photomultiplier ,; 

studies and studies done with NO in the reaction cell indicate that the 

lamp intensity drops to 1/2 its initial value in about 0.2 msec and to 

1/10 in about 1 msec. 
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C. Lamp Intensity Monitor 

The ionization cell used as a lamp intensity monitor was the 

reaction cell described by Doering and Mahan, 
17 

which consisted of 

two parallel pla~es and guard rings in a Pyrex tube. The ionization 

current was produced in 80 f.L of NO and was collected by applying 90 V 

across the plates. A Keithley 610A electrometer was used to measure 

the current-- typically 2X10- 9 A. Since NO was used both in the lamp 

monitor and in the reaction cell, the current produced in tll.e monitor 

gave a good measure of the intensity of NO-ionizing radiation. The 

design of the apparatus had the disadvantage that only the light passing 

through the reaction cell, and not the direct lamp intensity, could be 

monitored. Thus, any changes in light absorption in the reaction cell 

could not be distinguished from changes in the lamp intensity. How-" 

ever, repeating runs.indicated that the absorption of the contents of the 

cell was approximately constant. The experimental setup did allow 

checks to be made on the purity of the third-body gases, since the 

ionization-cell current could be observed as the third- body gas was 

added to the reaction cell. 

D. Collecting Voltage 

The collecting-voltage thyratron circuit is shown in Fig. 2. 

After the proper time delay (as determined by the time-delay setting 
• on the oscilloscope), the Tektronix type 555 oscilloscope began its 

delayed sweep and the plus gate output puts a 30- V positive pulse on 

the grid of the 5557 thyratron, causing it to conduct. The voltage de

veloped across resistor G or across resistors F and G was then ap

plied to the· high-voltage plate of the reaction cell. Before the thyratron 

conducted,· this resistor maintained the high-voltage plate of the re

action cell at ground potential. The collecting voltage was negative in 

sign and was obtained from batteries (voltages of 230 V or less) or 

from a regulated power supply (160 to 550 V). The magnitude of the 
\ 

voltage was generally large enough so that the ions were collected in 

1. 5 to 3 msec, except at the shortest delay times where 3 to 5 msec 

(/ 
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0.025 mF 

(Al--J 
IOK 

I.IK 

(B) 

+ 

~ c 

(c) 

(D) 

+ 

( F) 

500 
(H) 

pF ( J) 
(G) ( K ) 

(J) 

MU-31866 

Fig. 2. Thyratron circuit used to turn on collecting voltage: 
(Resistances are shown in ohms) (A) plus gate of time 
base B of a Type 555 Tektronix oscilloscope provides a 
30- V positive pulse to fire the thyraton at the end of the 
delay time determined by the delayed trigger setting of 
the oscilloscope; (B) 7. 5 V battery to provide negative 
grid bias; (C) P3062 filament transformer; (D) batteries 
or regulated power supply to provide the collection voltage; 
(E) type 5557 thyratron; (F) and (G) high-voltage collec
tion plate is maintained at ground potential by either the 
50K rl resistor G, or by a combination of G with the 50K rl 
resistor F; (H) reaction cell; (J) input to type H and D 
preamplifier units of oscilloscope. (K) 330K rl resistor 
in parallel with the 
two 1Mrl resistors of the-Hand D preamplifier units 
transforms the ion current into a voltage. 
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were required. From the results of the computer calculations de

scribed in Sec. IV, it was found to be unnecessary to correct for the 

number of ions recombining during the collection time. The number 

of ions recombining was usually less than 10o/o of the ions present, and 

the correction did not change the observed recombination coefficient by 

more than a few percent. 

The values for the applied voltage were such that the values of 

X/P, the field intensity divided by the pres sure, ranged from 0. 2 to 

0. 7 V /(em torr) in He, 0.4 to 4 in Ar, 0.6 to 7 i~ N
2

, 0.6 to 3 in Kr, 

0.9 to 3.5 in-Xe, 0.1 to 0.6 in H 2 , and 0.2 to 1.0 in-D
2

. The higher 

values of X/P were used at the lower pressures, since at the lower 

pressures the higher ionic mobilities resulted in considerable charge 
\ 

separation and the resulting space charge caused the applied voltage 
\ ... 

drops to occur mainly in the region close to the plates, so th~t the 

applied field was small in the center. 1 Because of this, larger values 

of X/P were necessary at low pressures to collect the ions quickly. 

In any case, the values of X/P used were so low that ion multiplication 

resulting from acceleration of the positive and negative ions would not 

occur, since ionization by ions is unlikely at values of X/P below a 
22 

few hundred volts/(cm torr). However, there may have been some 

secondary electrons emitted during the ion-collection process, and 

this may have caused some error in the ion concentration measurement. 

Any electrons emitted at the anode would be collected quickly and would 

cause little external current flow. However, the electrons emitted at 

the cathode would move across to the anode and the current induced by 

this motion would make the ion concentration appear to be larger. Also, 

if the value of X/P were large enough, the secondary eleCtrons might 

be accelerated enough to cause ionization in th"e gas between the plates. 

We can estimate an upper limit to the amount of additional ionization 

caused by each secondary electron by assuming that the electrons do 

not attach during their motion between the plates and by using 

Townse:qd 1 s first-ionization co-efficient, . a
1
, .which gives the number 

of ion pairs produced by an electron traveling 1 em in the direction of 

the field, so that each electron ejected at the cathbde will cause 

, 
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exp(2 a. 1 ) electrons to arrive at the anode, 2 em. away. Estimating 

a.
1
/P to be on the order of 2 X 10-

4 
ion pairs/ (em torr)

23 
at a relatively 

high pressure of 500 torr gives a
1 

·~ 0.1 ion pairs per em, or 

exp(2 a
1

) ~ 1.22. Each seconda.ry electron therefore would create 0.22 

additional electrons· in the gas, although in an actual case the attachment 

of some of the electrons would lower the multipHcation. 

It is difficult to estimate the number of secondary electrons 

that would be released, since (a) no experimental values of the secondary 

emission coefficient are available for ions in NO, (b) the values of X/P 

used were lower than the range of X/P in which y, the secondary

emission coefficient, is usually measured, and (E) the nature of the 

surface of the nickel cathode was not known. Rough extrapolations of 

y~·s obtained at higher values of X/P for argon ions give y 1 s from 

o, 002 to 0. 07 electron per positive ion. 24 The presence of the NO prob

ably tends to contaminate the surface and lower the value of y, so that 

we probably have -y ~ 0.04. If each positive ion produced 0.04 second

ary electron and each secondary electron produced 0.22 more electron 

in the gas, there would be a total ion multiplication of about 5o/o. 

From the above discussion we see that ion mulitplication would 

be primarily a result of the secondary electrons ejected during ion 

collection. Since the estimate of -y varied from 0. 002 to 0. 07, the 

estimate of the ion multiplication would vary from 0. 2o/o to 8o/o. Because 

the estimate of -y was so crude and because it was not known how -y 

may have changed between experimental runs, ion multipllcation was 

neglected. This neglect may have caused the measured ion concentra

tions to be a little high, but the error should be less than 5o/o. 

E. Reaction Cell 

The reaction cell was a 90-mm o. d. Pyrex tube 11.7 em long 

with a 22 -mm i. d. window port axially located on each end. The high

voltage plate was 48X58 mm
2 

and was 20 mm from the 15X2-5-mm
2 

collecting plate, which was centered in an 18X28-mm
2 

hole in a 
2 ' 

48X58-mm guard ring. The plates and guard ring were made of 
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nickel and were spot-welded to tungsten wires which passed through 

the glass walls. The inside of the reaction cell was coated with a con

ducting surface of colloidal graphite {Aquadag) which was connected to 

an external electrode so that the walls of the cell could be maintained 

at ground potential. The entire reaction cell and the lamp monitor 

were enclosed in a grounded copper box to prevent external pickup, and 

coaxial cable was used for all electrical connections. An analog field 
25 

plotter was used to determine the equipotential lines in the reaction 

cell, and the -flux lines indicated that the effective volume from which 
. . . . . 3 . . 3 
wns were colle~ted was 14.3X23.7X20 rom , or 6.77 em . Figure 3 

shows a s~de view of the equipotential lines and the flux lines. 

The reaction cell was. connected. to a ~onventional vacuum 

system; a cold trap protected the celi from mercury vapor from the 

manometer used to read the total gas pressure. Apiezon W wax was 

used to seal on the two LiF windows, which were 25 rom in diameter 

and 4 rom thick. Th,is wax prevented us from baking out the cell and the 

cell was in contact ~ith four stopcocks which were greased either with 

Apiezon N or with Dow-Corning silicone grease. Although the system 
. ' 6 

was pumped down to {1 to 2) X 10- torr before each experiment, the 

pressure in the closed-off reaction cell built up to (0.2 to 1) X 10-4 
torr. 

Although some of this gas may have beeh stopcock grease vapor, most 

of it'was probably absorbed air in the grease; 'or absorbed gas from 

the previous filling of the reaction cell. 

F. Gas Purity 

Cylinder nitric oxide.was further purified by repeated distilla

tion from an isopentane slush bath at -160° C, and by pumping on the 

NO when it was cooled to -196° C. Table I gives the impurities found 

by mass -spectral analysis of the various samples of NO used, and of 

the N
2

, Kr, Xe, Ar, He, H
2

, and D
2 

used as third-body gases. Also 

'included is the least impurity that could have ·been detected in each 

mass -spectral run. In the case of Ar, He, H
2

, and D
2

, it was possible 

to determine upper limits to H
2

0 impurity at levels below the limit of 
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(A) 

o.s 

(G) 

(I) (J) 

coating 

(D) (E) (F) 
MU-31867 

Fig. 3. Side view of equipotential surfaces and flux lines 
in reaction cell: (A) high-voltage terminal; (B) LiF 
window to lamp; (C) LiF window to lamp-intensity 
monitor; (D) Aquadag-coating terminal; (E) collecting
plate terminal; (F) Guard-ring terminal; (GHIJ) cross 
section of actual collection volume. 



Table I. Impurities found in gases used. 

Impurity (in o/o) Detection 
limit 

Gas H 20 02 
(o/o) 

N 2 +CO N 20 N02 Kr Hz HD 
-- --

Helium < 0. 007a 0.02 0.02 

Hydrogen <o.001a 0. 03 0.05 0. 03 

Deuterium <o.001a 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.02 

Nitrogen 0.05 0.03 

Krypton b 0.03 
I 

Argon <0.001a <0.01a 0.04 0.02 
,..... 
00 
I 

Xenon 0.003 0.006 0. 01 

Nitric Oxide 

Sample #1 0.1 0.12c 6.2c. 0.03 0.04 0. 03 

Sample# 2 0.6 0.13c 6.9c 0.05 0.05 0.04 

Sample # 3 0.2 0.3·c 9.3c 0.3 0.3 0.3 

a 
Upper limit determined fr:om absorption of 1236-Alight. 

b 
N 2 would be difficult to detect because of presence of Kr +

3 

c 
Som·e of this impurity may be formed in the mass spectrometer. 

~· «:' ~~ 
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mass-spectral sensitivity by observing the absorption of the 1236-A 

radiation and by using the known absorption coefficient for H
2
0. 

G. Experimental Difficulties 

Because of the capacitance of the reaction cell and of the coaxial 

cable between the c~ll and the oscilloscope, and the input capacitance 

of the oscilloscope,· a charging current flowed when the voltage was 

applied to the cell. A correction for this charging current was deter

mined by making a blank run in which the voltage was applied but. the 

lamp was not turned on. Such a blank run was made for each regular 

run with the lamp on, and the ion concentration was determined by 

measuring the area between the curve for the current due to ions plus 

charging and the curve due to capacitor charging alone. 

Another difficulty encountered was that the oscilloscope trace 

did not always return to zero- -instead, it would sometimes return to 

a value of aruund 2o/o of the maximum deflection and then remain almost 

constant for several msec although it continued to slowly .return to zero. 

Figure 4 shows (a) an example of a run without the vvtail, 11 anq (b) an 

example of a run with the taiL This tail was more obvious when the 

pressure was low, and it was also more serious for the light third

body ~ga'Se.s:- -which suggests that it may have been due to ions diffusing 

into the collection volume from the region outside. Indeed, it was 

found that the ions within the collection volume were collected more 

rapidly than were the ions that the gua-rd ring collected, and the guard 

ring still collected ions for several msec after the collecting plate had 

stopped collecting. Some of these ions that were outside the normal 

collecting volume may have diffused into the collecting volume. 

Because of the resistance in the oscilloscope input circuit, the 

collecting plate was a few tenths of a volt from ground potential during 

the time of ion collection. Therefore, a resistor was placed so that 

the current collected by the guard ring and by the Aquadag coating also 

developed a small voltage, so that the collecting plate and the guard 

ring were at nearly the same potential during the time of ion collection. 
~ 

. Hov.;ever, ,since the ions in the collection volume were collected before 
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{a) 

5 mV I 
Q.4m sec Voltage t , 

1----1 
. . 
1ncreasmg 

{A) {B) 

.;..__ T"tme mcreasmg. 

{b) 

5 mV I O~msec t Voltage 

{c) increasing 

{E) {0) 

·-Time increasing 
MU-31868 

Fig. 4. (a) Illustration of an experimental curve without 
a Tail. (A) Blank run showing capacitance charging 
current (which goes off scale on this trace). (B) 
Time when voltage is applied to cell. Experimental 
run is NO.:..Kr at a total pressure of 250 torr. 

' ' 

(b) Illustration of the extrapolation procedure and 
. an experimental curve with a tail: (C) tail of run whose 
peak voltage (not shown here) was 80 mV; (D) blank 
run; (E) extrapolated curve; the tail beyond this curve 
is not included in the determination of the total charge 
collected. Experimental run is NO-He at a total 
pressure of 92 torr. 
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the ion current to the guard ring was zero, there was a small potential 

difference (::::: 0.1 V) which slightly favored the collector plate. Also, 

the concentration gradient in the cell after the ions in the collection 

volume had been collected favored diffusion into the collection volume. 

In order to evaluate the area under the current-time curve the 

collection current was extrapolated to zero so as to not include the 

taiL- -as illustrated in Fig. :4(b). However, thi,s procedure did count 

the few ions that may have drifted into the collection volume during the 

time of ion collection. The upper limit of the number of ions that may 

have drifted into the collection volume during the regular collection 

time can be,:r_oughly:estitnated by assuming that the number of ions 

drifting in was the same for the entire collection time as it was at the 

start of the tail~ This puts an upper limit on the number of extra ions 

collected at 10 to 20% of the total ions for the low-pressure runs with 

tails. 

Another question is whether or not contact potentials were 

present, and if so, what their effect was. In an effort to study this, 

some run"s were done in which a bias battery was used to apply about 

0.1 V to one of"the plates, so that ions might be collected during the 

delay time before the collecting voltage was applied. The result was 

that at long delay times the ion concentration was about 2 to 5% lower-

hardly more than the normal experimental scatter. Also, some cal

culations 'were carried out (using the program described iri Sec. IV) 

on the effect of a small voltage of about 0.1 V. The results of these 

calculations indicate that such a voltage would cause the measured 

value of the recombination coefficient to be 1 to 3o/o high, and in view 

of the other experimental uncertainties, it is not necessary to correct 

for any contact potentials that may have been present. 
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-IV. ESTIMATION OF ION MOBILITIES 

Since the mobility of gaseous ions depends upon the mass and 

size of the ions, we attempted to e,stimate the ionic mob!lities so that 
I 

we would have a better idea of the nature of the ions involved. The 

estimation was carried out by com~aring the experimental current

time .curves produced during ·ion collection with calculated current

time curves. Here •. in Sec·. IV, we describe the calculation of these 

curves and the results of the ionic mobility estimation. 

A. Description of the Method of Computation 

When the collecting voltage is applied to the reaction cell, the 

. ions present-between the plates begin to move in the applied electric 

field and thus induce a current whose time behavior is recorded on an 

oscillogram. The shape of the current-vs -time cur.ve is determined 

by a number of factors: (a) the ionic concentration at the time the 

voltage is applied. (b) the number of ions lost by recombination or 

diffusion during the time of collection, (c) the initial distribution of the 

ions, (d) the magnitude of the applied voltage; (e) the distance between 

the plates, and (I) the mobilities of the various ions present. Allrjof 

these are kno:Wn in principle except the exact form of the ion distribu

tion and the ion _mopilities. We attempted to match the observed 

current-time curves with calculated curves, using the ion mobility as 

a. parameter. 

The current, i, induced in the external circuit by the motion of 

a concentration of n + singly charged positive ions and a concentration 

of n singly charged negative ions distributed along the distance y 
. . 26 27 

between the cathode at y = 0 and the anode at y = d is g1ven by ' 

i = eA Jd 
d ' 

. 0 

(n+ lvtl+n lv_l)dy, (D-1) 

where jv + I and jv _ I are the magnitudes of the velocities of the positive 

and negative ions, e is the electronic charge, and A is the area of 

the collecting plate. 
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If the electric field is not too large, then the magnitudes of the 

ion velocities are related to the electric field, X, .by 

lvt I= k+ lx I (D-2) 

and 

lv_.l=k_lxl, (D-3) 

where k+ and k _ are the ionic mobilities of the positive and negative 

ions. SubstitutingEqs, (D-2) and (D-3) into Eq. (D--1) gives 

i = eA 

d 

Po is son's equation states 

J
d 

IX l(n+k+ + n_k_) dy. 

0 

where V is the voltage and the permittivity is taken as 1/(4TT). 

(D-4) 

(D-5) 

Since the ionic concentration at any point is a function of the 

ion-c,urrent flow at that point and the loss by ion recombination, con

tinuity requirements give 

-8 n 8 (n+ k+ X:) + 
+an+n = 

8t 8y 
(D-6) 

and 

"''an_ 
8(n k X) 

--- + + an+n_, 
8t 8y 

(D-7) 

where t is the time and a is the second-order rate constant for ion 

recombination. The boundary conditions are 

n + (d, t) = 0 (D-8) 

and 

n_(O,t) = 0 (D-9) 

By using Eqs. (D-4) through (D-9) it is possible to evaluate the induced 
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current as a function of time if the initial COI_lditions X(y;, 0), n+(y, 0) 

and n_(y, 0) are known, and if a., k+' k_, and V
0

:, the applied voltage, 

are known. To simplify the problem somewhat, we replaced k+ · and 

k by an average value, k . This does not introduce any large errors 
- a 

because (a) the ions probably do have mobilities that differ by.less than 

50o/o, and (b) if one ion has a larger mobility, the action of the space

charge effect is such that the slower ion moves in a larger field than 

the faster ion, so that the net result is similar to both ions' moving 

with the average mobility. Also, we assumed that only one type of ion 

was present and that the nature of the ions did not change during the 

period of ion collection, 
27 

It is convenient to introduce the reduced parameters 

U ='= Xd/V , 
0 

I= di/(Ak n eV ), (D-10) · a o o 

and ~ = y/ d, 

2 I n = a. d no (k v ) ' a o 
2 

G = 4 1T n
0 

ed /V0 , (D -11) 

where n is the ion concentration when the collecting voltage is inio 
tiall)r applied, V

0 
is the voltage applied, n+ and n _ are the concentra-

tions of positive and negative ions and k is the ion mobility. In terms 
a 

of these reduced parameters, Eqs. (D-4) through (D-9) become 

U= 
8W 

8 ~ 

8U --- G(P +- P_) , 

-8P+ -8(P+U) 
---= + QP+P_, 
8~ 8s 

(D-12) 

· (D-13:) 

(D-14) 
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-a P . a (P _ U) 
= + QP p , (D-15) 

a7 as + -

P+(1,7) = 0 ) (D -16) 

and ·p (0, 7) = 0 • (D -17) 

In order to set the problem up for solution on an IBM 7 090 

digital computer the differential Eqs. (D-14) and (D-15) were replaced 

by the following difference e'quations: 

p+ (s., 7.+ 1 ) = p+ (s., 7.) 
1 J 1 J 

+ b.7 _{( -
1 

) [P+ (s.+ 1 ' 7.) U(s.+ 1 ' 7.) 
. . D.s 1 J .1 J 

.,.p+(S.,7.) U(1;.,7.)] -QP+(S.,7.)P (S.,7.)}) 
1J 1J 1J -1J 

(D-18) 

and 

p (S.,7.+ 1 ) = P (S.,7.)+b.7 {(-
1
-)[P (S. 1 ,7-)U(s. 1 ,7.) 

- 1 ) - 1 J D.g - 1- J 1- J 

- P ( s . , 7 . ) u ( s . , 7 . ) ] -n P+ ( s . , 7 . ) P ( s . , 7 . ) } , 
-1J lJ lJ -1J 

(D-19) 

where S. = iD.s, s going from s = 0 at the cathode to s = 1 at the 
1 

anode, and 7.::; jb.7. By use of Eqs. (D-18) and (D,..,19) the reduced 
J 

ion concentrations at each point (P+' P_) are calculated for the later 

reduced time 7j+ 1 = 7j +b.7 from the values of P+' P_, and U at the 

reduced time 7j' Then-:: Eq:. (D-13) is integrated once to give U plus 

an integration constant; and this result is integrated again and the 

integration constant is evaluated from 
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(D-20) 

since 

V(d, t) = V 0 • 

In this way,, the values of U(si' Tj+
1

) are found and the whole procedure 

is repeated with the values of P+, P_, and U at reduced time Tj+ 1 to 

give the values at Tj+ 2 , etc At various intervals, Eq. (D-12) is inte

grated to give the reduced current, I, as a function of the reduced time, 

T. The actual number of ions collected at the anode was also calculated, 

and the total amount of charge collected was nearly equal to the. total 

charge induced by the motion of the ions (if there were no ion recombina

tion, the charges would be exactly equal); however, the time behavior 

of the induced ion current differs from the_ time behavior of the collE;:cted 

ion current. 

The complete FORTRAN -II computer program is given in 

Appendix A. 

B. Results of Computer Caluclations 

Because of the resistance and capacitance in the circuit that 

applies the collecting voltage, the actual voltage between the cathode 

and anode is given by 

(D-21) 

where TRQ is the RC constant for the circuit and was either 

1.8X10-s sec or 2.3X10- 5 sec in the apparatus usE;:d. The reduced 

value of TRC is TRC' where 

Since the expetiments were done with different values of 

compromise had to be made in ,the choice of. T RC' 

(D-22) 

,k V., some a o (.J..I 
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In most of the experiments the values of i RC were between 

0.005 and 0.05, with values around 0.02 beirig more common. A cal

culation was done with three different values of T RC' and Fig. 5 

shows the results for T RC::: 0. 003 5, 0. 017 5, and 0. 087 5. In the rest 

of the calculations, TRC::: 0.0175 was used. 

Since the exact form of the initial distribution is not known, a 

preliminary calculation was done using three different initial distri

butions. In one case the initial distribution was assumed to be 

n + (y, 0) ::: n _ {y, 0) (rr/2) n 0 sin rr(y /d), which would be the distribution in 

the limiting case in which diffusion to the plates is the only mechanism 

for ion loss during the delay time after the lamp is turned off. In the 

. other extreme (no diffusion), the distribution would be uniform right 

up the the plates (with the concentration zero at the surface of the plates). 

This distribution was also used as a test case. A more realistic semi

uniform distribution was also used in which the ion concentration is 

uniform in the center, but smaller in the neighborhood of the plates; 

it is shown in Fig. 6(a). Figure 6(b) shows the current-time curves 

obtained for three distributions. The semiuniform and the uniform 

distributions give nearly identical results, but the sine distribution 

gives a somewhat different result. In the remaining calculations both 

the sine and the semiuniform initial distributions were used. 

Figure 7 shows a comparison of calculated curves with points 

obtained from an experimental oscillogram, indicating the general 

agreement. However, it is rather tedious to make such a plot, since 

various values of k must be assumed in order to convert i to I 
a 

and t to T, and also several measurements of i and t are necessary. 

In order to make mobility estimates with less effort, another procedure 

was used. This procedure is to estimate the mobility from the length 

of time required for ion collection. The time at which ion collection 

actually ceases is poorly defined, since the current goes to zero 

asymptotically. However, it is possible to extrapolate a nearly linear 

section of the curve so that each calculated curve is characterized by 

an extrapolated reduced ion collection time, T C. The extrapolation is 

illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9 for two different values of G {the shapes 

of the reduced current-reduced time curves depend mainly on the 

value of G). 
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Fig. 5. Reduced-current reduced-time curves for three 
different values of T RC" All curves have G = 7.2426, 

Q = 0, and a semiuniform initial distribution. 
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MU-31870 

Fig. 6 (a). Semiuniforn initial distribution. 
· (b) Reduced-current reduced-time curves using 

different initial distributions: curve (A) uniform initial 
distribution, curve (B) semiuniform initial distribution, 
curve (C) Sine initial distribution. 
All curves are for G= 7.2426, rl= 0, and TRC = 0.0175. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of points from experimental current
time curve with calculated curves. The assumed value 
of the mobility is 9. 7 5 cm2 I (volt sec) and the experimental 
run is NO-Kb at 138 torr, V 0 = 270 V; n 0 = 2.4X108 ionslcm3, 
a= 0. 7 5 X 1 o- cm3 I sec, the value of G experimental is 6.44 
and Q experimental is 0.27, while the calculation uses G = 6. 3 
and Q = 0. 30. Curve (A) Semi uniform initial distribution. 
Curve (B) Sine initial distribution. 
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Reduced time, T 

MU-31872 

Fig. 8. Current-time curves showing the determination of the 
reduced extrapolated ion-collection time, Tc· Both curves 
have G == 16, r2 == 0.1 0, TRC == 0. 017 5. Curve (A) has the semi
uniform initial distribution and gives the Tc == 2. 53 shown at 
C. Curve (B) has the sine initial distribution and gives the 
TC == 2.91 shown at (D). 
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Reduced time , T 

MU-31873 

Fig. 9. Current-time curves showing reduced extrapolated ion
collection time, Tc, determination. Both curves have 
G= 5, Q= 0.10, arid TRc= 0.0175., C::urve (A) has the semi
uniform initial distribution and gives the Tc = 1.42 shown 
at (C). Curve (B) has the sine initial distribution and gives 
the Tc = 1-.49 shown at (D). 
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The values of TC were obtained from calculations using 

various values of G and Q for both the sine and the semiuniform 

initial distribution. These values are tabulated in Table II along with 

the fraction of ions actually measured, nc/ n
0 

(as determined from the 

area under the induced current-time curves). Also in Table II are the 

values of GC, defined as 

The values of G C 

urement gives nc 

3o/o in the values in 

(D-23) 

are included because the direct experimental meas

rather than ~0 . There is an uncertainty of 2o/o' or 

Table II caused by errors from the finite step size 

used in the integration. There is an additional error of 2 to 4o/o in the 

extrapolation procedure, as well as an additional uncertainty when 

comparing cases having different values of TRC with the values cal

culated for TRC = 0.0175. Figure 10 shows that the values of TC 

plotted against GC give approximately linear plots for each value of 

Q and for each initial distribution. For small values of GC, the curves 

are quite close, but the differences increase as GC increases. 

The method of evaluating the ion mobility is to calculate GC 

from Eq. (:Q-23) and estimate Q from Eq. (D-11) by using an estimated 

value of k . 
a 

Then TC for these values of GC and ka is determined 

by interpolating between the curves in Fig. 10. Two values of T C are : 

generally obtained, one from each initial distribution. Then the experi

mental extrapolated ion-collection time, tC, is measured and the mo..: 

bility is found from Eq. (D -11) to be 

2 
ka = d Tc/(V0 tc)· (D-24) 

This value of the mobility is used to revise the estimate of Q, and the 

process is repeated. The accuracy of this procedure is probably not 

better than 10o/o, and there is often a considerable difference between 

the mobilities obtained by using the two different initial distributions. 

When the mobilities are different, the choice of the actual mobility can 

be based on the recognition that the different mobilities are limiting 

results and that, as the mobility increases, the true mobility approaches 

the mobility obtained from the sine initial distribution. The actual 
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Table II. Values determined for TC and nc/n0 . ':. ..... 

Semiuniform distribution Sine distribution 

G 0 nc/no Gc Tc G 0 nc/no Gc Tc 

24 0.1 0.936 22.5 3.32 24 0.1 0.888 21.3 3.82 

24 0.2 0.888 21.3 3.08 24 0.2 0.820 19.7 3.45 

20 0.0 1.0 20. 3.20 20 0.0 1.0 20. 3.92 

20 0.1 0.942 18.8 2.92 20 0.1 0. 900 18.0 3.37 

20 ·o.2 0.897 17.9 2. 70 20 0.2 0.839 16.8 3.08 

20 0.5 0.804 16.1 . 2.36 

16 0.1 0.950 15.2 2.53 16 0.1 0. 916 14.7 2.91 

16 0.2 0.909 14.6 2.42 16 0.2 0. 858 13.7 2. 71 

14.49 0.0 1.0 14.5 2.55 

12 0.0 1;0 12. 2.38 12 0.0 1.0 12. 2.60 

12 0.1 0.956 11.5 2.15 12 0.1 0.932 11.2 2.40 

12 0.2 0.918 .. 11.0 2.10 12 0.2 0.881 10.6 2.29 

12 0.5 0.834 10.0 1. 91 

9 (). 0 1.0 9. 1. 93 9 0.0 1.0 9. 2.17 

9 0.5 0.847 7.6 1.68 

7.24 0.0 1.0 7.2 1.72 7.24 0.0 1.0 7.2 1. 88 

7.24 0.1 0.962 7 .. 0 1. 67 

7.24 0.5 0.852 6.2 1. 51 

5 0.1 0.966 4.8 1.42 5 0.1 0.958 4.8 1.49 

5 0.2 0. 937 4. 7 . 1.47 5 0.2 0.923 4.6 1.48 

3 0.0 1.0 3. 1. 23 3 0.0 1.0 3. 1. 23 

3 0.5 0.871 2.6 1.18 

1.45 0.0 1.0 1.5 1.10 

1 0.0 1.0 1. 1. 07 1 0.0 1.0 1. 0. 98 

1 0.2 0.947 1.0 1.05 1 0.2 0.943 0.9 0.96 

a 
TRC = 0.0175 ·in eve~y case. 

"' 
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MU-31874 

Fig. 10. Reduced extrapolated ion-collection time as a function 
of Gc. (A), 1 (B), and (C) have initial sine distributions with 
st= 0 for (A), st= 0.1 for (B), and st= 0.2 for (C). (D), (E), (F), 
and (G) have semi uniform initial distributions with r2 = 0 for 
(D), st= 0.1 for (E), st= 0.2 for (F), and st= 0.5 for (G). 
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choice made was such that for k = 
a 

30 cm
2
/(V sec) the mobility is 

k = (1/3) k S + (2/3) k S U' where k Sis the mobility determined by a a a - a 
using the sine distribution and kaS-U is from the semiuniform distri-

bution; for k = 60 the mobility is k = (2/3) k ·s· + (1/3) k S U' etc. a a a . . a ,.. 
The mobilities were determined for three or four delay times for each 

experimental run and these values were averaged. , Then the value of 

the mobility at 1 atm pressure was calculated from 

k 760 = ka (P/760), (D-25) 

where P is the gas pressure in torr .. The experiments were done at 

room temperature, so that the mobilities listed in Table III are at 

760 torr and approximately 298° K. 

Because the calculated current-time curves do not match the 

observed curves exactly, there is alw~ys an uncertainty in the deter-

mina tion of k . 
a 

The method described above places greater emphasis 

on matching the curves :in the region near the end of the collection 
I 

period. This may not be the best method, but it was used for lack of 

knowledge of a better method. 

From these calculations we can estimate what fraction of the 

total ions present when the voltage is applied are actually measured. 

Figure 11 shows a plot of nc/n
0 

as a function of GC for various values 

of r.l for the two initial distribll.tions. By use of these curves it is 

estimated that the ion loss by recombination during the time of ion 

collection introduces an error of only a few percent, and that the cor

rected values of the rate constant for recombination, a, are generally 

within the experimental uncertainty in the determination of a. 

C. Relation Between the Mobility and the Nature 

of the Ions 

In order to discuss the results given 1n Table III, we need a 

theory to relate the ionic mobility to the nature of the :lons. One such 

h b d . d b L. . 28 d 1 1 d b H .o/ 
29 

theory as een er1ve y angev1n an reca cu ate y asse. 

In this theory, the interaction potential between the ions and the neutrals 

is assumed to be an ion-induced dipole potential with a hard-sphere 

core: 

,, 
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Table III. Experimental determinations of the ion mobility at 760 torr, approx Z98o K. 

Neutral Run Press. k760, Z98° Neutral Run Press. k760, Z98° 
gas No. (torr ) 

(cmz/(V sec)) gas No. (torr ) 
(cmZ/(V sec)) 

He 71 9Z. 3 15.6±1.5 Nz 16 30 Z.31±0.3 

He 70 165 15.3±1.5 Nz 9 1Z7 Z.80±0.3 

He Z6 606 13.5±1.5 Nz 11 Z81 3.00±0.3 

Nz Z1 389 Z.77±0.3 

Ar 49 41.0 Z.6Z±0 . .3 NOZ -He Z7 175 9.80±1.0 

Ar 58 155 Z.60±0.3 

Ar 36 4Z9 3.09±0.3 NOZ -Ar 50 40.8 1.90±0.3 

NOZ -Ar 40 364 Z.37±0.3 

Kr 75 54.8 1.4Z±0.15 

Kr 77 138 1.63±0.16 NzO-Ar 5Z 38.7 Z.43±0.3 I 
w 

Kr 74 Z50 1.50±0.15 NzO-Ar 54 Z81. 3.01±0.3 -.J 

NzO-Ar 55 509 Z.61±0.3 

Xe 81 Z5. 7 1.0Z±0.10 

Xe 79 41.9 1.03±0.10 H2 0-Ar 41 50.5 Z.10±0.3 

Xe sz 70.3 1.14±0.11 Hz O-Ar 4Z 485 Z.33±0.3 

Xe 89 3Z6 1.0Z ± 0.10 

Oz-Ar 51 41.3 Z.37 ± 0.3 

Hz 7Z 61 13.4±1.3 0z-Ar 43 330 Z.9Z±0.3 

Hz 69 171 13.1±1.3 Oz-Ar 45 507 Z.49±0.3 

Hz 67 6Z4 1Z.8±1.3 

COz -Ar 53 4Z Z.06±0.3 

Dz 63 116 9.5±1.0 

Dz 60 Z84 9.7±1.0 NOz -Nz 17 5Z Z.04±0.3 

Dz 61 518 8.7±1.0 NOZ -N2 zo 3 57 Z.39 ± 0.3 
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MU-31875 

Fig. 11. Fraction of ions actually measured as a function of 
Gc. (A), (C), and (E) have semiuniform initial distribu
tions with rl= 0.1 for (A), rl= 0.2 for (C), and rl= 0.5 for (E). 
(B) and (D) have sine initial distributions with r2 = 0.1 for 
(B) and r2 = 0.2 for (D). 
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V(r) forr>s, 

V(r} = oo: for r ~ s, (D-26) 

where aM is the polarizability of the neutral, e is the electronic 

charge, and the hard-sphere distance is defined as 

(D-27) 

where s 1 and sM are the hard-sphere diameters for the ion and the 

neutral. 

When this potential is used the expression for the ionic mobility 
. 30 
lS 

0.462 A 
k = 

P(273/T) (4rr(2.689X10i9) aM!J.] 1/2 
(D-28) 

where P is the gas pressure in atmospheres, T is the absolute tem

perature, !J. = MMM/ (M1 + MM) is the reduced mass in gram-molecular 

weight units, and A is tabulated29 • 30 as a function of a parameter, 

A, defined as 

(D -29) 

where kB 1s the Boltzman constant and s is defined in Eq. (D-27). 

This theory then predicts that the mobility.depends both upon the masses 

and upon the sizes of the ions and the neutrals, as. well as on the polar

izability of the neutrals. In view of the rough determination of the 

mobilities, this theory should be sufficiently realistic for our purposes, 

therefore it is used because of its simplicity in comparison with more 

detailed calculations. 

For one of the parameters of the theory it is required that the 
( 

hard-sphere diameters of the ion and the neutral be estimated. The 

procedure used was to take values derived from Goldschmidt's values 

f h d . b . . d l l . 31 
o t e 1stance etween 10n1c an mo ecu ar centers on 1mpact as 

32 
lower limits, use Lennard-Janes CJ values as upper limits. Table 

IV gives the s values and the A values from Eq. (D-29). The dif

ferent ions are assumed to be NO+ and N0
2
- ions with varying amounts 

of ion clustering. The values of s for the ion clusters were estimated 

from a comparison with values for various polyatomic molecules. 



Table IV. Values of s and A for different ion sizes in various neutral gases. 
a 

Ion molecular weight 
---

30 46 60 to 92 122 to 138 

Neutral · s A 
(!) 

A s A s A 
gas (.i\) (1\) (~) 
---

He 2.52 0.841 2.52 0.841 2.72 0.981 2.92 1.13 
2.94 1.15 3.43 1. 56 3. 78 1.89 4.08 2. 21 

Ar 2.88 0.389 2.88 0.389 3.08 0.445 3.28 0. 505 
3.37 0. 530 3.86 0.696 4.21 0.829 4. 51 0. 952 

I 

K.r 3.02 0.348 3.02 0.348 3.22 0.396 3.4~ 0.446 
*"" 3.47 0.457 3. 96 0. 596 4.31 0. 707 4.61 0. 809 I 0 

Xe 3.12 0.289 3.12 0.289 3.32 0.329 3.52 0. 371 
3. 70 0.409 4.19 0. 524 4.54 0.614 4.84 0. 700 

Hz 2.88. 0. 558 2.88 0. 558 3.08 0.638 3.28 0.724 
3.13 0.656 3.62 0.879 3.97 1. 07 4.27 1. 23 

D2 2.88 0. 564 2.88 0. 564 3.08 0.645 3.28 . 0. 731 
3.13 0.663 3.62 0.888 3.97 1.08 4. 27 1.24 

N2 3.02 0.411 3.02 0.411 3.22 0.467 3.42 0. 526 
3.50 0. 552 3.99 0. 717 4.34 0.848 4.64 0. 970 

a 
The values of A are calculated for a temperature of 298° K. 

.. , . 
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The predicted mobilities listed in Table V may be likened to the 
. . 33 

experimental determinations of the rrtobilitie s of alkali ions. The 

predicted values in Ar, Kr, Xe, and H
2 

agree with the experimental 

results to within 2 to 4% (the predicted values are usually lower than 

the experimental values). The predicted values of the mobilities in 

He agree better with the observed mobilities\ of molecular ions
34 

and 

are lower than the experimental mobilities of the alkali ions in He, 

indicating that the alkali ions have somewhat smaller values of s than 

are used in this calculation. However, the predicted mobilities in N
2 

are about 1 O% higher than the experimental values of the alkali ion 

mobilities in N 2 . Since the mobility in N 2 is not very sensitive to our 

choice of s, this prediction indicates that some failure of the theory 

causes the predicted mobilities to be too high for ions in N
2

. 
35 

For 

this reason, Table V also includes values of the mobility in N
2

, which 

were obtained from a comparison with mobilities of alkali ions in N
2

. 
33 

D. Discussion of the Results of the Mobility Determination 

By comparing the experimental values of the mobility listed m 

Table Ill with the predicted values given in Table V, we can get some 

idea of the nature of the ions involved. In the NO-He mixtures, the 

predicted mobility depends mainly on the size of the ion, and the ex

perimental results would be consistent with an ion molecular weight 

anywhere from 40 to 150. When 5 to 8f.L of N02 is added to th~ NO-He 

mixture the mobility is considerably lo~er and indicates an ion whose 

hard-sphere diameter is larger than 4.1 A. 
In No-Ar mixtures the high-pressure result indicates an ion 

molecular weight of less than 30, but the other pressures indicate the 

ion molecular weight to be between 46 and 60. The smaller ion at high 

pres sure is a strange result (assuming that the discrepancy is real and 

not just a result of the rough mobility determination), since one would 

expect ion-cluster formation to be more likely as the pressure increases. 

Perhaps there were some electrons present during this run and they 

caused the average mobility to increase. Upon addition of several 

microns of N0
2 

to the NO-Ar mixture, the mobility is lowered and a 
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Table V. Range· of the predicted values of the ion mobility 
at 760 torr, 298" K. a 

Ion Molecular Weight 

Neutral -30 46 60 76 92 .122 138 
Gas 

He 16.8 13.6 11.5 11.5 11.4 10.0 . 10.0 
18.6 18.2 17.3 17.2 17.1 16.1 16.1 

Ar 3. 02 2. 70 2.52 2.41 2.34 2.24 2.21 
3.07 2. 7 5 2.60 2.48 2.40. 2. 32 2.28 

Kr 2.16 1. 86 1. 73 L62 1. 54 1.43 1.40 
2.19 1. 90 1. 7 5 1·.64 1. 56 1.47 1.43 

Xe 1.60 1. 3 5 1.23 1.14 1.08 1. 01 0.97 
1.62 1.38 1. 26 1.17 1.10 1.03 0.99 

H2 13.3 12.7 11.8 11.8 11.8 11.0 11.0 
13.3 13.2 i 3.1 13.1 13.0 12.9 12.9 

D2 . .9.8 9.2 8.5 8.5 8.5 7.9 7 .. 9 
9.8 9.6 9.5 9.4 9.4 9.3 9.2 

N2 3.18 2.89 2. 71 ·2.62 2.55 2.40 2.37 
3.20 2.94 2.80 2. 70 2.64 2.56 2.53 

N b 
2 2.92 2.67 2.54 2.50 2.39 2.31 2.27 

a In units of em 2 /(V sec). The range in the values is caused by the 

range in the. values of s used. 

b Determined by comparison with the experimental data for the mobility 

of alkali ions in N
2

(:teference 33). 
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molecular weight of 92 or greater is indicated. When 300 to 400 fJ. of 

H 20 is added to the NO-Ar mixture, an ion molecular weight of more 

than 100 1s indicated. Adding 3 or 4 torr of 0
2 

to the NO-Ar gives 

variable results, in one case indicating and ion molecular weight aroun~ 

92; in another , a mole.cular weight between 30 and 46; and in a third 

case, a molecular weight around. 76. The·.addition o£200 to 400 fJ. of N
2
o to 

tl::te N0-J\.r gave.results .o£ion:xno1e.cular weights of approx 76, 30, and 

between 60 and 76. Finally, adding 3 to 4 torr of C0
2 

reduced the 

mobility considerably and indicated an ion rpolecular weight greater 

than 138. 

In NO-Kr mixtures, the indicated ion molecular weight is 76 to 

138, whereas it is 76 to 122 in NO'-Xe mixtures. In NO-H
2 

mixtures 

the mobility is not sensitive to the ion mass, and any ion molecular 

weight between 30 and 138 would be consistent with the results. In the 

NO~D2 mixtures, one determination indicates an ion molecular weight 

of 60 to 138 (or higher), whereas the other two determinations give ion 

molecular weights of 30 to 60; however, the uncertainty of the results 

do not allow us to rule out any ion molecular weight from 30 to 150. 

Mixtures of NO with N
2 

gave variable results. When compared 

with the mobilities as estimated from the alkali ion mobilities, the 

results of various runs indicate ion molecular weights of approximately 

26, 37, 46, and 120. When several fJ. of N0 2 is added to the NO-N2 
mixtures, ion molecular weights of around 92 and of more than 138 are 

indicated. 

The results from the mixtures of NO with the light third-body 

gases (H
2

, D 2 , and He) give little information about the ion masses. 

The results in the mixtures of NO with the heavier gases indicate av

erage ion molecular weights ranging from less than 30 to 138. The un

certainty in the determination of k is large enough so that most of the 
a . 

results in NO-Ar and NO-N
2 

mixtures could be interpreted as indicat-

ing average ion molecular weights of 46 or less; however, the NO-Kr 

and NO-Xe results definitely indicate ion molecular weights greater 

than 46. 
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From the results when N0
2 

or H
2

0 is added, we know that ion 

clustering does take place when there is a sufficient quantity of mole

cules with large polarizabilities or with appreciable dipole moments. 

Thus, there may be an appreciable fraction of the ions present as ion 

clusters. These may be complexes with the neutral NO to give species 
+ - . + 

such as (N0)
2 

or N0
2 

(NO) (the smaller size of the NO should en-

hance its chance of cluster formation in comparison with that for the 

N0 2-). Possibly some larger clusters such as (NO);, etc., are present. 

Another likely candAidate.for cluster formation is the N0
2 

present (a 

micron or so) from the photolysis of the NO, since we know that the 

addition of 5 or 10 fJ. of N0
2 

does lower the mobility. Thus, the ion 

clusters may be NO(N0
2

)+ and (N0
2 )

2
-, with possibly some larger 

+ clusters such as NO(N02 )
2

, etc. (the number of these larger clusters 

increasing when N02 is added).· Or, the clustering may involve the 

third-body gas. Table XIII in Sec. VI. A gives rough estimates of the 

equilibrium constants, K, for ion-cluster formation with the different 

third-body gases; arid these estimates indicate that xenon is the most 

likely to form a cluster with the ions, followed by krypton, with N
2 

and Ar being less likely, and the lighter gases being even less likeLy. 

So, in the NO-Xe and NO-Kr mixtures some of the ion clusters may be 

NO (Xe) + and NO (Kr) +,and possibly there are similar clusters with the 

other neutrals. 

In some runs, the mobility seems to decrease as the delay time 

increases -- indicating that the relative proportion of ion clusters is 

increasing during the delay time. However, these results are very 

uncertain, because the larger values of GC at the short delay times 

make the k determinations sensitive to the initial ion distribution. 
a 

Since the observed values of a do not decrease with increasing time, 

either the fraction of ions present as ion clusters doesn't change 

markedly during the delay times, or else the recombination rate con

stant for ion clusters is either nearly the same as or larger than the 

rate constant for unclustered ions. 

In conchision, this method is a rather unsatisfactory way to 

determine the ion masses. The method gives very little information 
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about the nature of the ions in the light gas mixtures, and only crude 

results in the heavier gases. However, these crude results indicate 

that (a) it is not safe to assume that ion clusters are not present, and 

(b) a better method of mass analysis of the ions present should give 

interesting results. 
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V.- RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION 
OF THE RECOMBIN:A TION COEFFICIENT, a. 

A. Second-Order Process 

The ions can disappear both by recombination (a second-order 

process) and by diffusion (a first-order process). At small values of 

the ion concentration, the first-order term dominat!=s, and since the 

diffusion losses increase as the mobility increases, the first -order 

term eventually dominates at low enough pressures. 

If we can ignore the diffusion losses, then the integrated form 

of the rate expression is 

1/n = 1/n0 + a.t, (E -1) 

where n is the ion concentration at time t, n
0 

is the ion concentration 

for t = 0, and -a. is the recombination coefficient. A plot of 1/ n vs t 

should therefore be linear, with the slope giving the value of a.. How

ever, Gray and Kerr have shown that the plot of 1/n vs t may appear to 

be linear over a short range of 1/n, even if the diffusion term is large. 
36 

Figure 12 shows an example of a plot of 1/n vs t. Notice that the plot 

is linear over a fractional change in 1/n of 1?. The other data 

indicate linearity over fr'actional changes of 16 to 25 for high-pressure 

runs and of 2 to 4 at the lowest pressures. Gray and Kerr show that 

linearity over a fractional change of 4 gives an apparent a. that may 

be 8 to 30o/o above the true value, but linearity over a fractional change 

of 8 should give values of a. that are within a few per cent of the true 

values. 
36 

In the lowest-pressure runs made with each gas, the upward 

curvature of the1/n.,vs -t plots indicated that diffusion was important. 

In these cases, the values of the slope at short delay times were taken 

as approximately the true value of a., since the ion concentrations were 

largest there. Also, we attempted to correct for diffusion by plotting 

the data ac~ording to the differential rate law when both first- and 

second-order terms are present: we have 

-d(ln n)/ d t = a.n+ b, (E-2) 
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Fig. 12 .. Plot of 1/n vs time. Data are for run No. 77 in 
a NO-Kr mixture at a total pressure of 138 torr. The 
values of a. from the slopes of the two lines are 7.5 and 
7. 6 X 10-7 cm3 /sec. 
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where b is the first-order rate constant. Thus, the plot of d ln n/ dt 

vs n should give the true value of a. However, the d(ln n)/dt terms 

had to be evaluated graphically, and the uncertainty in the result was 

considerable. 

B. Initial Recombination 

The problem of initial recombinationoccunswhen ion pairs are 

formed with the positive and negative ions relatively close together, so 

close that some of the ions recombine before a random spatial distri

bution is attained. This causes the observed value of a to be too large 

initially, with a decreasing to approach the true value as time in-
s 4 

creases. This difficulty was encountered by Sayers and by Gardner 

both of whom used high pres sure s of electronegative gas (0
2

). The 

problem was not encountered in these experiments because of the low 

pressure of electronegative gas (NO), and the ·observed values of a 

show no tendency to decrease with increasing time over periods of 50 to 

75 msec. 

The reasons why initial recombination should not be expected in 

these experiments can be understood from the following considerations. 

First, the photoelectron does not recombine preferentially with its 

parent positive ion; instead it escapes into the volume of the gas. This 

is because the electron is produced with 0.17 to 0. 77 eV of energy and 
-4 37 

it has a mean free path of 3 to 20X 10 em at a pressure of 100 torr. 

Since the Coulomb attractive energy is larger than the average thermal 

energy only when the charges are within 0.037 X 10- 4 
em, most electrons 

escape to distances greater than this without a single collision. Further, 

the electrons are at a considerable distance away before becoming 

thermalized, since it takes 100 to 10,000 collisions to remove the ini

tial kinetic energy. 37 Thus we can see whether the initial spatial dis(ri

bution will be inhomogeneous by considering only the distance at which· 

the ;electron attaches to form the negative ion. 

'· The r. m. s. distance r A that the electron travels before attach-

ing can be taken approximately as 18 
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(E -3) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the electrons and tA is the 

mean time required for attachment. We can get a rough estimate of 

D from 

D :::: 250 ( 
760 

) 
PM 

2/ . em sec, (E -4) 

where PM is the gas pressure in torr.
18 

The tA can be estimated 

from tA = 1/kA, where kA is the first-order rate constant for elec

tron attachment, and in Sec. II. B, kA is estimated to be 

25+ 150 PM:::: 150 PM sec-
1 

Substituting into Eq. (E-3) gives 

r :::: (~X250X760 )
1

/
2

:::: 
A 150(P )2 

M 

(E-5) 

Thus, r A is on the order of 0.1 to 5 em --which is much larger than 
. -3 

the average distance between ions (r 0 :::: 10 em). We see that the 

negative ions do not tend to form close to the positive ions; instead, the 

spatial distribution of ions should be quite homogeneous even at short 

delay times. 

C. Effects of Pressure and of Different Third-Body Gases on a 

The experimental values of the specific rate of ion recombina

tion, a, are listed in Table VI for various pressures of the mixtures 

of NO with the different M gases used. The upper and lower limits of 

a for each pressure represent the limiting values for which reasonable 

straight lines could be drawn through the experimental points on the 

1/n-vs -t plots. There may be an error of 5 to 10% in these results as 

a result of uncertainty in the voltage calibration for any particular run, 

uncertainty in determining the areas of the current-time curves, and 

pas sible failure to keep the lamp intensity constant throughout the ex

periment. Also, in the runs at low pressures, there may be an addi

tional 10 to 20% uncertainty because of the problem with the "tail" on 

the oscillogram. In addition there is an uncertainty of 5 to 10% in the 
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Table VI. Values of a. for different NO-M mixtures 

Run/Pressure Range of a.X10
7 7 

Run /Pressure Range of a. X 10 
3 3 

Number (torr) (em /sec) Number (torr) (em /sec) 

NO-He Mixtures NO-Kr Mixtures 

23 51 2.9-3.6a 73 15 2.9-3.2a 

71 92 3.0-3.8a 75 55 4.4-4.7 

70 .165 3.7-4.2 76 91 6.0-6.5 

24 261 4.9-5.6 77 138 7.5-7.6 

25 438 6.3-7.0 74 250 9.7-10.4 

26 606 8.1-9.0 78 416 11.4-12.4 

NO-H2 Mixtures NO-D 2 Mixtures 

72 61 3.2-3.7a 59 55 3.0-3.6 

65 98 3.7-4.2 63 116 4.0-4.4 

69 171 4.5-4.8 62 170 4.3-4.9 

68 246 5.2-5.5 60 284 5.9-6.4 

66 339 5. 7-6.3 64 429 7.1-7.5 

67 624 8.1-8.3 61 518 7.9-8.6 

NO-Xe Mixtures NO-N2 Mixtures b 

33 3 1.8-2.1a 15 5 2.9-3.3a 

32 9 2.5-3.0 14 10 2.5-4.5a 

83 17 3.4-3.9 16 30 3.8-4.1 

31 21 3.8-4.1 8 41 4.5-6.0a 

81 26 3 .. 9-4.2 12 100 6.4-7.4 

79 42 5.1-5.4 9 127 7.4-8.0 

30 52 5.8-6.2 10 209 7.4-8.6 

82 70 6.9-7.2 11 281 10.4-11.1 

29 101 8.3-9.6 3 320 11.9-13.8 

80 326 12.4-13.4 21 389 10.3-12.2 

6 511 12.3-13.4 
NO-Ar Mixtures 

34 6.5 2.1-2.5a 

49 41 3.8-4.0 

35 94 5.7~.0 

58 155 7 .2-7. 7 

48 200 8.2-8.8 

37 251 9.1-10.0 

36 429 12.6-13.1 

38 547 13.2-14.2 

a Noticeable curvature· of 1/ri-v~ -t plot indicates diffusion is imp~rtant. 

b Run No. a· shows diffusion because of low value of rio •. 
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absolute values of a in all the experiments because of the uncertainties 

in determining t}1e collection vol~me and in the absolute calibration of 

the oscilloscope. In some experiments, also, small quantities of a 

third gas (e. g., N0
2

) were added to the NO-M gas mixtures, and the 

results of these runs are given in Table VII. 

The values of a plotted vs the gas pressure when H
2 

and when 

Kr are the third-body gases are shown in Fig. 13, Fig. 14 is'for D
2 

and for Xe as the M gases, Fig. 15 is for He and for N
2

, and-Fig. 16 

gives the data when Ar is the third- body gas. The data are plotted for 

both the pure NO-M mixtures and the experiments in which other gases 

·were added to the NO-M mixtures. Also on these figures are curves 

showing the predicted values of a from the results of the detailed cal

culation described in Sec. VII. 

The general form of the a -vs -P curves has a finite value of a 

at zero pressure, a linear increase in a with increasing pressure at 

low pressure, and an approach to a constant value of a at :higher 

pres sure s in the heavier gases. This general behavior is in good agree-
• 4 5 

ment with the results of Gardner and of Sayers. Notice that the 

heavier gases are more efficient third bodies, since a given pressure 

of a heavy gas gives a larger value of a than the same pressure of a 

light gas. 

D. Determination of the Low-Pressure Limit of a 

Since a extrapolates to a finite value ·at zero pressure and a 

also increases with increasing pressure, it is convenient to consider 

that the ion recombination mechanism consists of two parts: (a) a true 

bimolecular mechanism, and (b) a mechanism that is overall third 

order. Thus we have the reactions 

+ ko 
A + B -- neutrals (2nd order), (E -6) 

and 

A ++ B- + M_kT neutrals (overall 3rd order). (E- 7) 
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.Table VII. Effect of various added gases on a. 

Run Total Added gas NO Range of a. X 10 
7 

numbe.r .. pressure pressure pressure 
3/ (torr) (torr) (torr) (em sec) 

N02 added to NO -Ar mixtures 

39 32 ~ 0.020 0.25 3.0-3.3 

50 41 ~ 0.005 0.33 3.3-3. 5 

H20 added to NO-Ar mixtures 

41 50 0.38 0.42 3. 7-4.1 

42 485 0.28 0. 39 9. 6-11.1 

0
2 

added to NO-Ar mixtures 

51 41 1.7 0.28 3. 9-4.1 

47 62 1.9 0.35 3. 9-4.3 

46 184 2.4 ·- 0.39 6. 8-7.4 

43 330 1.7 0.39 9. 5-10.3 

44 506 2.1 0.42 11.7-12.8 

45 507 4.3 0.35 12.0-13.1 

N
2
0 added to NO-Ar mixtures 

52 39 0.63 0.30 3. 7-4.1 

54 281 0.38 0.28 9.4-10.4 

55 509 0.25 0.39 11.9-12.5 

C0
2 

added to NO-Ar mixtures 

53 42 3.5 0.29 3.8-3. 9 

N0
2 

added to NO-N2 mixtures 

18 20 ~ 0.020 0.26 3.1-3.2 

17 52 ~ 0.025 0.28 3.8-4.0 

20 357 ~ 0.010 0.24 8. 7-9.6 

22 513 - 0.010 0.17 12.0-12.4 

N0
2 

added to NO-He mixtures 

27 17 5 ~ 0.007 0.15 3.8-4.0 
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Fig. 13. Plot of a vs pressure for _NO-Kr and NO-Hz mixtures: 
(A) data for NO-Kr mixtures; (B) triangles are data for NO-Hz 
mixtures; (C), (D), and (E) are predicted curves for deactivation 

· by krypton atoms using the detailed calculation, and (F), (G), and 
(H) are predicted for deactivation by Hz. (C), (F), (E), and (H) 
are for En= 0 and bm = 600 A. (C) and (F) are _for NO+ and NOz 
ions. (E) and (H) are for NO (N02 )~ and (NOz) 2 ions. (D) and 
(G) are for En= kBT, bm ~ 1500 A, and NO+ and N02 ions. 
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Fig. 14. Plot of a. vs pressure for NO-Xe and NO-D2 mixtures: 
(A) data for NO-Xe mixtures; (B) circles are data for NO-D2 
mixtures; (C), (D), and (E) are predicted curves for deactiva
tion by xenon atoms using the detailed calculation, and (F), 
(G), and (H) are predicted for deactivation by D2. (C), (F), 
(E), and (H) are for En= 0 and bm = 6ooA (C) and (F) are for 
NO+ and NOz ions. (E) and (H) are for NO(N02)+, and 
(N02)z ions. (D) and (G) are for En= kBT, bm ~1500 A, and 
NO+ and NOz ions. 
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Fig. 15. Plot of a vs pressure for NO-Nz, NO-He, NO-NOz-Nz, 
and NO-NOz -He mixtures: {A) data for NO-Nz mixtures; 
(B) triangles are data for NO-He mixtures; (C), (D), and (E) 
are predicted curves for deactivation by Nz, and (F), (G), and 
(H) are predicted for deactivation by He. (C), (F), (E), and 
(H) are for En= 0 and bm = 600 A. (C) and (F) are for NO+ and 
NOz- ions. (E) and (H) are for NO(NOz)+ and (NOz)i ions. (D) 
and (G) are for'ED = kBT, bm ~ 1500 A, and NO+ and NO£ ions. 
(J) circles are data for NO -NOz -Nz mixtures. (K) square is 
the datum for the NO-NOz-He mixture. 
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Fig. 16. Plot of a vs pressure for NO-Ar, NO-Oz-Ar, NO-NzO-Ar, 
NO-H20-Ar, and NO-;,N02 -Ar mixtures; _(A) predicted curve 
for En= 0, bm = 600 <}, and NO+ and NO_? ions; (B) predicted for 
En= kB T, bm ~\500 A, and No+ and NOz ior:s; (C) predicted for 
En= 0, bm = 600 A, and NO (NOz)+ and (NOz)z ions. 
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The total rate of recombination is the sum of the rates of 

Reactions (E-6) and (E-:7), and it is given by 

-dn 2 2 ----en-- (k0 + kT [M] ) n = an (E -8) 

where n = [A+] = [B -]. Therefore we have 

a ::;: k 0 + kT [M] , (E -9] 

where k 0 is the rate constant for the bimolecular process and is the 

limit of a at zero pressure, and kT is the termolecular rate constant, 

which depends upon the nature of the third-body gas. 

Table VIII gives the values of k
0 

determined by a linear extrap

olation of the low-pressure values of a to the zero pressure limit. 

Also inciuded are the upper and lower limits of the values of k
0 

that 

could be consistent with the extrapolation in each of the third-body 

gases. Within the experimental scatter, the values of k 0 are the same 

for all the third-body gases. This must be the result if k
0 

is for a 

truly bimolecular process between only the positive and negative ions, 

and if the ions are the same in each gas mixture. Unfortunately, the 

uncertainty is so large that a change of 40o/o in k 0 would be required in 

k
0 

before it would be evident. The average value of k 0 is 

-7 3/ k 0 = 2.1 ± 0.4X10 em sec. 

Since k 0 = a 0 (g) , where a 0 is the cross section and (g) 

1s the mean relative velocity, we can evaluate a 0 if we know the mass 

of the ions (which determines (g) ) . If we assume the ions to be NO+ 
- -12 2 

and N02 , then a 0 = 3.6±0.7X10 em. If we assume that the ions 
-12 2 

have a gram-molecular weight of 76, then a 0 = 5.2 ± i.OX 10 em . 

These experimental values may be compared with Yeung's value of 

k
0 

= 1.47X10- 7 
cm3/sec for ions in iodine vapor;

2
•
6 

if the ions are 

I + - -12 2 1 f . . b . 
2 

and I , then a 0 = 5.4X 10 em A so, or 1ons 1n rom1ne vapor, 

Yeung obtained k 0 = 1.85X10- 7 cm3/sec, which corresponds to 
-12 2 + -a 0 = 5.4X 10 em if the ions are Br

2 
and Br . Greaves found values 

- 7 3/ -1 2 2 + - 2 ' of k 0 = 10 em sec and a
0 

= 3X10 em for I
2 

and I . Therefore·· 

the cross section for the bimolecular process determined in these 
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experiments is quite comparable to the results for ions in iodine vapor 

and in bromine vapor. 

Table VIII. Low-pressure limit of a. in various NO-M mixtures 

M gas 

He 

·Ar 

Kr 

Xe 

k 0 X 10 
7 

3 
(em I sec) 

1.9 

2.1 

2.3 

1.8 

2.4 

2.1 

2.2 

Range of k
0 

X 10 
7 

3 
(em I sec) 

1.5-2.5 

1.7-2.3 

2.1-2.5 

1.6-2.4 

2.1-2.6 

1.7-2.7 

1.7-2.5 

E. Termolecular Charge Neutralization 

We now discuss the termolecular charge neutralization reaction, 

whose overall reaction is given by Eq. (E- 7). 

1. Mechanism 

The overall third-order charge -neutralization reaction can be 

described in terms of the fol~owing collisional-deactivation mechanism. 
+ - * ·.· .· 

An excited ion pair, (A B ) ,- i~ Iorrri·ed by 

(E-10) 

Then it can either dissociate, 

(E -11) 

or can be deactivated by a collision with a neutral gas molecule, 

(E -12) 
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The deactivated ion pair, (A +B-), may be considered to be an 

ion pair that has lost enough of its kinetic energy of relative motion so 

that the ions can no longer separate to large distances (i.e., dissociate). 

Since the (A +B-) cannot dissociate, the ions os:cillate between their 

minimum and maximum separations until charge neutralization even

tually occurs. 
+ - ':' The excited ion pair, (A B ) , may be thought of as being two 

ions close enough together so that a collision with a neutral can de

activate the ion pair. Also, since we want to consider here only the 

termolecular charge -neutralization process, we do not include as 
+ - ':' (A B ) any ion pairs that are in the process of undergoing the purely 

bimolecular charge -neutralization reaction. That is, we do not include 

ion pairs whose impact parameters are less than b 0 = [k0/(TI (g) )] 
1

/
2

, 

where k
0 

is the bimolecular rate constant determined in Sec. V. D 

and (g) is the mean relative velocity of the ions. We can ef(press 

k 1 as 

Therefore the ion pairs with impact parameters between b,0 and b
1 

are to be included as (A+B-)':'. 

When the pressure is more than 1 to 2 atm, the value of k 1 
begins to decrease noticeably as the pressure increases, and even at 

pressures below 1 atmosphere, k
1 

depends somewhat on the pressure. 

However, the decrease in k
1 

should not be more than 10 to 15o/o in the 

pressure range used, and we consider k
1 

to be independent of the 

pressure. 

If we assume that every deactivated ion pair eventually under

goes charge neutralization, and if we use the steady-state assumption 

for [(A+B-)':'], then from Reactions (E-7), (E-10), (E-11), and (E-12), 

the expression for a.T' the termolecular part of the recombination 

coeffi~ient, is 

(E-14) 

where [M] is the neutral concentration. 
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2. Experimental Determination of k
1 

In order to evaluate the rate constants for the individual steps 

in the mechanism, it is convenient tb invert Eq. (E-14) to give 

(E -15) 

A plot of 1/aT vs1/[M] (or vs 1/pressure) should therefore be li_near, 

with an intercept of 1/k
1 

and a slope of k 2/(k1k
3

). Figure 17 shows a 

,Plot of 1/aT vs the reciprocal of the pressure for the data in the NO-H2, 

NO-Ar, and NO-Xe mixtures, and Fig. 18 shows the data for the NO-He 

and NO-N
2 

mixtures. Figure 19 shows the data for the NO~D2 and 

NO-Kr mixtures, along with the lines determined by the data shown in 

Figs. 17 and 18. Table IX gives the values of k
1 

determined in each 

M gas, and also gives the upper and lower limits of the values of k
1 

that would seem to be consistent with the data. The values of k
1 

show 

a rather wide variation, and it may be k
1 

is not independent of the 

M gas. However, because of the large experimental uncertainty, we 

decided to assume that k
1 

is independent of the M gas. The average 
. . -6 3/ value of k

1 
is k

1 
= 1. 8±0.5X10 em sec. Therefore, the high- . 

pressure limit of the specific rate of recombination is 
-6 3/ a=k

1
+k

0
=2.0±0.5X10 em sec. 

By knowing k 0 and k
1

, we can calculate the impact parameter 

b
1 

from Eq. (E-13), if we know the ion masses. Also, we can calcu

late the distance of closest approach, r C, corresponding to b 1 . If 

we assume that the ions are NO+ and N0
2
-, then the eros s section, u 

1
, 

2 -11 2 -6 
is u

1 
= rrb

1 
= 3.4±0.9X10 em; b

1 
= 3.3±0.4X10 em; and 

rC = 1.8±0.4X10-
6 

em. The Coulomb energy at rC is 3.2±0.8kBT. 

Since the ions may be clustered, we have also calculated the values 

assuming that both ions have a gram molecular weight of 76. Then 
-11 2 . -6 -6 

u
1 

=4.9±1.2X10 em; b
1 

= 4.0±0.6X10 em; rc=2.3±0.4X10 em; 

and the Coulomb energy at rC is 2.4±0.6kBT. 
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Fig. 17. Plot of 1/a.y vs 1/P for NO-Hz, NO-Ar and NO-Xe 
mixtures. Open triangles are data in NO-Hz; solid tri
angles are data in NO-Ar; and the other points are data 
in NO-Xe. 
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Fig. 18. Plot of 1/aT vs 1/P for NO-He and NO-Nz nixtures. 
Triangles are data in NO-He and the other points are 
data in NO-Nz. 
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Fig. 19. Plot of 1/a.T vs 1/P for NO-Dz and NO-Kr 
mixtures along with the best lines from the other 
gas mixtures. Triangles are data in NO-Dz and 
the other points are for NO-Kr mixtures. 
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Table IX. Values of k 1 in various NO-M mixtures. 

M gas k
1 

X 10
6 

Range of k
1 

X 106 

3 
(em I sec) 

3 
(em I sec) 

He 2.4 1.4-3.6 

Ar 2.2 1.8-2.6 

Kr 1.8 1.6-2.0 

Xe 2.1 1.9-2.6 

H2 1.1 0.9-1.4 

D2 1.3 1.1-1.8 

N2 1.6 1.5-1.8 

3. Estimation of k
2 

+ - ~:::: 
The value of the rate constant for dissociation of the (A B ) 

can be estimated by noting k
2

:::: 1/T, where T is the lifetime of the 
+ -~:::: . . + -~:::: 

(A B ) if no deactivation occurs. We have considered that the (A B 

state is defined as ion pairs within the distance of closest approach 

corresponding to b
1

. Then we assume that when the ions are separated 

by a long distance their relative velocity has the mean value 

(= [8kBTI(!J. rr)] 
112

), so that we can now calculate T from the equations 

of the hyperbolic orbit for each value of b. What we need is the average 

of the reciprocal of T for ion pairs with impact parameters between 

b
0 

and b 
1

. In the detailed calculation presented in Section VII. D, the 

same type of average is required, and the details of how the calculation 

is done are given there. The results of the calculation ar'e that if the 
+ - -7 31 -6 ions are NO and NO~, with k 0 = 2.1X10 em sec and k

1 
= 1.8±0.5X10 

cm
3
lsec, then k

2
= 4.5~ 01 · 69 x1o 10 sec- 1. If the ions have~ gram mo-

. 10 -1 
lecular weight of 76, then k 2 = 2.2~8:~X 10 sec 

The kz.lk
1 

ratio is approximately proportional to the reciprocal 

of the cube of r C corresponding to b
1

, so it is roughly proportional 

to 1lb;. Thus, if k
1 

is independent of the M gas, then k 2 :=is also 

'• 
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independent. However, if k
1 

is not independent of M, then the ratios 

of k 2 for different M gases are approximately inversely proportional 

·to the ratios of k//
2 

for the different M gases. 

4. Determination of the Relative Third-Body Efficiencies 

and the Estimation of k3 

If we assume k
1 

to be independent of theM gas, then the ratios 

of the reciprocals of the slopes of the plots of 1/ aT vs 1/IM] (the slope 

is k 2/ (k
1 

k
3

)) give the ratios of k
3

, the rate constant for the deactivation 

of (A+B-)':'. Table X gives the values of k
2
/(k

1
k

3
) and the relative 

third-body efficiencies. The data permit the relative efficiencies to be 

determined only within fairly wide limits, and the values are also sub

ject to the assumption that k
1 

is independent of theM gas. 
-6 3/ If we take the value of k

1 
= 1.8X 10 em . sec and use the 

. 10 -1 " 10 -1 
mates thatk2 =4.5X10 sec .or: kz=2.2X10 sec , then we 

esti-

can 

get rough estimates of the values of k for each gas. These estimates 
3 

are also given in Table X. However, these values of k
3 

are subject 

to the error in estimating k
2

, as well as the uncertainty in determin

ing k
1 

and k
2
/(k

1
k

3
). Thus, although the values of k

3 
are rather 

uncertain and the relative efficiencies are determined only within 

limits, we see that the M gases can be divided into three groups, with 

Xe being the most efficient third-body gas, N
2

, Kr, and Ar in the 

middle group, and n
2

, . H
2

, and He in the least efficient group. 
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Table X. Relative third-body efficiencies and estimated 

values of k3. 

M gas k 
(k3)M k3 ~x10 9 k bX10 9 

__ 2 X10-24 3 
k1k3 

(k3)He (cm3) ( 3) (~ ~: sec 

He 24.6~~:~ 1.00 1.02 0. 50 

Ar 6.9±0.5 3.6±0.8 3.6 1. 77 

Kr 5.7±0.5 4.3±1.0 4.4 2.1 

Xe 3.6±0.2 6.8±1.5 7.0 3.4 

Hz 17.2±1.7 1.4±0.4 1.45 0. 71 

Dz -16.4~~:; 1.5±0.4 1 . .52 0. 7 5 

N2 
4 7+0.2 

. -0.4 5.2±1.1 5.3 2.6 

a Calculated by assuming k
1 

= 1.8X10- 6 cm3/sec and k
2

=·4.5Xto 10 

-1 + sec , which was the estimated value of k
2 

when NO , N02- were 

the ions. 

b . -6 3/ 10 -1 
Calculated by assuming k

1 
= 1.8X 10 em sec and k 2 =2.2X10 sec , 

which was the estimated value of k 2 for ions having gram .molecular 

weights of 76. 
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VI. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH EXISTING THEORIES 

In this section we discuss our experimental results in terms of 
10 9 

the Fueno-Eyring-Ree theory and in terms of the Natanson theory, 

which is an extension and modification of the Thomson theory. 
8 

A. Comparison of Results with tbe Theory of Fuerio, Eyring, and Ree 

10 . 
Fueno, Eyri~g, and Ree (FER) presented a theory for threeC 

body ion-ion recombination in which the mechanism is assumed to be 

formation of a loose complex, 
k1 

+....... + 
M+A+-MA, 

k2 
(F -1) 

followed by an exchange reaction, 

MA+ + B - AB + M. (F-2) 

For k
3

[B -]/k
2 

< < 1, the MA + is in equilibrium with the A+ and the M, 

undisturbed by Reaction (F-2). Also if [MA +] /[M] is small, then the 

overall three-body rate constant, kT, can be represented as 

kT = k 3 K, (F-3) 

where K = k/k
2 

is the equilibrium constant for Eq. (F-1). This mech

anism is the ion- recombination analog of a mechanism for atom re

combination proposed by Bunker and Davidson. 
11 

Under the rigid rotator and harmonic oscillator assumptions, 

and assuming that neither of the rotational and vibrational energies can 

exceed the binding energy, E , FER arrive at the following expression 
m 

for the equilibrium constant: 

K= 

2 
[1-exp(- ~m/kBT)] 

[ 1-exp( -E v/kB T)] 

(F-4) 

where f.L is the reduced mass of the MA + complex, r is the equi-
m 

librium internuclear distance between M and A+, E is the binding 
m 
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energy of the complex, and Ev is the vib.rational quantum of the M-A + 

bond. FER show how to evaluate r , E , and E under the assump-
m m v 

tion that the M-A + interaction potential, V(r), is given by the sum of 

the Lennard-Janes potential and the polarization 
2 

a. Me 

2r
4 

energy: 

(F- 5) 

where CJ and E0 are the Lennard-Janes parameters for the inter

action between A and M, ~M is the polarizability of M, and r is the 

internuclear distance between M and A+. 
+ FER also assume that every collision between MA and B 

leads to reaction and that the steric factor is unity, so that the rate 

constant for Reaction (F-2) is 

(MAt+ MB- + MM) 

(MAt+ MM)MB-

(F-6) 

where MAt' MB-' and MM are the masses of A+, B-, and M, and Q 

is the effective eros s section. FER arbitrarily choose Q so that the 

impact parameter has the same value as the distance at which the 

Coulomb attractive energy is equal to the average thermal energy, 

3/2 kB T, so that 

4/ 2 2 Q = 4rr e ( 9kB T ) . (F-7) 

Table XI gives the values of the potential parameters calculated 

by the FER method for NO+ -M complexes for the different M gases used. 

Notice that for H 2 , D 2 , and He, Ev is about half as large as Em' so 

that for these cases, the harmonic-oscillator approximation is probably 

1n error. 

FER consider that complex formation with the positive ion is 

the dominant process, but we have also done the calculation for N0
2

- -M 

complexes, and Table XII gives these pntential parameters. Table XIII 

contains the values of the rate constant of the exchange reaction, k
3 

and the equilibr~um constant for complex formation for both NO+ -M 



Table XI. Potential parameters for the NO+-M 

Gas 24 
X 1013 

E X 10
14 

CJNo+-·Ma Eo:N-o+-Mjk a aMX 10 _ r E .m m v - B 
(cm3 ) (A) (o K) (A) (erg) (erg) 

He 2.89 35.1 0.204 2.86 0.335 2.07 

Hz 3.13 66.7 0.789 2.99 0.986 4.73 

D2 3.13 66.7 0. 77 5 2.99 0.983- 3.45 

N2 3.50 105 1. 76 3.38 1.39 1. 76 

Ar 3.37 120 1.63 3.26 1. 50 1. 77 
I 
0' 

Kr 3.47 147 2.46 3.35 2.02 1. 70 
...0 
I 

Xe 3.70 162 4,00 3.53 2.58 1. 73 

a From reference 32, except that the value of CJ NO+-He is 0.05 A smaller. 



Gas 

He 

Ar 

Kr 

Xe 
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Table XII. Potential parameters for the N0
2

- -M interaction 

3.41 47.4 

3.62 90.2 

3.62 90.2 

3. 99 142 

3.86 162 

3. 96 199 

4.19 220 

r 
m 

3.58 

3.69 

3.69 

4.10 

3.98 

4.06 

4.24 

(erg) (erg) 

0.223 1. 21 

0.54 2.93 

0.54 2.11 

0.82 1. 03 

0.87 1.14 

1.17 0. 95 

1. 50 1.15 

a From Reference 32 where one uses uNO~ -M= 0. 5 (u N0
2 
+ uM) with 

- 0 - 1/2 . -
uN

02
- 4.3 A and EoNO{-M- (E 0 N

02
c 0 M) w1th E0 N

02
- 220 kB 

(the uNO and EONO are taken as approximately equal to the values 
2 2 
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Table XIII. Calculated values of k
3 

and K for NO+ -M and 

for NOi -M interactions 

Gas 
NO+-M N0

2
- -M 

k:3:X 1 o6 KX 1021 
k

3 
X 10

6 KX 10
21 

(cm
3 
/sec) 3 

(em ) (cm
3
/sec) 

3 (em ) 

He 2. 50 0.098 2.55 0.10 

H2 2.54 1.1 2.57 0.49 

D2 2. 50 0. 97 2. 55 0.45 

N2 2.18 3.0 2.38 2.3 

Ar 2.09 3.4 2.35 1.2 

Kr 1. 93 12 2.23 2.9 

Xe 1.85 48 2.18 5.9 
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complexes and NOz- -M complexes. Column one of Table XIV gives the 

values of the three -body rate constant~ kT, calculated by assuming 

only NO+ -M complexes co:ntribute, and column two gives the relative 

third- body efficiencies obtained by taking the ratio of kT for each 

M gas to the value of kT fOr helium. Columns three and four of Table 

XIV contain kt and the relative third-body efficiencies calculated by 

assuming that kT is the sum of the rate constant kTP for NO+ -M 

complexes and the rate constant kTN for . N0
2

- -M complexes. 

That is, 

Also included. in Table XIV are the experimentally obtained values of 

kT and the relative third-body efficiencies. 

The values of kT calculated by using the FER theory are 

gene rally below the experimental values; this is especially true for our 

experiments except for the case of xenon. The predicted order of third

body efficiencies of 

Xe > Kr >A r ~ N > H ~ D
2 

> He 
2 2 

is qualitatively correct, except for the predictions of Kr>Ar~N2 and 
~ ;;::; 

H
2 
~ D 2 >He where the experimental results are N 2 > Kr- Ar and 

D
2 
~ H2~ He. However, the calculation predicts a much greater varia

tion in third-body efficiencies than is observed; the ratio of 

(kT)XE/(kT)He is in error by a factor of 30 to 50. 

The calculated values are fairly sensitive to the values of a 

used, and give larger values of K and kT for smaller values of a. 

Therefore, the calculated values could probably be brought into better 

agreement with the experimental values by using smaller values of a 



Table XIV. Comparison of calculated values of kT and 

relative third-body efficiencies with observed values 

Gas kaX1026 
TP (kTP)M kb d< 1026 

TP+ (kTP+N)M k X 10
26 

T (kTexpt)M 

6 6 Extft. (em I sec) (kTP)He (em I sec) (kTP+N)He (ern /sec) (kTexp~He 

--

He 0.024 1.0 0.050 1.0 4.1 1.00 

Hz 0.28 12 0.41 8.1 5.8 1.4±0.4 

Dz 0.24 10 0.36 7.1 6.1 1.5±0.4 

N2 0.66 27 1.2 24 21 5.2±1.1 
I 
--J 

Ar 0. 71 29 0.98 20 14.5 3.6±0.8 vv 
I 

Kr 2.3 94 4.4 87 17.5 4.3±1.0 

Xe 8.9 360 10.0 200 28 6.8±1.5 

a 
kTP = (k3K)NO+ -M 

b 
kTP+N = (k3K)NO+ -M + (k3K)NO - -M 

2 
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and adjusting the CJ 1 s to reduce the differences in relative third-body 

+ efficiencies. However, the value of kT for the NO -He complex has 

already been increased somewhat by using a value of c; He which is 
0 . 32 

0.10 A smaller than the accepted value, and even then, the calculated 

value for (kT)He seems especially low. 

Another feature of the FER theory is the calculation of 

4.4 X 10-
11 

em 
2 

for the effective eros s section, Q, of Reaction (F-2). 

Since all the calculated values of kT are: low, it could be argued that 

FER's arbitrary choice of the definition of Q gives values of Q that are 

too low. However, even these values of Q are so large thaf the mech

anism seems unreasonable, as indicated in the following argument: 
-11 2 

The value of 4.4X 10 em implies that the average distance 

of closest approach is about 190 A. It is difficult to see why: the M-A + 

complex should break up under the influence of an ion 190 A away. 

Even if the AB formed in Reaction (F-2) is considered to be an un

neutralized ion 'pair whose relative kinetic energy is so low that the ions 

cannot separate to large distances, the M must carry off an extra energy 

of around kB T, and it seems strange that the M should be so violently 

ejected under the influence of an ion so far away. (If we assume that 

the AB is a neutral molecule, then the FER theory is even more difficult 

to believe, since it would imply that the M has removed the several 

electron volts of energy evolvedin-charge neutralization.) This is in 

contrast to the situation in the atom-recombination problem, because 

the distances involved in atom-recombination reactions are more nearly 

on the order of molecula:r sizes. 

Because of the repeated failures of the quantitative predictions 

and because of the difficulties discus sed above, it seems that the FER 

theory gives only a very rough picture of the charge-neutralization 

process. Therefore, in view of the: rn:or.e consistent agreement of the 

collisional-deactivation mechanism presented next, it appears that for 

ion-ion recombination the mechanism of complex formation followed 

by exchange reaction is not as good an explanation as the collisional

deactivation mechanism. This is in contrast with atom recombination, 

. h' h th 1 f . h . 11 h 1 d t 1n w 1c e comp ex:- ormahon mec an1sm as severa a van ages 

over the collisional-deactivation mechanism. 
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B. Thomson Theory 

In the pressure region used for these experiments, the theory 

that has generally been used for ion-ion recombination in the volume 

was proposed by J. J. Thomson in 1924. 8
• 

38 
Thomson suggested that 

the increase in the recombination coefficient a.T with increasing pres

sure could be explained if it were assumed that (a) ion-charge neutral

ization is not likely to occur during one collision ofthe,ions and {b) ions 

that undergo collisions with the neutral gas molecules while the ions 

are fairly close together (where their kinetic energies are above the 

thermal energy of the neutrals) may lose enough of their kinetic energy 

of relative motion so that they become unable to separate to infinity. 

Because the ions cannot separate to infinity after. they first pass through 

their distance of closest approach, they form a bound ion pair in which 
' . . 

they oscillate between the minimum and maximum separations until 

charge neutralization eventually occurs. This mechanism is essentially 

one of collisional deactivation of an excited: ion pair to form an ion pair 

in a bound state, where the ions eventually neutralize each other. 

Thomson assumes that the impact parameter that corresponds 

to the distance within which the ions are deactivated on an average 

collision with a neutral is given by 

.(F-8) 

where kB 1s the Boltzman constant, T is the absolute temperature, 

and e is the electronic charge. Then, the three-body recombination 

coefficient, a.T' is given by 

(F-9) 

where W is the probability that one of the ions will undergo a colli

sion with a neutral while the ions are inside the critical region whose 

impact parameter is BT' and (g) is the mean :relative velocity at in

finite ion separation. 

The factor W is then calculated by assuming that the ions , 

follow straight-line trajectories through the critical region (ignoring 
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the actual curvature caused by the attractive potential}. When the posi

tive and negative icins have equal masses and equal mean free paths for 

collisions with the neutrals, A, then W is calculated as a function of 

a parameter X, defined as 

X= B/A (F -1 0) 

where B is defined the same as BT in Eq. (F-8}, although here B 

is considered to be the actual radius of the critical region instead of 

the impact parameter that brings an ion into the critical region. For 

x>> 1, we have W = 1, for X<< 1, W = SX/3, and for intermediate 
. 39 

values of X, the values of W are tabulated by Loeb. Since A is 

inversely proportional to the pressure, X is directly proportional to 

the pressure. Also, since W is the only pressure-dependent term in 

Eq. (F-9), the shape of the curve of a.T vs pressure is the same as 

the shape of the curve of W vs X, which is given in Fig. 20. This 

general form of the dependence of a.T on pre_ssure was confirmed by 

the experimental work of Gardner4 and Sayers. 5 

C. Natanson Theory 

At some pressure above 1 to 2 atm, a. ceases to increase with 

increasing pressure, and a. eventually decreases with increasing pres

sure. In this high-pressure region the rate determining step is the 

rate at which the ions approach each other; the recombination coef

ficient is determined by the ionic mobilities and is given by the Langevin 
. 40 

expression, 

a.= 4rre(k+ + k_), (F -11) 

' 
where k+ and k_ are the mobilities of the positive and negative ions 

and are inversely proportional to the pressure. Natanson has extended 

Thomson's theory to give a single equation which goes from a form 

similar to Eq. (F-9) at low pressures to a form similar to Eq. (F-11} 

at high pressures. 9 

Natanson uses somewhat different requirements for the produc-'

tion of an ion pair in a bound state; we now discuss these requirements. 

Natanson assumes that when the two ions are separated at infinity, they 



. . 
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OL-~~~--L-~~~--L-~-L~--L-~~ 

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 

X 
MU-31884 

Fig. 20. A plot of W vs X. This curve gives the general 
shape of the a vs P plots using the Thomson theory . 
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have a kinetic energy of relative motion, TR(oo), of (3/2)kBT and that 

the kinetic energy of the motion of the center of mass, TC, is also 

(3/2)kBT. Further, when two ions of equal mass are a distance p 

apart, he assumes that the kinetic energy of each ion is 

(F-12) 

If ion number one has a collision with a neutral while separated a dis

tance p from the second ion, then the energy of the second ion is 

assumed to remain unchanged, while the ene!gy of ion number one be"' 

comes, on the average, 

T~~ ( p) 

2 3 . e 
= 2 kBT + 4p (F-13) 

where T M = % kB T is the kinetic energy of the neutral. Equation 

(F-13) is for ions and neutrals with equal masses; it also contains the 

assumption that the ion-neutral collision is similar to a hard-sphere 

collision in order that T~: = 1/2 (T 
1 + T M). Natanson now assumes that 

after the ion-neutral collision, all directions of the velocity of ion one 

are equally probable. 
I 

/ 

Under this assumption, the mean kinetic energy 

of the relative ion motion after the collision, 
I 

T R', becomes 

2 
1 [ '• J 3 3 e T R' (p) = 2 T1 ~. (p) + T 2 (p) = z kB T + S p . (F -14) 

Further, Natanson requires that the ion pair musLl:o:s:e enough relative 

kinetic energy so that the ions are unable to separate to a distance 

greater than B + f3 A., where f3 has a value on the order of unity, A. is 

the mean free path, and B is the radius of the region in which deactiva

tion occurs on an average collision and is defined by 

1
B+f3A. 

Tk_r (B) ~ Fdr. 

B 

(F-15) .. 



.. 
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The reason for this more stringent requirement is that when the ions 

are rather far apart, a further collision with a neutral may increase 

the kinetic eriergy of the ion pair and allow the ions to separate to in

finity. 

Then, Natanson assumes that the energy of the ions at B + f3A. is 

(3/2)kB T, so the expression for B is 

(F-16) 

In Natanson' s theory, free flight occurs between B and B+f3A., so that 

the impact parameter at B + f3A. is related to B by 

(F-17) 

The velocity distribution at B + f3A. 1s assumed to be a Maxwellian distri

bution with the result that 

(F -18) 

Natanson determines the concentration of ions at B + f3A. to take 

account of the loss of ions by recombination inside B. The expression 

for the ratio of nB+f3A. to the concentration in the volume is 

1 e f3A. 
[ 

2 ] 
+ B(B+f3A.)k T " 

B . 

(F-19) 

where D=D+ + D and D and D are the diffusion coefficients of the 
- + -

positive and negative ions, respectively. 

By using nB+f3A.' taking [3=1, and making the substitution of 

X= B/A., one obtains the final result 
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2 2 
TW\ X [exp (2X) 

e D 

-1 

-1]} . 
(F -20) 

If Natanson, in deriving Eq. (F-16), had taken the ion energy at B+I3A. 

to be something other than(3/2)kBT, then the exact value of a.T would 

change somewhat. 

When the pressure is low enough that A. >>e
2 
/(kB T) then Eq. 

(F-20) becomes 

22 () 2 22 () a.T = (.17/5) rrX A. W g exp(e /A.kBT)~(17/5).rrX A. W g . (F-21) 

To predict a.T' we must know the mean free path, A..Loeb has 

suggested that A. may be evaluated from the ionic mobility, k, by using 

the relationship39 

(F -22) 

where MI and MM are the masses of the ions and the neutrals, C is 

the root-mean- square velocity of the neutrals, and k is in em 
2 

/(V sec). 

In any case, one must know the mobility in order to estimate the dif

fusion coefficient. Also, the mobility can be estimated from the calcu-

1 · b L · 28 d H ' 29 d "b d . S IV S "f th at1ons y angev1i1 an asse as escr1 e 1n ec. . o, 1 e 

masses of the ions are known and the mobilities can be estimated, then 

a.T can be evaluated from Eqs. ·(F-20) or (F-21). 

D. Modifications Required When the Ion Mass 

and the Neutral Mass are Unequal 

Because in these experiments we study the effect of using dif

ferent neutral molecules as the third bodies, we need to consider how 

different masses of the neutrals affect the predicted values of a.T. In 

the zero-order approximation we say that if the mass of the neutral is 

not much different from the mass of the ion then we may still consider 

the masses to be equal. Then we can predict the relative third-body 

•· 
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efficiencies by comparing the predicted values of aT at low pressures, 

as given by Eq. {F-21). Further, if the pressure is low enough, then 

X = B/A. < < 1, so that W = BX/3, and we may approximate B by 

5/12 (e
2
/kBT)( Then Eq. (F-21) becomes 

(F-23) 

Taking ratios of a.T to get relative third-body efficiencies, we obtain 

(F -24) 

where (a.T)M is the value of a.,'li' evaluated for the neutral M and 

where a.M is the polarizability. of M. Th~ second approximation used 

in Eq. (F-24) is that the mean 'free path is inversely proportional to the 

square root of the polarizability, which is a fairly good approximation 

if the neutral is more polarizable than helium, as can be seen in Sec. IV . 

.Equation (F-24) cannot be expected to be correct over a large .. 

range of neutral masses; therefore, let us now consider some of the 

main effects when we change the neutrals. One effect is that because 

of the difference in the masses the ion can not transfer all its energy 
' I 

to the neutral in one collision. Th:e expre s sian for the maximum ,., 

amount of energy that can be lost by the ion is in a simple form if the 

neutral is initially at rest, in which case 

(b. T ) -1 max- (F-25) 

41 
where M

1 
and MM are the masses of the .ions and the neutrals. 

In a real situation the neutrals are not initially at rest; however, it 

may be a reasonable approximation to consider that Eq. (F-25) holds 

for the energy that the iori has in excess of the kinetic energy of the 
42 

neutral, so that 
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This approximation can, be used only for the neutral gases that are not 

much lighter than the ions, because the ion velocity must be larger 

than the neutral velocity. Another difficulty arises if the neutral is 

lighter than the ion, because then the maximum .s:catte ri!lg~angle of the 

velocity factor of ion one becomes less than 90° so that not all direc

tions are possible for .Yl', and the assumption of equal probability for 

all possible directions of v1'' becomes worse as the mass of the n~,utral 
43 -

decreases (even when the masses are equal, not all directions are 

equally probable). 

However, considering only the cases in which the ion mass is 

only slightly larger than the neutral mass, we may use (.0.:T
1

) in 
max 

the derivation of B as a rough approximation of the effect of changing 

the neutral mass. By the same arguments as before, Eqs. (F-14) and 

(F...:16) become 

T~' (p) 
3 e

2 
= - k T +- (4- ") 2 B 8p . I ' 

(F-27) 

and 

2 
B = (3

2
}-.. ((1.+ (4t

3
y) e )1/2 _1] 

kB T f3A 
(F -28) 

Thus, Eq. (F-20) is modified by a different value of X [since B is now 

defined by Eq. (F-27)], and also the 17/5 and 17/20 terms are replaced 

by (16ty)/(4+y) and (16+y)/[4(4+y)]. Equation (F-23) for the very 

low pressure. is now 

a = ·T 

and the relative third-body efficiencies are given by 

2 
(A.)M {(16ty)(4+y) }M• 

---
(A) M I {( 1 6 + y) (4 + y) 2 } M 

(F-29) 

(F-30) 

Table XV gives the relative third-body efficiencies calculated from 

'•. 
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Table XV. ·comparison of .experimental relative third-body 
efficiencies with predictions from Eq. (F-30) 

Neutral Third-body efficiencies 
gas relative to argon 

2 
'( (16 + y) (4 + y) Predicted Experimental 

Ion Molecular Weight = 46 

Ar 0.996 424 1.00 1.00 

N2 0.942 414 1. 01 1.44 ± 0.3 

Kr 0. 916 409 1.18 1.19±0.3 

Xe 0. 769 382 1.41 1.89±0.4 

Ion Molecular Weight = 76 

Ar 0. 904 407 1.00 1. 00 

N2 0. 787. 385 0.98 1.44 ± 0.3 

Kr 0.998 425 1.28 1.19±0.3 

Xe 0.927 411 1. 59 1.89 ± 0.4 
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Eq. (F-30) for N
2

, Ar, Kr, and Xe, along with the experimental 

values. From the values of y and of the ( 16 + y) (4 + y) 
2 

terms in 

Table XV, we see that these terms vary by only 10% or less, so that 

Eq. (F-24) would not be too bad an approximation for this range of 

neutral masses. 

Because of the uncertainty already present in Eq. (F-20) caused 

by the problem of how to choose T R (B + {3A) and since the values of y 

are rather close to one, we used Eq. (F-20) to calculate aT rather 

than they corrections outlined above. Also, the positive and the nega

tive ions were assumed to have equal masses. With these assumptions, 

aT was calculated for various pressures of the different third-body 

gases. If we assume that the two-body rate of ion recombination is 

simply added to the termolecular rate, then the predicted values of 

a are a=k
0

+aT, where k
0
=2.1X10-

7 
cm

3
/sec, as determined in 

Sec. V -D. Figures 21 through 24 show :the :c0mparison with the ex

perimental data which the predicted values calculated by assuming two 

different ion masses. On Fig. 22, two curves are plotted for N 2 , one 

using A obtained from experimental values of ions in N
2 

(A
7 60

=3. 9X1 0-
6 

em, where A
760 

is A when P = 760 torr), and one using A obtained from 

predictions in Sec. IV. 

Other improvements should be made in the Natanson theory to 

give a more realistic picture. One improvement would be to calculate 

the average amount of energy transferred from the ion to the neutral 

by using an ion-induced dipole potential for the interaction between the 

ion and the neutral. Another improvement would be to remove the 

approximation that all directions of yl· are equally probable (especially, 

in the case M
1

:;:;:.MM). However, as can be seen from Figs. 21 through 

24, the predicted values of a agree with the experimental values to 

within a factor of 2 or less, depending upon what the ion mass actually 

is. So, to get a quick estimate of the value of a at any pressure, the 

Natanson theory does give fairly good results, and the theory actually 

seems to work much better than would be expected from considerations 

of the approximations involved. 
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Fig. 21. Comparison of the Natanson theory prediction of 
a vs P with data in Ar. (A) and (B) are predicted using 
f-.760 = 440 A: (A) ion gram-molecular weight of 46. 
(B) ion gram-molecular weight of 76. 
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I= NO-N 2 •= NO- N02- N2 

torr ) 

MU-31886 

Fig. 22. Comparj :;on of the Natanson theory prediction of 
a. vs P with data in N2. (A) and (C) are predicted using 
A760 = 420 A. (B) and (D) are predicted using A760 = 390 A. 
(B) ion gram-molecular weight of 46. (C) and (D) ion 
gram-molecular weight of 7 6. 
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300 400 
P (torr) 

MU -31887 

Fig. 23. Comparison of the Natanson theory prediction of 
a vs P with data in Kr. (A) and (B) are predicted using 
!...7 60 = 360 A. (A) ion gram-molecular weight of 46. 
(B) ion gram-molecular weight of 76. 
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Fig. 24. Comparison of the Natanson theory prediction of a 
vs P with data in Xe. (A) and (B) are predicted using 
A.7 60 = 280 A. (A) ion gram-molecular weight of 46. 
(B) Ion gram-molecular weight of 76. 
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VII. DETAILED CALCULATION 
OF THE COLLISIONAL DEACTIVATION MECHANISM 

From Sec. VI we see that the Natanson theory based on the 

collisional deactivation mechanism gives better _results than does the 

ion-complex formation mechani:S:m of Fueno, Eyring, and Ree. How

ever the Natanson theory contains several approximations that are open 

to question; also, the theory cannot be expected to (and does not) give 

good predictions when the mass of the ion is much larger than the mass 

of the neutraL For these reasons, we decided to do a:_lllore detailed 

calculation based upon the collisional deactivation mechanism, with the 

hope of making better predictions of the relative third-body efficiencies; 

the results of this calculation are discussed in this section. 

vs 

A. Basic Assumptions 

Because the plots of 1/ a.T are more nearly linear when plotted 

1/[M] than when plotted vs 1/[M] 2 , it seems that only one collision 

is required for deactivation, and we assume that we may neglect con

tributions to the rate of ion-pair deactivation from ion pairs that are 

deactivated in more than one collision. Thus, we have a three-body 

colli:sion between the positive ion, the negative ion, and the neutral gas 

molecule to consider; we approximate this three-body collision by two 

two-body collisions: the ion-ion collision and the ion-neutral collision. 

The experimental data indicate that the deactivation collision 

may occur while the ions are tens to hundreds of angstroms apart, so 

that it would seem to be a good approximation to consider that the neu

tral collision affects only one of the ions. Thus, we consider that ions 

number one and number two are following a two-body collision trajec

tory when ion number one collides with a neutral and this collision 

changes the velocity vector of ion number one but does not change the 

velocity vector of ion number two. Further, because the ion-neutral 

interaction is short-range in comparison with U1e Coulomb interaction 

between the ions, we .make the approximation that the velocity of ion 
i 

one changes suddenly from y
1 

(p) to y
1 

(p), where p is the ion-ion 

separation at the time when the ion-neutral separation, riM' is mini

mum, and that the value of p remains unchanged during the time of the 
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ion-neutral collision. (A partial list of symbols is given at the end of 

this section, ) 

Also, we assume that the scattering of ion one is not influenced 

by the presence of ion two. This approximation neglects the focusing 

effect that would be expected, because the Coulomb field at ion one from 

ion two should cause scattering along the direction of r (the ion-ion 

separation) to be favored. This focusing is most effective when the ions 

are close together at the time of the collision with the neutral; here the 

assumption that ~~- (p) = ~2 (p) is .less valid. However, if the ions are 

close· together they are easily deactivated anyhow, because of their 

large kinetic energy. Therefore the neglect of focusing may not be 

very serious, because (a) there is already a high probability of deactiva

tion when focusing would be most important, and (b) the region in which 

the Coulomb energy is much larger than thermal energy is small in 

comparison with the total region in which deactivation can take place. 

The potential between the ions is assumed to be pure Coulombic 

and the potential between the ions and the neutrals is assumed to be the 

ion-induced dipole potential with a hard sphere core- -the same potential 

used to calculate the ionic mobility- -and the potential is given by Eq. 

(D-26) in Sec. IV. Further, it is assumed that classical mechanics 

may be used to describe the collisions, and that the two-body collisions 

can be treated as central-force problems. Also, we assume that the 

ion and the neutral have elastic collisions. 

Using these basic assumptions, we may now proceed to calcu

lation of the rate for ion-pair deactivation. 

B. Requirements for Deactivation 

When r = p, the requirement for the ions to be unable to separate 

to infinity is that their relative kinetic energy, T R' be small enough 

that 
2 

e 

p 
(G-1) 

The value of the relative velocity of the ion pair, g, after the .ion-

neutral collision is 
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1 [ I 2 2 I i/2 
-~ (p) = Vi'(p) +V2 (p) -2Vi~(p)V2 (p) · cos-y 1 (p)] , (G-2) 

. I 
where y 1 (p) 1s the angle between Yi· (p) and y2 (p). The change m 

rel"ative kinetic energy caused by the ion-neutral collision is 

(G-3) 

where fl. is the reduced mass of the ion pair. From Eq. (G-3) we see 

that the i.Gln pair may lose relative kinetic energy by the transfer of 
1 2 2 kinetic energy to the neutral so that vf is less than vi ' or relative 

kinetic energy may be lost be decreasing the angle between Vi and 
I .... 

Y2 so that vi'! :cos 'Y 1 >vi cos 'I· Since the relative kinetic energy at 

r = p before the ion-neutral collision is given by 

(G-4) 

in order for deactivation to occur, we must have 

(G- 5) 

.M 

If we let .0.. Ti = _i (Vi
2 

2 
i 2 

Vi' ) , then for any given .0.. Ti, deactivation 

occurs if 

cos 'Y 

( i -
.0.. T i i/2 )-- (G-6) 
Ti (p) 

where Mi and M
2 

are the masses of the two ions and Ti (p) is the 

kinetic energy of ion one at r = p before the ion-neutral collision. 

In a consideration of the ion-neutral collision, it is helpful to 

use the vector diagram in Fig: ?5(a) in which the vectors represent the 

asymptotic initial state; however, it is convenient to draw the vectors 

as if the ion and the neutral were just emerging from the scattering 
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Fig. 25 (a). Vector diagram of the asymptotic initial state 
of an ion-neutral collision. 

(b). Vector diagram of the asymptotic final state 
of the same ion-neutral collision showing the rotation 
of g1M through the angle X 1M· 



center. If the ion-neutral collisirin.is elastic, then the collision will 

rotate the relative velocity vector of the ion-neutral, . &
1

M' through 

some angle X 
1
M. This is illustrated in Fig. 25(b), where the dashed 

lines represent.the initial state and the solid lines the asymptotic values 

· after the collision. The angle of deflection of :J
1 

in the laboratory 

system is represented by 13 in Fig 25(b) and it can be found from
44

• 
45 

tan(l3 + 8) = 
sin(x 1M+ YJ) 

(G-7) 

where 11 is the angle between Yc 1M and &1M before the collision; 

Yc 1M is the ion-neutral center of mass velocity and is given by 

where YM and MM are the velocity and mass of the neutral. 

parameter X in Eq. (G-7) is defined as 

M1+MM 
X= 

VC1M 

The angle () between y 1 and Yc 1M can be found from 

tan () = sin YJ ' 
Xtcos Y) 

where the angle Y) is given by 

cosT] = [ T1 (p) (M1 + MM)- X2 -1] /(2X) 
TR1M MM . 

(G-8) 

The 

(G-9) 

(G-1 0) 

(G-11) 

1 2 
where T R 1M = z fLiM g 1M is the relative kinetic energy of the ion-

neutral system. 

The amount of energy lost by ion one, 6 T 1 , for any deflec.tion 

angle X j_"M is given by 
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= 

(G-12) 

The initial conditions 11 and TRiM along with the ion-neutral force 

law will determine X iM as a function of biM' the ion-neutral impact 

parameter, and, as we saw above, if we know X iM we can calculate 

.6. T 1 and [3. 

Now we can calculate -y' (p) if we know y (p), [3, and <j>, the 
I 

angle between the plane of y
2

, y
1 

and the plane of y
2

, y
1

. Figure 

· 26(a) illustrates the angles, and from the geometry we find 

cosy'(p) = cos[3cos-y (p) + sin[3siny(p) cos <j>. (G-13) 

Therefore, for any deflection X iM we can calculate .6. T 1 
and [3, and from Eq. (G-13) we can find the range of <j> that results in 

deactivation; that is, the range that gives angles y' (p) that satisfy the 

deactivation requirement in Eq. (G-6). We assume that all values of 

<j> are equally probable, so the fraction of collisions with a given value 

of X iM that causes deactivation i,s just the fraction of 2rr radians of 

the values of <j> that give deactivation. Thus, if we know y
1 

(p), 

Yz(p), and YJ.vr (as well as the masses), then the rate of deactivation for 

each X iM is just the fraction of <j> giving deactivation for that X iM 
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v' I 

MU-31890 

Diagram showing the a~le cj> between the plane 
V 1 and the plane of V2, \11_. 

Vector diagram showing the angle E. 
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times the rate of formation of that value of X iM' Figure 27 is a flow 

diagram of the calculation of k
3

. The order of presentation is from the 

bottom of Fig. 27 to the top. 

C. Calculation of the Rate of Obtaining .a Deflection X iM 

The deflection angle X iM can be related to the impact param-

b1M, of the ion-neutral collision, if the interaction potential is 

known. For the ion-induced dipole potential with a hard-sphere core, 
/29 

Hasse has shown that X iM is a function of a parameter, Y, defined 

eter, 

as 

( 

f.L1M )i/
2 

2 
y = a.1tfe2 b1M g1M' (G-14) 

where ·f.LiM is the reduced mass of the ion-neutral system, a.M 1s the 

polarizability of the neutral, and e is the electronic charge. Also, 

the relation between Y and X iM depends upon the square root of the 

ratio of TR
1

M (r
1

M =co) to the depth of.the potential we11.
29 

This 

ratio is defined by Z, where 

(G-15) 

where s is the radius of the hard-sphere core. By using Hass~'s 

equations, X 
1

M was calculated as a function of Y and the results are 

shown in Fig. 28 for several values of Z. If we use Z ~ 1, then X 1M 

goes to -co at Y = 2, corresponding to an '''orbiting" collision. 

Because the calculation was done numerically, it is convenient 

to calculate the rate of formation of a range of deflection angle?, .6. X iM' 

Also, ·since we can't tell whether we shall get a positive or a negative 

deflection for any given value of biM' we want .6. I X iM I· Further, 

since the observed scattering angle is between - 1T and tTI, we want 

.6. I (x iM- m21T) 1. where m is a positive integer or zero, such that 

-1T ~ X 
1

M - m21T ~ 1T, Now, the rate of formation of deflections in the 

region .6. X 1M can be taken as 
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Calculation of k
3 

for each value of -y( oo ), b, 

and for collision with each ion of the ion pair 

b, -y( 00 ), T 
1 

( oo ), T
2

(oo), Ml' M2 

I Tc, ~R(oo), p, TR(p) 

I E(p) 1-- Calculate D.E( p ) 

~ weighting factors, 

Eqs. (G-l7)and (G-23) 

T l (p ), v l ( p ), -v< p > I 
TM' MM' vI 
VM, TRIM' TClM' 11' e 

and (G-11) 

X 1M ~ Calculate rate of 

- formation of D.xlM 
regions, Eq. (G-16). 

t 

[3, D.T l' v 1 ( p ), and the values of 
f 

Eqs. (G-6),(G -7), and (G-12). 
'I ( p) which cause deactivation 

I 

Then find the fraction of 2rr radians of the angles <!> 

which give values of 'I' ( p ) which cause deactivation, 

Eq. (G-13). 

MUB-2093 

Fig. 27. Flow diagram of the calculation of k
3

. 
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MU-31891 

Fig. 28. Deflection angle X 1M as a function of Y for several 
values of Z. {A) Curve for pure ion-induced dipole potential; 
all finite values of Z eventually connect with this curve. 
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(G-16) 

where [M] and [Ion] are the neutral and ion concentrations, and 

2 I 2 2 I 
.6. (b1M g1M)= (b1M g1M)X 

1
M

2
- (b g1M) X 

1
M

1 
' 

2 
where .6. X 1M= X 1M2 -X 1M1 and (b1M g1M) 

x1M2 
is the value of b~M g 1M that gives the deflection X 1M 2 . 

Then, the rate of formation of deflections in the region .6. l(x 
1

M-m2rr) 

is the sum of terms similar to those in the right side of Eq. (G-16) for 

all the different values of b~M g 1M that give deflections in the region 

6 l(x 1M- m2rr) I· Appendix B gives the values of .6. Y for various 

.6. l(x 1M- m2rr) I regions for several values of Z. By knowing the re

duced mass and the polarizability, we can calculate the rate constant 

for formation of deflection angles in a region .6. I (X 1M- m2rr) I· 

D. Calculation of the Rate of Collisional Deactivation 

In Sec. VII-B we saw that by knowing y1 (p), y2 (p), .Yrvr• and 

the masses, we could calculate the rate of deactivation if we knew the 

rate of formation of X 
1

1\!l' and we saw how to calculate this in Sec. 

VII-C. We can calculate the fraction of collisions with +x 
1

M that give 

deactivation, average this with the fraction giving deactivation with 

-x 1M' and then weight this average fraction by the rate of formation 

of X 1M in the region .6. I (X 1M -m21T) I· This is repeated until the 

range of X 
1

M from 2 deg to 180 deg has been covered, and the sum 

gives the total rate of deactivation. (The 2 deg lower limit is used 

because the cross section goes to infinity as X 
1

M goes to zero. The 

arbitrary cutoff at 2 deg is rather unimportant, since the results of the 

calculation indicate that deflections of 20 deg or less are likely to cause 

deactivation only for the cases with small values of p.) 
' 

If we know y
1 

( p) and y
2 

( p) we can calculate the rate of deactiva-

tion by averaging over the possible values of YM· We determine the 

magnitude of YM by assuming that the neutral always has a kinetic 

energy of (3/Z)kB T when rjM = oo. Then we assume that all angles 
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between y1 and J..M are equally probable at riM = oo , and average 

the rate of deactivation over all values of v, where v is the angle 

between J..M and y1 at riM = oo. 

Next, we want to average over the possible values of y
1 

(p) and 

y 2 (p). These vectors are determined through knowledge of the kinetic 

energy of the motion of the center of mass of the ion pair TC' the 

value of T R ( p), the angle E between fl and the velocity of the center 

of mass Yc• and the masses M 1 and M
2

. Figure 26(b) illustrates 

the vector relationship. Here again the rate of deactivation is calcu

lated for each value of E and these rates are weighted by the proba

bility of having E in the region .6.E. However, the angle E does not 

?ave a uniform distribution; instead, the value of E(p) is related to 

E(r=oo), to the value of p, and.to the value of b, the ion-ion impact 

parameter. The reason for this is that the angle .6.€ between E (oo) 

and E(p) is just the deflection angle of fl in the center-of-mass co

ordinates and the magnitude of this deflection depends on how nearly 

the collision is a head:-on collision, and on the magnitude of p. At 

p = oo we than have .6.€= 0 or .6. E = X 12 , where X 12 is the deflection 

angle of fl• depending on whether p = ·oo is on the incoming or on the 

outgoing leg of the ion pair collision. The relationship between ·E ( p) 

and E (oo) on the incoming leg is given by 

E( p) = c(oo) ± (6 0 - 6), (G-17) 

where tan&· 
0 

= 1/(e~ -1)t/2 (G-18) 

and tan 6 = 
2 1/2 

tanh~/ (ec - 1) , (G-19) 

with eC being the eccentricity of the orbit; . b 46 IS given y 

(G-20) 

where e is the electronic charge. The parameter ~ can be found by 

. . h 1 . h' 47 
using r = p In t e re ahons Ip 

r = a(eC cosh~ -1) (G-21) 
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where 
2 

a= e /[2TR (oo)]. (G-22) 

On the outgoing leg the relation between E(p) and E(oo) [where E(oo) 

referlS .. to r = oo before the ion collision] is 

E ( p) = E ( oo) ± 2 0 O -f ( 0 
0 

~ ~~) 

= E(oo) .± ((\ + 0· 

The factor 2 6 0 comes from the relation x
12 

= 2 6
0

• 

(G-23) 

We calculate the weighting factors for the .6.E regions by find-
2 

ing the distribution of E corresponding to equal values of .6.b from 

b
2 

= 0 to b
2 

= B
2

, where. B is the impact parameter that gives p as· 

the distance of closest approach. This distribution is then used to 

calculate the weighting factors for the .6.E regions. This procedure 

does introduce some error, because the concentration at r = p on the 

outgoing leg is smaller than the conce.ntration on the incoming leg, and 

is also a function of the impact parameter; some of the ions recombine 

at separations smaller than p and the ions with small impact param

eters are more likely to recombine. However, if the total fraction of 

ions recombining is fairly small, ·this procedure should not cause a 

very large error. 

From the above discussion we see that by knowing TR(oo), TC' 

and p (and the masses), we can calculate the rate of deactivation. 

Now, T R (oo ), T C' and p are all determined by the values of the ion 

kinetic energies ar r=oo, T
1

(oo) and T
2

(oo), by the impact parameter, 

b, and by the angle, \'(oo), between ~ 1 (oo) and ~2 (oo). In this calcula

tion we took T 1 (oo) = T 
2 

(oo) =(3/~kB T. Therefore, we can find the rate 

constant for deactivation for anygiven values of band \'(oo), and we are 

now ready to see how actually calculate the recombination coefficient. 
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E. Calculation of the Recombination Coefficient, aT 

If we specify the states of the ion pair as being given by regions 
2 2 . " 

·b. + E:.b and by the value of y(oo), then for each y(oo) we shall have a 
1 

series of distances rC [bi, y(oo) ] which are the distances of closest 

approach corresponding to the impact parameters, b., where 
1 

bi
2= r~[bi,y(oo)] [1+ e

2
/rc[bi,y(oo)] TR [y(oo)]] . (G-24) 

The total rate at which ion pairs go through r C[bm' y(oo)] on 

the incoming leg is given by rrb 
2 

g[ y(oo fl[A +] [B -] , where 
rn 

\ 

and where we have assumed that no ion recombination has taken place 

at distances greater than rC[bm, y(oo)]. The rate at which undeactivated 

ion pairs arrive at the next inner shell at r C[bm_
1

, y(oo )] on the in

coming leg is rrbz 
1 

g[y(oo)] [A+] [B-] minus the number of.ion pairs 
m-

with impact parameters less than bm_
1 

that have already been deacti-

vated between rC[bm,y(oo)] and rC[bm_ 1 ,y(oo)]. Similarly, the rate 

of formation of -unreacted ion pairs whose distance of closest approach 

is between rc[bi. y(oo)] and rc[bi+1' y(oo)] (these ion pairs will be re

ferred to as ion pairs in the ith state) is given by P., where 
- 1 

(G-25) 

Here, F. is the fraction of ion pairs originally in the ith state which 
1 

have been deactivated in outer shells; F. is given by 
1 

F. = 
1 

r1 f(i. j). 

j=i+1 

(G-26) 

where f(i, j) represents the fraction of ion pairs in the ith state that 

are deactivated in the j_!h state; f(i, j) is given by 
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m-1 

I f(i, q)] 0 

I 

(G-27) 

q=j+1 

Here, k 3 (j) is the average rate constant for deactivation by a collision 

of the positive ion in the region between rc[bj,y(oonand rc[bj+1'y(oo)] 

plus the average rate constant for deactivation by a collision of the 

negative ion in the same region, [M] is the neutral concentration, and 

( 1/T(i,j)) is the average of the reciprocal of the tiine required for 

ions in the 2!h state to go from rC[bj+ 1 ,y(ootl to rC(bj,y(oo)]. The time 

7(i, j) can be calculated from Eq. (G-21), which relates r to s and 

eC' and from the relation
47 

between the time t, eC, and s. We have 

3/ 2 1/2 . t = (f.la e ) (ec smh s- s), (G-28) 

where eC and a are defined in Eqs. (G-20) and (G-22). Since eC is 

a function of the impact parameter, the 7(i, j) values are different for 

the different values of i. 

The fraction of ion pairs in the ith state that are deactivated 

between rC[bi+i' y(oo)] and rC[bi, y(oo)] is given by Gi' where 

G.= 
1 

k 3 (i) .(M] (1- F) 
(G-29) 

where ( 1/T(i, i)) is the average of the reciprocal of the time that the 

ion pairs in the i._th state spend between the time when they reach 

rC[bi+ 1 ,y(oo)] on the incoming leg and the time when they reach 

rc[bi+1' y(oo)] on the outgoing leg. 

The fraction of ion pairs in the ~h state deactivated between 

rC[bj, y(oo)] and rC[bj+ 1 , y(oo)) on the outgoing leg is h(i, j): We have 

(G-30) 
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where 1/T(i,j) is the same as in Eq. (G-27) and [1-H(i,j)] represents 

the ion pairs initially in the !:_!h state that are still not deactivated by the 

time they reach r C[bj, y(oo)] on the outgoing leg, and H(i, j) is given by 

j-1 

H(i, j) = I: h(i, q)' (G-31) 

q=i 

with h(i, i) = F.+ G .. 
1 1 

(G-32) 

The total rate of deactivation of ion pairs in the ith state is D., where 
' 1 

(G-33) 

where [1-H(i, m)] is the undeactivated fraction of ion pairs in the ith 

state that passes through rC[bm' y(oo)J on the outgoing leg. Therefore, 

the total rate of formation of deactivated ion pairs (A +B-) is 

m'-1 

d[(A+B-)]/dt= L 
i=O 

m-1 

i-=0 

2 
H(i, m) (bi+ 1 - bJ2 . (G-34) 

Then, by assuming that the three- body recombination coefficient, a.T, 

is the same as the rate constant for formation of deactivated ion pairs, 

we have 
m-1 

~ 
i=O 

D. 
1 

(Q-35) 

We can now compute an average value of a.T(bm) by averaging over 

y(oo), assuming that y(oo) has a uniform distribution. 
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Ideally, the values of k
3

(i) would go to zero fast enough so that 

aT(b ) would converge to a limit where the use of larger values of b 
m . 2 . m 

would not change aT. However, because of the b terms in aT' the 
2 m . 

values of k
3 

have to fall off faster than 1/b , and this doesn't seem to 

be the case when Eq. (G-1) is used as a requirement for deactivation. 

The divergence of a seems to be a result of the long-range nature of 

the Coulomb force. We can still estimate relative third-body efficien

cies by calculating aT (b ) for various values of b to~ give values of 
m ·m 

aT that are comparable to the ~xperimental values and taking ratios 

to get relative efficiencies. 

Another consideration is that in the foregoing discussion we 

assumed that once an ion pair was deactivated, it would inevitably 

undergo charge neutralization. This assumption is somewhat in error, 

since the ion pair may gain enough relative kinetic energy in a later 

collision to allow its ionsto separate to infinity. Also, since the chance 

of charge neutralization probably depends very strongly on the distance 

of closest approach, 'r C' the deactivated ion pairs with large values of 

r C may take a very long time to undergo charge neutralization; there

fore, they have more opportunity to gain relative kinetic energy from 

another collision. (This effect is enhanced by the fact that the ion pairs 

with lower relative kinetic energy have smaller values of minimum and 

maxirn:um separations if the eccentricity is the same; also, the ion 

pairs with lower relative kinetic energy are less likely to gain enough 

relative kinetic energy to be able to dissociate.) Thus, it may be that 

the rate of recombination is not the tota.l rate of formation of deactivated 

ion pairs but only the rate of formation of deactivated ion pairs that 

have rc's below some maxinl.um value. In our calculation we also tried 

using the requirement for deactivation that the ion pair lose enough 

relative kinetic energy so that 

(G-36) 

where ED is the extra amount of energy that must be lost. The idea 

is that if the ion pair has a relative kinetic energy which is, say, 

0. 5 kB T or kB T below the negative of the potential energy, then a 
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further ion-neutral collision is less likely to .enabl:e~ the ion pair to 

dissociate. When we had ED= kB T, then no deactivation occurred for 
0 

ion pairs whose impact parameters were greater than 1500 A, so that 

a.T(b ) is independent of b for b ~ 1500 A. 
m m m 

Appendix C contains the FORTRAN -II program for the calcula-

tion of the specific rate of recombination. 

F. Results of the Detailed Calculation 

A general result of the calculation is that the amount of relative 

kinetic energy that must be lost to cause deactivation is quite important 

in determining the rate constant k
3 

for the deactivation reaction. 

Figure 29 shows a plot of k
3 

vs p, the ion-ion separation at the time 

of the deactivating collision, for argon atoms deactivating NO+, NO; 

ion pairs by collision with the NO+: The solid lines give the values 

whenthe TR(oo) = 0.23kBT[y(oo)=30"], TR(oo)=1.5kBT[y(oo)= 90"], 

and TR(oo)=2.77kBT[y(oo)=150"] andwhenthe requirementforde

activation is ED = 0 in Eq. (G-36). The dashed lines give the results 

for the same values of T R (co) when ED= 0. 5 kB T is the requirement ,. 

for deactivation. From this graph we see that the smaller the relative 

kinetic energy that must be lost, the greater the value of k
3

. 

There is a factor that reduces the contribution to the average 

value of a. from the ion pairs having small values of TR(oo), and this 

is the smaller rate of formation of ion pairs at a given value of p, 

which is caused by the smaller value of g(oo). However, some of this 

reduction is canceled because the lower value of g(oo) lowers the value 

of g at all ion separations, so that the ion pairs with smalle.r values 

of g(oo) spend a longer time in the region where the ion-ion separation 

is small. Thus, these ion pairs have an increased chance to collide 

with a neutral while inside the critical region. The increase in, k
3 

for the smaller values of TR(oo) is generally large enough so that these 

values of TR(oo) make the largest contribution to the average value of a.. 

The ratios of k
3

1 s for the heavy gases to k
3 

1 s for the light gases 

are smaller for the smaller values of TR(oo). This is because the light 

neutrals can remove only a small fraction of the ion's energy and 
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Fig. 29. Plot of k3 vs p for NO+ -Ar collisions. 
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cannot cause large deflections of 'f.. 
1 

(p), so that the light neutrals are 

not able to deactivate very well when large amounts of T R must be 

lost. 

It is interesting to notice that if the scattering of ion one is m

fluenced by the presence of ion two so that scattering along the direction 

of .:_ is favored, then it is more difficult for deactivation to take place. 

This is because the focusing tends to favor .situaii:ons. in which y'(p) 

is a large angle; so that ion one has to lose a greater amount of energy 

before deactivation can occur. However, the focusing decreases the 

distance of closest approach, so the purely bimolecular charge neutral

ization process is more important. 

Another general feature of the results is that when the neutral 

is heavier than the ion, the fact that the ion can transfer only a fraction 

of its energy in a collision is co:mpensated for somewhat because large 

deflections of ':f..1 (p) are possible, so that it is possible to make y'(p) 

a small angle. For example, one might expect that the rather large 

difference in masses between N0
2
- and Xe would reduce the third-

body efficiency of Xe when compared with Ar, since the maximum 

possible energy transfer is less when N0
2
- collides with a xenon atom 

than when it collides with an argon ato,m. However, the increased 

probability of large deflections of ':!..
1 

(p) ·makes the chances better that 

y'(p) will be small, and this more than compensates for the decrease 

in the maximum possible energy transfer. J 

We made calculations of a for the deactivation of NO+, N0
2
-, 

and NO(N0
2

)+, (N0
2

)
2
- ion pairs by each of the neutrals studied. The 

calculations were made for the cases in which the requirement for 

deactivation in Eq. (G-36) is ED = 0, ED= 0. 5 kB T, and ED= kB T. 

The step sizes used in carrying out the calculations were such that there 

is an estimated uncertainty of 10 to 25% in the predicted values of a. 

To approximate the effect of the pure bimolecular recombina

tion process in our calculation, we considered that the NO+, NOi' ion 

pairs always underwent charge neutralization when they reached the 

rC corresponding to b = 100 A for each value of y(oo). This procedure 

gave a predicted k 0 of 1.8X10- 7 cm3/sec when there was no third-body 
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deactivation of the ion pairs in the outer regionso This same k 0 was 

also usedfor the NO(N0
2

)+, (N0
2

)
2
- ion pair. We found thafwhen there 

was third- body deactivati'on in which aT was less than 2 X 10-
6 

em 
3

/ sec, 

then the decrease in k was less than 0.6X10- 7
cm

3
/sec. So, the 

0 

. assumption a= k
0 

+aT' with k
0 

equal to the zero pressure limit of a, 

seems to be fairly good for these experiments. 

Table XVI gives the values of aT calculated for helium at a 

pressure of 10 torr for the two different ion pairs and the three values 

of ED. The low polarizability of helium makes the predicted values of 

a depend upon the choice of the hard-sphere radius, s, and Table XVI 

gives the results using the values of s listed in Table IV of Seco IV. 

In the other gases the predicted values of a. are only slightly dependent 

on the choice of s. The value of a depends strongly on the choice of 

the maximum impact parameter, bm For ED= kB T, there is no in-

crease in a when b increases beyond 1500 A, but for the other 
m 

values of ED'. a will still increase when larger values of bm are 

used. 

To have the predicted values of a be as large as the observed 
., , 

values, we have to use values of b that are larger than the values of 
m 

maximum impact parameter to give (A +B-)':'] determined ex-

perimentally from the high-pressure limit of a. However, in the ex

perimental determination of k
1

, we assumed that every ion pair with 

an impact parameter less than b
1 

could be deactivated, and here we 

are assuming that no ion pair whose impact parameter is greater than 

b is deactivated. Therefore, we might expect b to be larger than 
m m 

b
1

. Furthermore, because bm is larger than b 1 , the values of k 3 
that we estimated from the experimental value of b 1 are larger than the 

calculated values of k
3

. 

Since the ions actually present during the experiments were 

probably mixtures of clustered and unclustered ions, the best predic

tion of the relative efficiencies probably is some value between the 

predicted values for.:NO+, NO; ion pairs and the values for the 

NO(N0
2

)+, (N0
2

)
2
- ions chosen as examples of possible ion clusterso 

Also, since the predictions in Sec. VI.A indicated that xenon and krypton 
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Table XVI. Predicted values of a.T in NO-He mixtures at 

a total pressure of 10 torr. a 

b 
b 

ED 0 ED= 0.5kB T ED·= kBT = m 

(A) Gc L-Jd G L-J G L-J 

NO+, N02 ion pair 

400 0.40 0.48 0.20 0.24 

600 1.22 1.41 0.49 0. 58 0.27 0.33 

800 2.60 2.92 0.95 1.13 0.49 0.60 

1000 4.81 5.34 1.60 1. 93 0.69 0.84 

1200 8.3 9.1 2.39 2.90 0. 77 0.94 

1500 16.5 18.0 3.62 4.43 0. 79 0. 97 

+ NO(N02 ) , (N0
2

)
2
- Ion Pair 

400 0.15 0.20 0.05 0.08 

600 0.52 0.62 0.1_9 0.27 0.10 0.16 

800 1.27 1. 50 0.44 0.65 0.16 0.26 

1000 2. 7 5 3.24 0.74 1.13 0.19 0.31 

1200 5.18 6.22 0.99 1.54 0.19 0. 31 

1500 1.24 1. 96 0.19 0.31 
··. 

a Numbers 8 3 
are a.TX 10 em / s~:· 

b Maximum value of impact parameter for deactivation. 

c 
Values of a.T when s was estimated from the Goldschmidt Table 

(reference 31). 

d 
Values of a.T when s was estimated from Lennard-Janes a: values 

(reference 32). ~ 
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were the neutrals most likely to take part in the formation of ion 

clusters, we calculated the relative efficiencies expected if NO(Xe)+ 

and (N0
2 )2-

were the ions in the NO-Xe mixtures and if NO(Kr)+ and 

(N02); were the ions in the NO-Kr mixtures. The relative efficiencies 

for the NO(M)+, (N0
2

)
2
- ions were calculated as relative to NO(N0

2
)+ 

and (N0
2

)
2
- being the ions in the NO-He mixtures. 

Table XVII gives the relative third- body efficiencies of the 

various neutrals, relative to helium as the third-body gas. The values 

of the relative efficiencies were computed by taking the ratios of aT 

calculated for a pressure of 10 torr in each neutral gas. 

The numerical values of the relative efficiencies depend some-

what on the choice of b 
m 

The predicted order of relative efficiency 

is Xe>Kr>N2~Ar> D2 ~H2>He. The relative efficiency of N
2 

1s 

predicted to be less than Kr, where, experimentally it seerns to be 

greater than Kr. In Sec. IV. C we saw that the ion-neutral interaction 

potentialused here predicted the ionic mobilities in N 2 to be 10o/o higher 

than the experimental values, so we might expect that the predicted 

values of aT in N 2 might be about 10o/o low. Also, the diatomic 

neutral molecules do not have the spherical symmetry that we have 

assumed, and besides that, the diatomic molecules may remove some 

of the ion's energy by exciting the rotational or vibrational levels. 

Therefore we might expect our predictions for H
2

, D
2

, and N
2 

to be 

somewhat in error. 

Table XVIII gives the predicted relative efficiencies when 

ED= 0. 5 kB T is the requirement for deactivation, and Table XIX gives 

the predictions when ED= kB T. In these two tables the predicted rela

tive efficiencies are in reasonable agreement with the experimental 

results if the ions are NO+ and N0
2
-. Howeve~, if the ions are clustered, 

then the predicted values of a in the light gases (H
2

, D 2 , and He) are 

rather low, so that the predicted relative efficiencies of the heavy 

gases are considerably above the observed values., 

The values of a were calculated for'pressures up to 500 torr 

in order to investigate the predicted pres sure dependence. The predic

tions at the higher pressures are less reliable than the predictions at 



Table XVII. Relative third- body efficiencies when ED= 0 

b a NO+, N0
2 

- + 
N204-

+ - + - NO(M)+, N203 ' NO , N0
2 N203 ' N204 N204 m 

(A) Gb L-Jc G L-J G _L-J G L-J ~ L-Jd 
--

Nitrogen Argon 

400 4.0 3.3 6.0 4.8 3.9 3.2 6.2 4.9 

600 4.3 3.7 5.9 5.1 4.0 3.4 6.0 5.1 

800 4.4 3.9 5.3 4.6 4.1 3.6 5.4 4.7 

1000 4.3 3.9 4.5 3.9 4.0 3.6 4.7 4.0 

Hydrogen Krypton 

400 1.3 5 1.13 1.25 0.98 4.7 3.8 7.8 5.9 7.1 5.5 

600 1.43 1. 25 1. 58 1.37 5.0 4.3 7.5 6.2 6.9 5.8 I ,..,.._. 
800 1. 56 1.40 1. 91 1. 69 5.1 4.5 6.6 5.6 6.1 5.2 ,..,.. 

N 

1000 1. 73 1. 57 1. 94 1. 71 5.0 4.4 5.5 4.6 5.1 4.3 
I 

Deuterium Xenon 

400 1.86 1.57 1. 85 1. 50 6.1 4.9 9.8 7.4 8.3 6.2 

600 1.89 1.66 1.88 1. 63 6.6 5.5 9.4 7.6 8.3 6.8 

800 1. 89 1. 70 1.88 1.65 6.7 5.8 8.1 6.8 7.4 6.1 

1000 1.89 1. 72 1.87 1.64 6.5 5.7 6.8 5.6 6.1 5.1 

a Maximum value of the impact parameter. 

b Relative efficiencies when s was estimated from the Goldschmidt values (reference 31). 

c Relative efficiencies when s was estimated from Lennard-Janes CJ values (reference 32). 

d These value_s are relative to the results in helium when the ions are NO(N0
2

)+ and (N0 2)2-. 

;' 
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Table XVIII. Relative third-body efficiencies when ED= 0. 5kB T 

b NO+, N02 
- + - + - + 

N204- NO(M)+, N204 m N203 'N204 NO, N02 . N2o3' 

ti\) G L-J G L-J G L-J G L-J G L-J 

Nitrogen Argon 

400 5.5 4.7 5.4 4.6 

600 5.9 5.0 7.6 5.6 5.8 4.9 8.7 6.3 

800 5.4 4.5 5.7 4.0 5.2 4.3 6.6 4.6 

1000 4.9 4.0 5.2 3.6 4.6 3.8 5.9 4.0 

1200 4.4 3.6 5.5 3.7 4.1 3.3 6.0 4.0 

1500 6.7 4.4 6.8 4.4 

Hydrogen Krypton 

400 1. 01 0.87 6.9 5.7 

600 1.26 1.10 1. 59 1.19 7.6 6.3 11.7 8.1 10.7 7.5 

800 1.45 1.24 1.34 0.98 7.0 5.7 9.0 6.0 8.2 5.5 

1000 1.46 1.23 1.07 0. 77 6.0 4.8 8.1 5.3 7.4 4.9 

1200 1.36 1.13 0. 91 0.64 5.1 4.1 8.1 5.2 7.5 4.8 

1500 0. 73 0. 51 8.8 5.6 8.1 5.1 

Deuterium Xenon 

400 1. 7 0 1.47 9.0 7.3 

600 .1. 76 1. 53 1.81 1.36 10.0 8.2 15.5 10.4 13.3 9.0 

800 1. 81 1. 55 1. 81 1.33 9.0 7.3 11.5 7.5 9.8 6.4 

1000 1.84 1. 55 1.80 1.30 7.6 6.1 10.2 6.5 8.6 5.5 

1200 1.84 1. 55 1.80 1.27 6.3 5.1 10.2 6.3 8.5 5.3 

1500 1. 78 1.26 10.9 6.8 9.1 5.6 
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Table XIX. Relative third-body efficiencies when ED= kB T 

b NO+, N02 
+ - NO+, N02 

- + 
N204- NO(M)+, N204-m N203' N204 N203' 

(A) G L-J G L-J G L-J G L-J G L-J 

Nitrogen 

600 6.3 5.2 7.4 5.0 6.1 5.0 9.0 6.1 

800 5.3 4.4 7.4 4.9 5.1 4.2 8.4 5.6 

1000 5.0 4.1 9.2 6.1 4.7 3.9 9.9 6.5 

1200 5.2 4.3 11.8 8.0 5.0 4:0 12.4 8.2 

1500 5.4 4.4 13.4 8.8 5.1 4.1 14.2 9.3 

Hydrogen Krypton 

600 1.23 1. 03 1. 09 0.77 8.2 6.5 13.0 8.3 11.8 7.5 

800 1.15 0.96 0.82 0. 58 6.5 5.2 12.0 7.5 10.8 6.8 

1000 0.96 0.80 0.70 0.49 5.8 4.7 13.6 8.5 12.3 7.7 

1200 0.88 0. 73 0. 70 0.49 5.9 4.7 16.5 10.3 14.7 9.3 

1500 0.86 0. 71 0. 70 0.49 6.0 4.8 18.5 11.5 16.3 10.3 

Deuterium Xenon 

600 1. 73 1.46 1. 76 1.25 10.7 8.4 17.8 10.9 14.5 9.0 

800 1. 74 1.47 1. 73 1.23 8.3 6.6 15.8 9.6 13.3 8.1 

1000 1. 73 1.46 1.72 1.22 7.3 5.8 17.6 10.6 14.8 9.0 

1200 1. 74 1.46 1.72 1.22 7.3 5.8 20.8 12.6 17.0 10.3 

1500 1. 76 1.47 1.72 1.22 7.3 5.8 22.9 13.8 17.4 10.6 
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low pressures, because the fact that most of the ion pairs suffer more 

than one collision when traveling through the distances considered 

means that some of our simple assumptions are no longer appropriate. 

The predictions are illustrated by plotting the values of a predicted 
0 . + - 0 

for (a) bm = 600 A, Et> = 0, a~d.NO , ~02 ion pairs; (b) bm =
0

600 A, 

ED = 0, and NO(N0
2

) , (N0
2

)
2 

.::uJDn pa1rs; and (c) b = 1500 A(or larger), 
+ _ , m 

ED = kB T, and NO , N0
2 

ion pairs. The curves are plotted along with 

the experimental points on Figs.13 through 16 given in Sec. V. C. The 

general result is that the experimental points show a greater curvature 

in the a vs P plots, indicating that the high-pressure predictions of 

a probably are in error. 

In·conclusion we see that by having the computer do a lot of· .. < 

work, we can predict the relative third-body efficiencies within limits. 

In helium, the predictions depend upon the radius of the hard-sphere 

core, but the other gases are rather insensitive to this choice. The 

predicted relative efficiencies do depend upon what requirement we 

use for deactivation. Also, the predicted efficiencies depend some

what on the choice of the maximum impact parameter, b . However, 
m 

the absolute values of a are strongly dependent on the value of b . 
m 

The procedure used probably gives poor results for pressures as high 

as a few hundred torr, and it will surely be in error when the pressure 

is so large that a decreases with increasi:txg pressure. 

Thus, the detailed calculation allows cu:J.e to predict the relative 

third-body efficiencies, but not the absolute values of a. Also, to get 

a real test of the detailed calculation, or of any of the other theories, 

we must have better experimental evidence as to what ions are actually 

present. 
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SYMBOLS 

Primes are used to designate values after the ion-neutral 

collision. 

The subscript M refers to the neutral, the subscript~ 1 refers 

to the ion which collides with the neutral, and the subscript 2 refers 

to the other ion of the ion pair. 

Angles 

" is the angle between .:::1 and Y2· 
v is the angle between 

Y1 and YM' 
E: is the angle between :g and y:_C' -
r) 1S the angle between £1M and Yc1M ' 
e is the angle between .:::1 and Yc1M' 

X 1S the angle between £. and ig', .... 
X 12 is the angle between £.1M and£.' 1M ' 

[3 1S the angle between y1 and . ~1_ , 

/ 

and 
<P is the angle between the plane of YJ_. y1 and the plane of ~· y1 . 

Velocities 

Y1• Y2• ~ are the velocities of ion one, ion two, and the neutral. 

£. is the velocity of the relative motion of the.ion pair. 

f 1M is the velocity of the relative motion of the ion-neutral 

system. 

Yc 
1S the velocity of the center of mass of the ion pair. 

.:::c1M is the velocity of the center of mass of the ion-neutral 

system. 
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APPENDIXES 

A. FORTRAN-II PROGRAM TO CALCULATE INDUCED 

CURRENT-TIME CURVES 

-·· Explanatioii of Symbols··· 

NR: number of calculations to be done. 

IX,IC, Z(I): used to set up cathode ray output. 

NT: number of b.T steps to be taken. 

NP1: one more than the number of b. g steps. 

MD: the induced current is computed every MD· b.'T steps. 

MN: intermediate values of 'the ion concentration are printed out 

every MN · MD· 6.7 steps. 

GA: GA =G. 

DT: DT= b.T. 

AL: AL= Q. 

CN(I): CN(I) = P_ (i.D.s) = P+(1-i.D.s). 

TU: TU = -b.T/TRC' 

CT: average value of P_ at some specified T. 

TIC: reduced concentration of ions collected at the anode. 

TJD: reduced concentration of ions measured by the induced current. 

AV: AV = W. 

X(I): X(I) = U(i.D.s) = U(1-i.D.s). 

CJN(L): reduced ion current collected at the anode at L · b.T. 

PO~TID, CAMERA, PICTR: subroutines used for cathode ray output. 

DJI(L): DJI(L) = I(L · b.T) 

-·· .,, 
See also Eqs. (D-10) and (D-11) in Sec. IV. A. 
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C ION COLLECTION RATES ( SYM) (INDUCED) 
DIMENSION CNI102)tXI102)tDJII502)tCJNI5021tDXI1021tXQ(l021t 

1 Zl161tABSI5021• CIL11021• CNSI521 
COMMON A8StDJ!tPStDTtLMPtltCNtDPltNP1tiXS 
DJ!Ill=\.lo 
CJNI11=0o 
IG=-2 

READ INPUTTAPE 2t 11tNR 
11 FORMATII51 

DO 50 KR=1tNR 
READ INPUT TAPE 2i220t!Xt1Ct(ZIIItl=1t161 

220 FORMAT!215/19F8o311 
C IF IC=NEGATIVE GET GRAPrl OF CN VS DISTANCE EVERY IX STEPS, 
C IF IC=O GET NO CRT OUTPUT• IF IC=POSITIVE GET GRAPH OF 
C INDUCED CURRENT VS TIME 

READINPUTTAPE2t12tNTtNP1tMPtMDtMNtGAtDTtALt!CN!IItl=1tNPlltTU 
12 FORMATII15t415t1P3El2o4/16El2o41 I 

C MP MUST EQUAL INP1+l)/2 
DXIMPI=OoO 
XQ(MPI=0o 
NP=NP1-1 

NPM=NP-1 
NPM2=NP-2 

BNP=NP/2 
BN3=BNP*3.0 

MPS=MD 
PS= MPS 
MNS=MN 

LM=O 
TJN=Oo0 

TlJ=OoO 
MP1=MP+1 
MP2=MP+2 
MP4=MP+4 
MPD=MP+MP 
DNP=NP 
DPI=loO/DNP 
DN3=DPI/3o0 
DTM=DT*PS/2o0 

GAV3=GA*DN3 
DTAL=DT*AL 
DTY=DT/DPI 

IXS=IX 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3tl3tNPtNTt GAtDTt AL,TUtDNPtDN3tDTMtiCNillt 

1 I=ltNPll 
13 FORMATI13H1 INPUT DATA 2!5tlP6El5o4/18E14o41) 

DO 4J4 l=MP1,NPl 
I M=~~PD- I 

404 DXII)=CNI!M)-CN(l) 
DO 44 J=1tNT 

C CALCULATE NEW VALUES OF X 
410 VJ=J 

AV=l·O - 2o7l82818**1VJ*TUI 
XQIMPll= DXIMP1)*GAV3 
DO 420 I=MP2tNPl 

420 XQI li=XQ( I-21+1DXI l-21+4oO*DXI l-li+DXI lii*GAV3 
XT4=XQ(MP11+~Q(NPI 



---426 

c 

c 

428 
1 

222 

430 

31 
1 

224 

32 

33 
34 

35 

38 
381 

39 

202 

391 
393 
406 

40 

1 

1 
2 

XT2=XQ!MP21 
DO 426 I=MP4oNPo2 

XT4:zXT4+XQI I-ll 

-12 0-

XT2=XT2+XQI I I 
XQT=2.0*XT2+4o0*XT4+XQ!NP11 

XIMPI= AV+XQT/BN3 
IFIXIMPI 1428o430o430 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o222oJoXQToXT4oXT2oiXQ!lloDXIIId=MPoNPllo 
ICNI Ilol=1oNPlloXIMPI 

FORMAT19HOX!MPINEGoi15/11HOo1P8El4o511 
GO TO 50 

DO 32 IK=MPloNP1 
XI IKI=XIMPI-XQI IKI 
IFIXI IK1131o32J32 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o224olKoJoXQToiXQIIIoDXIII.I=MPoNP11o 

ICNI Ilol=loNP11o!XIIIol=MPo!Kf 
FORMAT16H0NEGXIol4o2H loll5/11HOolP8El4o511 

GO TO 50 
CONTINUE 
IFIJ-11 381o381o33 

IFIMD-JI34o34o40 
MD=MD+MPS 

LM=LM+1 
LMP=LM+l 

CALCULATE INJUCED CURRENT 
CJNILMPI=XINPll *CNINP11 

TJN= TJN + CJNILMI + CJNILMPI 
- DJ2=X!MP21*1CNIMP21+CNIMP-211 +XIMPI*CNIMPI 

DJ4=X!MP11*1CNIMP11+CNIMP-11 I+X(NPI*ICN!NPI+CNI211 
DO 35 I=MP4oNPo2 
IM=MPD-I 
bj4;,DJ4+XI I-1 l*(CNI i-1 I+CN! IM+1 I I 
DJ2=DJ2+XI I I*ICNI I I+CNI IMI I 
DJIILMP1=12oO*DJ2+4oO*DJ4+X!NPli*ICNINP11+CN!ll II /8N3 
TIJ=TIJ+DJI!LMI + DJl!LMPI 
IFIMN-LMI38,38o40 

MN= r~N + MNS 
CNT4=CNI21 

CNT2=0o0 
DO 39 I=4oNPo2 
CNT2=CNT2+CN!l-11 
CNT4= CNT4+CNI II 
CT= ICNill + 4o0*CNT4+ 2•0*CNT2 + CNINPll I*DN3 

TIC= DTM*TJN 
TJD=DTM*TIJ 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o202o JoNP1oMNSoMPSoCToTIC,TJDoAVoiCNIIIol=1• 

NP11o I Xllloi=MPoNP11 
FORMAT 11HOo2l5ol4HCPoCNoXoAT DTX 2l5o5Xo1IHTOTAL IONS= 

1P1E19o4o5Xol3HIONS COLLECT= 1El9o4/ 1H0o16HINDUCEO ION COL= 
1El6o4t5Xo4HVOLT 1E16o4/llHOo6El9.411 
IF{IX-JI 39lo39lo406 

IFIICI 393o406o406 
CALL CAMERA! !Go lXI 
IFINT-JI 44o44o40 

CALCULATE NEW VALUES OF CN 
CIL!ll = CN!li*X!NPli*DTY 
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CNS ( 1 l =CN ( 1 l 
IFICN(lll 4009t4012t4001 

4001 CR = DTAL*CN11l*CNINP1l 
CN(1l= CN 111 - CIL(1J - CR 
IFICNI1ll 4003t4012t4012 

4003 CN(l)::i CNllJ+CR*Oo5 
IFICN11ll 4005t4012t4012 

-- 4005 CIL(1l= CILlll + CNlll 

4007 
4009 

--40f2" 

IF(CIL(lll 4007t4009t4009 
Clllll = OoO 
CNill=OoO 
00402"6- 1=2tMP 
IM=MPD-1 
CfL(IJ=CNlll*XIIMl *DTY 
CNSIIJ=CNIIJ 
IF(CN{rl l 4022t4026t4014 

4014 CR= DTAL*CNI ll*CN ( IMl 
C N C f1 =- C N ( I l - Cll ( I l + C 1U 1-1 l - C R 

IF (CNIIll 4016t4026t4026 
4016 CN(I l = CN( I l + CR*0•5 

IFICN( Ill 4018t4026o4026 
---- 4-018 <:TCllT = C IL ri l + CN ( I l 

IF (Cill Ill 4022o4024t4024 
4022 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3•226• IoJt XIIMloCNIIMJ,CN(IloCRtCIUil 

226 FORMAT(5HOCILiti4o5H lNEGtiSt 1P8El2o4l 
- CIU I l =0.0 

4024 CNIIl=OoO 
4026 - CONTINUE 

DO 4040 I=MPloNPl · 
.IM='MPD-1 
CIUIJ=CNIIl*X(! l *DTY 
CR= DTAL*CN( I l*CNS( !Ml 

CNill= CNIIl- CIUil + CIUI-11- CR 
-IF-(CNiiJJ-4632~4040t4040 -

4032 CN(Il = CNIIl + CR*Oo5 
- IFlCNI Ill 4034~4040,4040 

__ 403~ CIUIJ = CIL(Il + CN(!l 
. IF (CILIIll 4036t4038o403B 

4036 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3•226• ltJt XII ltCNIIMltCNIIloCRtCIUIJ 
···_(IL(.I )=0.0 ... . 

4038 
4040 

--- - ___ '±4 

CNIIl=OoO 
OX ( I l = CN ( I M l-CN ( I l 
CONTINUE 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t203tLMPtMPStiDJI(L)oL=2•LMPlo(CJN(LltL=2oLMPl 

~93 FORMAT(1Hltl5o8Xo8HJ AT DT* l5/(lHOolP5E20o4)) 
IFI!Cl 50o50o470 

_470 CALL PICTRIIGJ 
50 CONTINUE 

IFIICJ 52t60o52 
52 CALL POSTID(2HPJ t2l 
60 CALL EXIT 

END 
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B. RATE OF OBTAINING DEFLECTION ANGLES IN b.x1M REGIONS 

Listed below are the values of b.Y for various b.l(x
1

M-m2TI)I 

regions at different values of Z. The rate constant, k , for formation 
X 

of the region b. I (x iM-m2 1r) I is given by 

1/2 
k = Tie(aM/ f.L1M) b. y' X . 

where e is the electronic charge, aM 'is the polarizability of the 

neutral, and f.LiM is the ion-neutral reduced mass. 

I ( I - 1/2 2; b. X 1M -inZTI) z - (f.L1M/9:M) g1Ms e 
--------------------------------------------------

(deg) 0.30 

2 to 10 

10 to 20 

20 to 30 

30 to 40 

40 to 50 

50 to 60 

60 to 80 

80 to 100 

100 to 120 

120 to 140 

140 to 160 

160 to 180 

4.51 

1.104 

0. 532 

0.352 

0.269 

0.222 

0.361 

0.290 

0.238 

0.191 

0.142 

0.119 

0.90 

4.51 

1.135 

0. 563 

0.372 

0.278 

0.225 

0.363 

0.293 

0.238 

0.181 

0.116 

0.057 

1. 55 

4.51 

1.099 

0. 523 

0.346 

0.271 

0.237 

0.332 

0.310 

0.282 

0.225 

0.144 

0.052 

2.0 

4.49 

1.087 

0.527 

0.272 

0.159 

0.169 

0.371 

0.381 

0.350 

0.281 

0.181 

0.065 

3.0 

4.49 

0. 741 

0.145 

0.179 

0.210 

0.235 

0. 523 

0.544 

0.506 

0.410 

0.266 

0.093 

4.0 

4.18 

0.118 

0.174 

0.222 

0.266 

0.302 

0.678 

0. 713 

0.665 

0.540 

0.352 

0.122 

6.0 

2.25 

0.137 

0.233 

0.312 

0.382 

0.439 

0.996 

1.054 

0.988 

0.804 

0.524 

0.182 

8.0 

0.302 

0.202 

0.257 

0.404 

0. 502 

0. 577 

1.317 

1.398 

1.312 

1.068 

.0.697 

0.242 
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C. FORTRAN-II PROGRAM FOR THE DETAILED CALCULATION 

The program is divided into two parts. The program labeled 

RATE OF ION -ION RECOMBINATION, together with its subroutine 

WGTEP, calculates the values of k3 (i~ for deactivation by collision 

with the positive or with the negative ion. These values of k
3

(i) are 

input data for the program labeled CALC ALPHA, which calculates the 

values of aT' making use of the subroutine AVEK2. 

Explanation of Symbols 

NUM: number.: of calclilations to be done. 

IPM: number of ,0.x
1

M regions. 

XB(M, IS): values of X 1M. 

IS, LZT,ZLM(L3), BAM(MA, IS): data which give the rate constant for 

obtaining the X 
1

M deflections. 

NP3: number of steps used in computing the e (p) distribution. 

TF1, TF2, TM: T 
1 

(oo), T 
2

(oo), and T M(r iM = oo), respectively, in units 

oi kB T~ 

TEMP: temperature in o K. 

AM1(MIJ), AM2(MIJ): gram molecular weights of ions one and two. 

NN: number of 6.y(oo) and ,0.E(p) steps. 

NF: index used to specify y(oo) value. 

KM: number of .6.v steps. 

CE(N): values of y(oo) and E(p). 

CK(K): values of v. 

ED: ED in units of kB T. 

MM: number of different neutrals. 

AMM(M): gram molecular weights of the neutrals. 

NX: number of ,0.b steps. 

B(JB): values of b. 

LT: number of different values of s. 

L9: index used to specify value of s. 
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QL(M, L, MI ): values of A. as defined oy Eq. (D-29) in .Sec. IV. C. 

ARM: gram molecular weight of f.L
1

M ... 

TIN,TR,TC: TIN=T 1(p), TR=TR1M' TC=Tc 1M. 

X, CSE, SNE: X= X, CSE =cos TJ, SNE =sin TJ. 

TRR, CSG: TRR= TR(p), CSG= cosy. 

EEP: e
2
/p in units of kBT. 

RO=R(J,NF): RO=rc[bj, y(oo)]. 

TCI, TRF: TCI= TC, TRF= TR(oo). 

FPT: fraction of collisions with ±x 
1

M that give deactivation. 

XI(IB), BD(IB), DE(IB): XI= X 1M' BD = 13, DE= ~T 1 {p), TFDA(L9): 

deactivation rate constant for a particular value of v. 

FGTDA(L9): deactivation rate constant for a particular value of E(p). 

ETDA(L9): used as data in CALC ALPHA; k
3 

for deactivation by 

collision with one of the ions is k
3 

(i) = rre(a.M/fJ. 1M) 
1

/
2 

ETDA. 

GFP(NF): GFP = g(y(oo)). 

GC(NF, T3(NF), AA(NF): used as data in CALC ALPHA to calculate 

T(i,j). 

WGTEP: subroutine used to calculate the distribution of E(p) and the 

weighting factor for the ~E:(p) regions. 

EPI: EPI=E(oo). 

WE(NN): weighting factor for the ~E: regions. 

Additional Symbols in CALC ALPHA 

NP, PRS(NM): the total number and the values of the pressures at 

which a.T is calculated; NM is the index specifying the pressure. 

JS: smallest value of j of the b. used. 
J 

JM, JL: first and last values of m for the b . 
m 

POL: a.M in cgs units. 

ZJE(J): number of steps taken for each J in the calculation of 

(1/T(i, j)) . 

FDI(J,J3): FDI=f(J3,J). 

DAL(I): contribution to a.T(~m·· -y(oo))from ion pairs in the Ith state. 

ALF(L9, NM, NF): ALF = a.(b , y(oo)) . 
.. m 
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AKZ(L9, NM, NF): AKZ = k
0

("y(oo)). 

ALPH(L9, NM): ALPH = a.T. 

AVKZ(L9,NM): AVKZ=k
0

• 

RELE(J, L9): relative third-body efficiency when brn = bJ. 

AVEK2: subroutine used to calculate ( 1/ T(i, j)) 

DT(J5): values ofT for b
2 

= J5 ·. L:l.b
2

. 
2 

SKI: SKI= 1rgb 
rn 

AKJ(J, NF): AKJ = (1/T(J, J)) . 

AKI(J., J3, NF): AKI ~ (1/T(J3, J)). 
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C RATE OF ION-ION RECOMBINATION 
DIMENSIONBTA!29•3ltAMM!8loAM1110ltAM2!10lt ETDA!6o10lt 

1 GFP!10J,GC!10ltT3!10lt AAI10lt R!50t10lt 
2 CS!24l• FGTDA!3l• 
3 DE!2Jo DET!2loFE!2lt dR!2lt 
4 WE ( 2 0 J t X I ( 2 J , BD ( 2 J , PLR ( 2 l t FP I 2 l • 
5 B!50Jo TFDA!3Jo 
6 CK!24JoCEP!24loCE!24JtQL!8t3t10JolLM(60loBAM!29t4lt 
7 BAMS!29o60JoZL!3Jt XB!29o4J 

NM2=0 
READ INPUT TAPE 2o555t NUM 

555 FORMAT !I5l 
READ INPUT TAPE 2o502, ISoiPMoLZT 

502 FORMAT !3I5l 
C IF IS=4 USE IPM=7 

READ INPUT TAPE 2o526t !XB!MoiSJoM=£,1PMl 
526 FORMAT I 12F6o1 l 

DO 2991 L3=1oLZT 
READ INPUT TAPE 2o522•ZLM!L3Jo !BAM!MAt4loMA=2o7l• !BAM!MA,3l• 

1 MA=2t13lt !BAM!MAo2JoMA=2tl9J• !13AMIMA.lloMA=2•28l 
522 FORMAT 11P1E12.4• 5E12o5l 

DO 2991 MA=2•IPM 
2991 BAMSIMA•L3J=BAM!MA,ISJ 

1 NM2=NM2+1 
READ INPUT TAPE 2o501t MIJT• NP2oNP3, TF1oTF2oTM,TEMP 

501 FORMAT !3!5t4F8o3J 
C MIJT=lOR 2t NP2=0 OR NEGATIVE TO SUPPRESS OUTPUT• NP3*NX MUST 
C BE LESS THAN 21o 

EE=1o67106E-03/TEMP 
READ INPUT TAPE 2, 503• tAM1!MIJloAM2!MIJl•MIJ=ltMIJTJ 

503 FORMAT 18F9o3J 
READ lNPUTTAPE2t502oiOtNNoKM 

C IO=Q TO SUPPRESS XI,DEtBD OUT?UT 
ZG=KM 
ZE=NN 
READ INPUTTAPE2t587t !CE!NJtN=ltNNlt!CK!KJoK=1tKMJ tED 

587 FORMAT (9F8o3l 
DO 2 K=1tKM 
C=CK!KJ*Oo0174533 

2 CS!Kl=COSF!CJ 
DO 3 N=loNN 
E=CE!Nl*0.0174533 

3 CEP!Nl=COSF!El 
READ INPUT 
READ INPUT 
READ INPUT 
JM=NX 

TAPE 2t555t MM 
TAPE 2o503o 
TAPE 2o555oNX 

(AMM!M),M=ltMMl 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t505t JMtMIJTtiStNP2oNP3tNXtNNoKMtMMtTFltTF2 t 
1TMoTEMPt !AMl!MIJlt 
2 AM2!MIJltMIJ=1tMIJTlt!CE!NltCEP!NltN=ltNNlt!CK!KltCS!KltK=ltKMlt 
3 !AMM!MltM=1tMMl 

505 FORMAT !6Hl DATAt9I6 I 
READ INPUT TAPE 2t586t 

FORMAT !1P6E12o4l 586 

10Fl2o4/( 10F12o4)) 
!B!J3ltJB=loNXl 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t504oNXo!B!JBltJ3=1•NXltED 
504 FORMAT I I5/( 1P6E12o4l l 

READ INPUT TAPE 2t555t LT 
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READ INPUT TAPE 2t586t I I IQLIMtltMlltL=1tLT!tM=ltMMit 
1 Ml=ltM!JT) 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3•524• LTt!PMtLZTtl I IQLIMAtLtMI)tL=ltLTltMA=ltMM 
lltMI=ltMIJTlt IZLMIL31 t(t3AMSIMAtL3l tMA=2.ZPMlt L3=ltLZTl 

524 FORMAT 17HJQLBAMSt 9Xt 315, 1P6El4o5 /(9El3o5l) 
DO 465· M=ltMM 
NPP=O 
DO 465 J= 1 .JM 
NPP=NPP+NP3 

DO 465 NF=ltNN 
IA=2 

DO 5 L9=lt6 
5 ETDA·IL9• NFI = OoO 

1018 
1020 
1022 

1 
590 

f024 

1030 
1032 

591 
1036 

1 

1 

DO 460 MlJ=1tMIJT 
lA=- lA 
IFIJ-11 1018tlJ18tl024 
IFINF-ll 1020t1020t1024 
IF!IAI 1022ol022t1024 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 14t590t TFltTF2tTMtAM1!MlJI,AM2!MlJltAMMC~l , 

TEMP 
FORMAT I 7F8o3l 

ATI=AM11MIJI+AM21MIJI 
AT2=AM21MIJI/ATI 
AT 1 =AM 1 I M I J l I A T1 
AMU=AM11MIJl*AT2 
AT=AM11MIJI+AMM!Ml 
A1T=AM11MIJJ/AT 
A2T=AMMIMI/AT .. 

ARM=A1T*AMM(Ml 
.IF(J-11 1030ol030tl036. 

IFINF-1! 1032tl032tl036 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 14t591tNNtEDtNP3tKMtlStLZTtLTtARM 
FORMAT I 14tF8o3t 5I5o1P1El5.7l 
Tc C ;· A TI *TF l+A T2it'rF2+2o*AMU*SQRTFI TF 1 *TF2/ I AMI I MI J l *AM21:>11 JIll* 

CEPINF! 
TRF=TFl+TF2-TCI 

ETF=EE/TRF 
ETF2=ETF*ETF 

RIJtNF) = Oo5* I SQRTF! ETF2 + 4oO*BI 
EEP = EE/RIJoNFl 

AAINF! = Oo5 * ETF 
GCINF! = 2•01 IETF*AAINFll 

Jl *i:liJl l-ETFl 

GJ= 3o14159265 * SQRTFI TRF*TEMP* 6o0247 E+23* 2o 76084 E-161 
RO = RIJoNFl 

TRR=TRF+EEP 
GFP!NFj ~ GJ/SQRTF!AMU! 

T31NF!= AAINF!*SQRTFIAMU*AAINF!/!EE*TEMP*1•38042E-16*6o0247E+23ll 
CPI= ITF1- AT1*TCI -AT2*TRFl/l2oO*AMU*SQRTF!fCI*T~F/IAMl(MIJl 

*AM2 !MIJl l l I 
W22=1.0-CPI*CPI 

IF!W22l 2004o2005o2005 
2004 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t 575• JtTF1tAT1oAT2,CPioW22 

575 FORMAT 111H1ERROR 2004t Il0t1P6E14•5l 
W22:0o0 

2005 EPI= ATANFI SQRTFIW22l I CPIJ 
IFIEPI! 2007,2009,2009 

2007 EPI= EPI + 3.14159265 
2009 BJ=BIJl 
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A5=AA!NFI 
CALL WGTEPCEPitBJ,NPPtNNtA5tROtWEI 

DO 460 N=l•NN 
TIN=ATl*TCI+AT2*TRR +2.0*SQRTFCAMU•TCI*TRR/ATII*CEPCNI 
T2= TRR+TCI-TIN 

~-~-----V22*2•0* T2/AM2CMIJI 
IFCV221 457t6t6 

6 V2=SQRTFCV221 
Vll=2·0 *TINtAMlCMIJI 
IFCVlll 457,7,7 

7 Vl= SQRTFCV111 
A*TIN*AM2CMIJI/CAM1CMIJI*T21 
GG=TRR*2o0/AMU 

- ---TFCGGI 457t6t8 
6 G=SQRTFCGGI 

CSG=CVll+V22-GGI/12oO*V1*V2l-
01=1.0-CSG*CSG 
IFCOll 457,9,9 

9 SNG =SQRTFCQll 
- TT=TIN+TM 

ASR =2o0*SQRTFCAM1CMIJI*AMMCMI*TM*TINI/AT 
-- A"ST2iiSQRTFCAMUMIJI/AMMCMII 

DO 24 L9=ltLT 
24- FGTDAIL9 I '=Do 0 

DO 440 K=1•KM 
--TCi::ATT-IHTN+A2T*TM+ASR*CSC K I 

TR=TT-TC 
-X£A"Sl2*SORTFCTC/TR I-

CSE=C C TlN/CA2T*TRI 1-X*X-loOI/C2oO*XI 
-- 30-SN=r.o...:cSE*CSE 

IFCSNI 439t3lt31 
-~1--SNE =SQRTFCSNI 

IFCNP21 316t316t312 
-- 3i2 TFfM!J-li ·n4o314o316--- ----- ----

314 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t510tCKCKI oJtKtMtNtBCJio AMMCMltAMlCMIJI 
i ;AM.2 C MIJ 1-, T IN•Tf~, TCt--X9CSEtSNEoTMtTRRttSGtGtGG,Vl tVll tV2 tV22, 
2 EEP tROoTCitTRF 

--5 ro--F-6RMATI12"RCi~NGLE B 1 VM tF7. 2 t4I 5, 3H B, E 12.5, 3F11o4/4rlOT IN tF6 • 4, 
1 6H TRtF6o4o6H TCtF6o4t6H XtF6o4o 6H CSEt5F10o5/ 

--- 2--- 2HOGt2FB~496H Vlo2F6.4,6H - ·vz, 3F9o4t6H R0,1P3E12o41 
316 DO 32 L9=1oLT 

- }[([~)= Q[~M,L9tMIJI*SQRTFCTRI 
32 TFDACL91=0o0 ----·c9= 1-- -·- · -··---------- ----- -

L3=0 
----762- L3=L3+-f-------- -----

703 IFCZLCL91-ZLMCL311 704o704t702 
----764 1FCL3~zj 705,710t7i.O 

705 DO 706 I4=2tiPM 
----'f6_6_ 6fATT4 ~t::91~BAMSI I 4, L 31 

707 IFC L3-LZTI 707lo707lo439 
767i.-tFILt-L9) )6i~6i708 

706 L9=L9+1 
GO TO 703 

710 DFZ=CZLCL91 -ZLMCL3-111 /CZLM(L31-ZLMCL3-111 
-DO 112 I4=2tiPM 

712 BTACI4tL91 = CBAMSCI4oL31 -BAMSC14tL3-111 *DFZ +BAMSCI4,L3-ll 
GO TO 707 

-._ 



36 IFINP21 363,363,361 
--~6r-- \r/RlTE OUTPUT TAPE 3•585• 

585 FORMAT ( 3HOM=o I4t6H 
----- -~-- 9I4t6H K=• I4,6H 

363 IX=1 
-37"IX=IX+1 

XII11=XBIIXtiSI 
---------·-xrR=x r 1 11 •o. o 1745 3 3 

18=1 
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MoJ•NFoMIJtNtKt IZLIL91tL9=ltLTI 
J=, 14t6H NF=tl4t6H MJJ,J3, 6H 
ZL=, 3F15o61 

42 DEl lB) =2•0*X*TR*A2T*((SE*(1o0-(0Sf!XIRII+SNE*SJNf(X!RII 
DETI IBI=DEI 181/TIN 

------- ftT- -IS j: I• 0-DET I !8 I 
!FIFE! IBI I 144o43o43 

----,-4=3---..-Tiffi::( STNFTXI R I *I 1o+X*CSE I +X*SNE* ( COSF I X I R I -1• 0 I I I 
1 COSF!XlRI*I1oO+X*CSEI-X*SNE*SINF!XIRII 

-- -- Bl-=AtANFTtN8 I 
If( X-1o000 I 45,44,44 

- --- 44 SRHsl=ar 
GO TO 55 

--4"5~1 -rrnr::.-21-44 .-44; 4-o--·-
46 I F I 8R ( I B I I 4 7 , 44, 52 

---- 47-·n--rau--4994·a-,-so---
48 BRIIB1=3ol4159265 

---- ---- G()- TO 5?- - ---- -

49 IF IBRI 181 +1a5708 -1 54o54t44 
--w-BTHTBTO:::.T3-.!-4T5'VZEIIJ---:;;;llTI --- -. --------------- --

GO TO 55 ---- -.,z -1-F-cB u- -.,4; 41r.-s 3--- ------ --- --- ·· 
53 IFIBRI IBI -1.5708 I 44•50,50 

-----54 -B1HT81 :;3~ :141'592~>5 -- +BT-- ---- c --- --------------- -

55 80( IBI=BRIJBI/ Oo0174533 

(X*(X+CSEI+ 

--------(G(;;-TITtR·F-.f.Eb_-AT2*DE ( IB II ii'AMU*V 1*V2 I j +CSG I i SQRTF( FE I I B II 
IFICGC-1oOI 105t160o160 

- ---ros-ltCCGL+ r ;o·l --rso-, -l·s-o t 11-o------- ------------
110 BGC=COSFIBRIIBII *CSG 

---- - -BGS"SlNFfBRTfBH -*5NG ______ _ 
IF ( 13GS I 112 ol 70, 13 0 

112 BGS=-BGS ---
130 CGT=BGC+BGS 

- -- -TFI<:Gt..;CGtl-f60-,T601132- ---- -------
132 CGT=BGC-BGS . 

TF l CGT-CGtfT34;TSO ol50 
134 CP=ICGC-BGCI/BGS ------o-;-=1 ~ o:.:cp•cP ---------- --- -

If(Q51 l44t136.136 
- --f36-PUH --lBT i::'ATANF!SQRTF I Q5 I /CP I 

IFIPLRI IBII 138t140t140 
----f38PiRI ___ fBi =3.14159265 +PLR!l Bl 

140 FPIIBI=PLRI IBI/ 3.14159265 
-------GO-TO 417 -- -

144 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o506t!XtiBtDE! IdloXtTRoA2ToCSEtXIRtSNEt 
-----1-DETI IBitCGCoBGCoBGStCPtCGT,FEC IBloQ5 

506 FORMAT ( 9HOERROR144t9X t215t7F13o7/ 1H0o6Fl3o7t9Xo2Fl3o71 
GO TO 417 

150 FPIIB1=1o0 
PLR1 IBI= 3.14159265 
GO TO 417 

-160 FPI 181=0.0 

NEP 



PLRI IBl=OoO 
GO TO 417 

170 IF!BGC-CGCl 160t160t150 
--- --417 TFI IB-2l 418.4209420 

418 !B=2 
XIR=-XIR 
X I ( 2 l =-X I I 1 l 
GO TO 42 

420 FPT = IFP!ll+FP12lll 2.0 
IFIIOl 421•4210•421 
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421 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3•511• IXt FPTt 
-1 lBTAI !XtL9l tl9'=1•3l, !XI ( IBl • BD! It3l •DE! IBl tDETI IBl ,FE! IBl tFPI 16 

2 l • PLR I I B l, I B= 1• 2 l 
511 FORMAT 13H0XI o9Xt I5t1P1E12o4t7XtOP3FlOo5 /1HOo 7Fl5o8/ 

1 1HOo7F15.8l 
4210 DO 422 L9=1oLT 

FDACT =FPT*BTA!!Xtl9) 
422 TFDA!L9l= TFDAIL9l+FDACT 
423 IF!IX-lPMl 37o430t430 
430 IF!NP2l 432o432o431 
431 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o531• 
531 FORMAT 13HOL9~ I5t 4F15o8 
432 DO 434 L9=1tLT 

!XtFPTo 

434 fGTDAIL9l=FGTDA!L9l+TFDAIL9l/ZG 
GO TO 4398 

I T FDA I L 9) • L 9 = 1 • L T l 

439-WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o514• Kt TC•A1To TINt A2Tt TMo ASRt CSIKl • TRo 
1 TT• Xo AS12t CSEt SN , !ZLIL9l tL9=1o3l, JoMoM!JoNF 

514 FORMAT 110HlERROR 4~9, 9X• !5, 7F13o7 /lHOt 9Fl3e7/ 1HJo4l8l 
4398 IFINP2l 440o440t4399 
4399 ~RITE OUTPUT tA~E 3o512i CK!Kl•K• -(FGTDA!L~JoL9~lilTj 

512 FORMAT (3H0CKt 1F8o3t9Xt115o5Xt 2HL9t 3F20o8l 
440 CONTINUE 

IF! !Al 452o452t454 
452 -66 ~~3 (9~(~~T 
453 ETDA!L9oNFI = tTDA!L9oNFl + FGTDA(L9l*WE!Nl 

GO TO 460 
454 DO 455 L9=4t6 
455 ETDA!L9tNFl = ETDA!L9tNFl + FGTuA! L9-3l *'liE!Nl 

GO TO 460 
457 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t515t N.~lJ; NB, tiNt AT1t Tel, AT2tTRRt 

1 AMUtATit CEP!Nl• AM11MIJlt V1• V2o CSGoTRFt ROt !B!JBlo 
2 JB=1tNXltT2t V22o Vll• GG, 01• 02 

515 FORMAT 110HOERROR 457t9Xt 315• 7F12o6/ 1H0t 6F12o6t 1P3E12o4 I 
1 !1HOt 9E12e411 

460 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o513t 
1 lt6) 

513 FORMAT 15HO*MIJ•F8.3o6H 
1 12.81 

IF!NF-NNl 465o4562t4562 
IFIJ-1) 4564t4564o4565 

AM1(M!J),CE!NloAMM!Mlt !ETDA!L9oNFloL9= 

EP=o F8e3t 6H M=• F8o3t6H ETDAo6F 

4562 
4564 

1 
593 

4565 
592 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 14t593• (CE(N4lt GFP!N4),GC(N4ltT3!N4lt AA!N4lt 
N4=loNNl 

FORMAT I 1P1Elle3t4El5o7l 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 14•592• B!J lo!R!J •N4ltN4=1tNNl 
FORMATI1P5E15.7l 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 14o594t !!ETDA(L9oN4loL9=1o6ltN4=loNNl 

594 FORMAT !1P1E12o4o5E12o5l 
465 CONTINUE 



IFINM2-NUMI 1t470t470 
470 CALL EXIT 

END 
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SUBROUTINE WGTEPIEPltBJtNP3tNNtAAtROtWEI 
DIMENSION RGEC30t41tDLEIC301tDLEJC30itWEC20J tDLTli30itDLTJC30it 

1 BEI21J 
AAA=AA*AA. 
RA=RO/AA 
BB=Oo9 
J8P=NP3+1 
ZN=NP3 
DBB=BJ*BJ/ZN 
EP8=EPI +3o14159Z65 
IF!EP8 - 6o28318531 10tl0t8 

8 EP8 = EP8 - 6.2~318$3 -
10 RGE(lo11=EP8 

RGE!lt21=EP8 
RGE!lt31=EPI 
RGE!lt41=EPI 
DLEII11 = 3ol4159265 
DLEJ(ll =-0.-6 
BElli = o.o 
N3D=2*NN 
Z35=N3D 
Btb~ 6o28jfS53 I Z35 
BEIN3D+l I = 6.28319 
WEill =O.O 
DO 11 NZ=2oN3D 
WEINZJ=O.O 

11 BEINZI= BEINZ-11 +BED 
NZ=O 

12 NZ=NZ+1 
IFIEP8-BEINZI I 13t12•12 

13 N1=NZ-1 
N2=N1 
Nl=O 

14 NZ=NZ+1 
IFIEPI-BEINZI I 15t14tl4 

15 N3=NZ-1 
N4=N3 
DO 44 J8=2tJ8P 
BB=BB+DBB 
BAA=BB/AAA 
EX=SQRTFI1o0 +BAAl 
CHE=I1o0 +RAJ/EX 
W2=CHE*CHE-lo0 
IFIW21 16t18tl8 

16 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3•501tJ8,BBtDBBtBAAtRA,EXtCHEtW2 
501 FORMAT I 6HOCHEC1t l5t1P7E13o51 

w2=o.o 
18 ANGD= ATANFC SQRTFIW2/BAAI/CHEI 

ANGDZ= ATANFIAA/SQRTFCBBI I 
DLE!CJ81 = ANGD + ANGDZ 
DLTIIJ81 = ABSFIDLEIIJ81 - DLEIIJ8-111 

202 IF!DLTICJ811 22,21,22 
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21 DLTIIJ8l= Oo001 
-- - 22 DLEJ ( J8l = ANGDZ - ANGD 

DLTJ(J8l = ABSF( DLEJ(J8l -DLEJ(J8-1l l 
----TFIOLTJIJ811 26o23o26 

23 
26 

281 
282 
284 

286 

288 
290 

---292 

DLTJIJ8l= 0.001 
RGE(J8•11 = RGEIJ8-1o1l - DLTI(J81 
DL = DLT!(J8l 
NB=N1 

18=1 
IFC RGE(J8t!81 - BECNBll 282o294o294 
RB=RGEIJ8-1ol81 
WECNBI = WE(NBI + (RB-BEIN~JJ/DL 
NB=NB-1 
IFCNBJ 286o286o288 
NB=N3D 
RGEIJI~l8l~ RGE1~8ol81+ 6.2831853 
IFIRGEIJ8ol8J - BEINBI I 290o292o292 
RB=BEINB+1l 
GO TO 284 
WECNBJ = WECNBJ + CBECNB+ll - RGECJ8oi8JI/DL 
GO TO 295 

294 WECNBI -~ WECNBI +1o0 
295 IF(I8-21 296o298o298 

- - 296 Nl"'NB--
34 RGECJ8•31 = RGE(J8 -1o3l - DLTJIJ8J 

---- DL=DL T J (J8_1_ 
NB=N3 ------ -ra·;; 3---------------- ·------ ·--

Go TO 281 
298 N3=NB --

30 RGE(J8o2J = RGECJ8-lt2l + DLT!(J8J 
DL ,;, DL-T I (J8 I 

301 
3o2 
304 

306 

308 
-- __ )J_O 

- 312 

314 
315 
316 

38 

318 
44 

NB=N2 
---I 8=2 

IFI RGECJ8oi81 - BEINB+l'l l 314o302t302 
R-B='RGE IJ8-1• I 8 l 
WECNBJ = WEINBI + IBECNB+1l -RBI I DL 
NB;;NB+l ·-
IFIN3D-NBJ 306o308o308 
NB=1 
RGE(J8ol8l= RGE(J8ti8J- 6.2831853 
IF( RGEIJ8ol8l- BEINB+1ll 312o310o310 
RB=BEINBJ 

-GO- TO 304 
WEINBI = WEINBI + (- BEINBl +RGE(J8tl8ll/DL 
GO TO 315 
WEINBJ = WEINBJ +1o0 
IF( I8-3) 316o318o318 
N2=NB 
RGE(J8o4J = RGE(J8-1o4l + DLTJIJ8J 

DL=DLTJ(J8l 
NB=N4 
I8=4 
GO TO 301 
N4=NB 
CONTINUE 
Z3= 4*NP3 
N3P=N3D+1 
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DO 65 N3=1tNN 
N35=N3P-N3. 
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65 WE!N31 = !WE!N31 + WE!N35 I IIZ3 
·-·-···-··--wRITE OUTPUT TA"Pt 39"503t EPI, !WE!N31;N3=1;NNI 

503 FORMAT (6HOWGT Et 4H EPt F12o5/!1H0t1P9E13o411 
---· -·--- RETURN. 

END 

c CALC ALPHA 
... _ .. -... ·-------- DIMENS-fd~f- ... -·p-1f5(35), PMNf35Jt BC35)t R(3S,l0J, CE(lO)tGFP(lQ), 

c 
··c 
c 
c 

1 GC!10)t TC!101tAA!101t ETDA!6tl0ltSKKf6t35t10)tBB!35)t 
2 ·- ZJE!35i; Al(Jf35tTOltAKI!35t35t101tTKK!37t31tRKDf351tTFI(35lt 
3 FDI!35t351t Cl!35ltAKZ!3t35t101• DAL!35lt CK!36t361t 
4 - A"lFr3~3!tlar,RAL!3t3~1•ALPH!3t351tAVKZ!3t35l 
5 tEFS!35t3)t RELE!35t31 

tOMMON JMtAKJtAKitBB,GC,zJE,RtAAtTC,GFP,JMS,IO 
READ INPUT TAPE 2t501tNPoiOtiKoTEMP oiD 

·sui FORMAT ! 3I5tF9o3t 151 
IK=NEGATIVE =NO CI,CK OR FDI OUTPUT,=O 

=POSITIVE GET BOTH CloCK AND FDI OUTPUT 
IO=NEGATIVE OR ZERO TO SUPPRESS DT OUTPUT 

lD=O OR NEGATIVE TO SUPPRESS DAL OUTPUT 

NO Cl,CK BUT GET FDI, 

READ INPUT TAPE 2t586t !PRS!NMI,NM=1,NPI 
586 .. FORMAt Cl bf'1. 2 I 

DO 1014 NM=1tNP 
1014 PMN!NMI = (2.68713 £+19 ~ 273.15 /TE~P l*PRS!N~l I 760.0 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

1 
504 

5 
506 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o504t NPt(PRS!NMlt 
PMN( NM) oNM=1 tNP I 

FORMAT ( 10HlPRESSURESt 115/(1HO,lP8E12o41 I 
REAb INP0T TAPE 2t506tJMtJLtPOLtJS tJA,JE 

FORMAT (215olPlE12o4t3!51 
IF FIRST RUN MAKE JS=l AND JA=2• AfTER THAT JS=FIRST VALUE OF J 

WHICH IS NEW AND JA=JS - EXCEPT IF JS=l FOR NEW NEUTRAL BUT 
SAME ION PA!Rt THEN USE JA=JM TO AVOID RECALCULATION OF 

THE FIRST JM-1 AVE K2 VALUESo 
~E=NEGATIVE WHEN RUN TO BE USED AS STANDARD FOR RELo EFFo 
READ INPUT TAPE 2t514t !ZJE!Jl•J=JStJL) 

514 FORMAT ( 14F5o0 I 
JAS = -2 

6 .... 7 

IF!JA-31 6t7t7 
JAS=+2 

JMK=JM 
READ INPUT TAPE 

S90 FORMAT ( 7F8o3) 
2t590t TF1tTF2tTM,AM1 , AM2tAMMtTEMP 

510 
1 

PLE = SQRTF!POL * 6.0247 E+231 *4o80288 E-10*3ol4159265 
WRITEOUTPUT TAPE 3t510t TF1tTF2tTMtAMl , AM2tAMM,TEMP,POLtPLE 

FORMAT ( 5HlTF1=• F7o3t 6H TF2t F7o3t 6H TM=• F7o3t 6H Ml= 
t F8o3t 6H M2=• F8o3t 6H MM=t2F8o3o1P2E12o41 

READ INPUT TAPE 2t589tNNtEDtNP3tKMtiStLZTtLTtARM 
589 FORMAT ( I4,F8o3t 5I5tlP1El5.71 

READ INPUT TAPE 2t589tNNtEDtNP3tKMtiStLZTtLTtARMJ 
ZE=NN 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t591tNNtEDtNP3tKMtiStLZTtLTtARMtARMJtJM,JSt 
1 JL 



591 

1 
593 

592 

594 

8 

10 

15 

35 
37 

1 

39 
1 

392 

394 

3941 
530 
395 

398 

400 
402 

404 
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FORMAT I l4oF8o3• 515o1P2E15o7t 3151 
READ INPUT TAPE 2 o593• !CE!NFio GFP!NFioGC!NFltTC!NFlo AA!NFlt 

NF=1oNNl 
FORMAT ( 1P1E11o3o4El5o7) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o593t !CEINF)o GFP!NFltGC!NFioTC!NF), AA(NFlo 

NF=loNNI 
PLRM=PLE I SQRTF!ARMl 
PLRMJ=PLE/SQRTF!ARMJI 
DO 10 J=JSoJL 

READ INPUT TAPE 2• 592• B!J lo!R!J oN41oN4=1oNNI 
FORMAT! 1P5E15o71 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o592• BIJ lt!RIJ oN4ltN4=1oNNI 

READ INPUT TAPE 2• 594• IIETDA!L9tNFioL9=1o61tNF=1tNNl 
FORMAT 11P1E12o4o5E12o51 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o594t IIETDA(L9tNFitL9=lt61tNF=ltNNl 
DO 10 NF=1tNN 
DO 8 L9=lt3 

SKKIL9oJoNFl ETDA!L9~NFI*PLRM 

DO 10 L9=4o6 
SKK!L9oJoNFl = ETDAIL9oNFI*PLRMJ 

JQ=JL-1 
JM=JM-1 
DO 90 JB=JM,JQ 
JM=JM+l 
JMS=JM-1 
DO 15 J=JSoJM 
BBIJI = BIJI *BIJ) 

DO 60 NF=ltNN 
IFIJASI 37o35o35 

CALL AVEK2. INFoJAI 
CIIJMI=GFP!NFI * !BBIJMI - BB!JMSII 
DO 50 L9=1oLT 
DO 39 J=2oJM 

TKk (Jol9) = !SkKTL~oJ•N'I + SKKIL9+3oJoNFI + SKKIL9oJ-loNFl 
+ SKK!L9+3oJ-1oNFII*0•5 

DO 50 NM=1tNP 
DO 392 J=2,JM 
RKD!JI =TKK!JoL91*PMN!NMl 
DO 394 J=1oJMS 

TFI!JI = 0.0 
J5T=JM-J 

DO 394 J5=1oJ5T 
J3=JM-J5+1 
FDI!J3oJI = RKD!J3I*I.loO-TFI!JII/!AKIIJ3oJoNFI+RKD!J31 I 
TFI!JI = TFI!JI+ FDIIJ3oJI 
IF! IKI 395o394lo3941 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t530oll FDI!JoJ31tJ3=1oJ )oJ=ioJMI 
FORMA~ I 5HOFDI=o 11Fl0o71 
DO 402 J3=1oJMS 

J=JM-J3 
IF!J-11 398o398o400 
Cll1~ = GFP!NFI* 66111 * 11.0- TFI111 I 
GO TO 402 
CIIJI = GFP!NFl * !BB!J) - BBIJ-ll *11.0-TFIIJI) 
CONTINUE 
DO 4.04 J=3oJM 
CK!JoJ-ll = CI!J-11 *l1o0- !RKDIJ-1) I !AKJ(J-ltNFl+RKD!J-lllll 
DO 406 J3=3oJM 
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J5T=J3-1 
DO 406 J5=2,J5T 

406 CKIJ3+lfJ51= CK!J3tJ51* !1oO-IRKD!J31 I !AKI!J3,J5oNFI+RKD!J31111 
-----AKZCL9oNMoNFI =- ClllT 

IFIIKI 408o408o407 
--4or 

533 
408" 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t533• CCI !JI, ICK!JtJ3foJ3=2oJI oJ=2oJMI 
FORMAT I 6HOCltCK , 1P9E12o41 

410 
411 
4l2 

414 
416 

-- 420 

DO 420 J=2oJM 
DAL!JI = CI!JI * RKD!Jl I !AKJ!JoNFI+RKD!JII 
J3T=J-1 

IFIJ-21 412t412t410 
--l:id4ll-J3=2oJ3T-
DAL!JI= DAL!JI + CK!JoJ31- CKIJ+1,J31 
DAL!JI = DAL!JI + GFP!NFI *98111 liFOl!Joll ____ _ 
IF!J-21 420o420o414 
DO 416 J3'=2,J3T -
DAL!JI = DAL!JI + GFP!NFI*!BBIJ31 
CONTINUE 

IF!IDI 4202o4202o4200 

-B8!J3-11 I* FDI!JoJ3l 

4200- WRfTE OuT PUT TAPE 3o565oL9tPRSINMioiDALIJI,J~2~JNf 
565 FORMAT I 4HOL9=t14t6H PRSt F8o2t 6H DALt 1P7El2o41!5HODAL=• 

1 --- 9El2 ~ 4 I I 
4202 ALFIL9tNMtNFI=OoO 

-oo 50 J='2 .-JM 
50 ALF!L9tNMtNFI = DALIJI + ALF!L9tNMtNFI 

-- ----wRI'fE"-OlffPUT i.liPE--39""567t JM9NFoAMMI -~-,,--TT~T[C91N"M9NFTo-
1 NM=loNPio L9=1oLTI 

---5"67- FORMAT- c·4HOJM:i:; I4,-6H-- -NF=• I4t 6H MM='o-FBo3o oH BM:;- -
1 1P1El2o41 I 5HOALF=o9El2o41 I 

----- w·RITE ·aur-P-L.fl-·t-AJl"E:"--3·;··s·6o·;-·· -------- ---
11!SKKIL9oJoNFioSKK!L9+3•J•NFitTKK!Jtl91o L9=1t3l oJ=1oJMI 

560 FORMAT I 4HOK3=i 1P9E12o41 
60 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o568o II AKZ!L9oNMoNFit NM=1oNPioL9=ltLTI 

--568 --FORMA-T t4~ftfK-0~.- fP9E-f2-.-4-, ------ ---
DO 80 L9=ltLT 
-DO ao NM;,f,NP 
ALPH!L9tNMI = 0.0 AvKz' L-9 •NM·; ·; --o~-cr----·- ------------
Do 80 NF=1tNN 
AVKZ!L9;NMI = AJ(ti[9--,fiM,NF'i llE + AVKHL99-NMI 

ALPH!L9tNMI=ALPH!L9oNMI + ALF!L9tNMoNFIIZE 
go ~AL!L9oNMf=f~O/ACP~!l9oNMI 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t570oJMoBIJMit I !ALPH!L9oNMit RA~!L9oNMioNM= 
-----I------ loNP I ,t:9=i~L T I - - -- ---

570 FORMAT I 3HOJMol4t2H do1P1E12o4o9Xt9HAVo ALPHA 1!4HOALAt8E14o411 
W~ITE d0TPUT TAPE 3o575t !(AVKZ!L9tNMlo NM=1oNPioL9=loLTl 

575 FORMAT I 8HOAVo KO= , 1P8E13o41 
IFIJEI 82o84o84 

82 DO 83 L9=1tLT 
83 EFS! JBoL9l = ALPHIL9tll 

GO TO 90 
84- DO 86 L9=1oLT 
86 RELE! JBoL91= ALPH!L9oll I EFS!JBtL9l 
90 JA=JM +1 

1 
572 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3• 572t IB!JI• !RELE!JtL91t L9=1o3lt J=JMKt 
JLI 
FORMAT I 14HORELATIVE EFFo 

GO TO 5 
1!4HOBM= , 6PlF5oOt9Xt OP3F10o311 
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END 

SUBROUTINE AVEKZ I NFtJAl 
DI~ENSiON ~KJI35t10l , AKI135t35t10lt EXMI35lt Rl35il0lt GCilOlt 

1 ZJEI35lt EBBI150ltBBI35lt AA(lOlt TC(10lt DTI150)tGFP110) 
COMMON JMtAKJtAKitBBtGCtZJEtRtAAtTCtGFP,JMStiO . 

EXM(JA-11 = SQRTFI SBIJA-11 * GC!NFl + loU) 
DO 385 J=JA,JM 
AKJIJtNFl =OoO 

DO 383 J3= 1 tJ 
AKI(J,J3,NFl =OoO 
EXMIJ31= SQRTFI BBIJ3) * GCINFl +loOl 
IF (J3-ll 27o27t28 

27 DBJ=BBill /ZJEill 
GO TO 282 . 

28 DSJ= 1881J31 - BBIJ3-ll l I ZJEIJ3l 
282 ZJM=ZJEIJ3l +lo2 

JEM=ZJM 
EBBI1l = BBIJ3l + Oo5*DBJ 
. DO 38 J2=2,JEM 

IE= -2 
~~~~J~I= EB~IJZ-11 - DBJ 
EX= SQRTFIEBBIJZI*GCINFl +1.01 

-CHE= (leO+ Rl~ tNFI/AAINFli/EX 
Q3= CHE*CHE-1.0 

IFIQ3·1-·3ai3ft3i···· 
30 WRITEOUTPUTTAPE3t540tJtNFtJ2tJ3tJEMtdBIJltRIJtNFit DdJt I EBSI 

... ··r··· J4.l tJ4=l,-J2i·9-EXMIJ3ltEXtCHEtQ3. 
540 FORMAT I 6HOQ3NEGt 518t1P5El4o6/18El4o61 I 

d3=o.o - ' 
31 SHE=SQRTFIQ3l 

- -·-Ec;;l.OGF 1 CHi::+ sHE 1 
TJ= TCINFl*IEX*SHE-ECl 
IF! EX-EXM(J.:.fi) 3·3t33t32 

32 TI=o.o 
--~--·--~-·· 

IE=2 
GO TO 36 

33 CHE= lloO + RIJ-ltNFl/AAINFll/EX 
Q2= CHE*CHE-1o0 

IFIQ2 I 34t35t35 
34 WRITEOUTPUTTAPE3t540tJtNFtJ2tJ3~JEMtdBIJitRIJtNFlt DdJt 

1 .. J4ltJ4=1tJ21t EXMIJ31tEXtCHE,Q2 
GO TO 32 

35 SHE=SQRTFIQ2l 
EC=LOGFICHE+SHEl 

TI = TCINFI * IEX*SHE -ECl 
36 DTIJZl= 1o0/ITJ-TII 

IFIIEl 364t364t362 
362 AKJ(J, NFI = AKJIJtNFl + Oo5* DTIJ21 /ZJE(J) 

GO 'to 38 
364 AKI(J,J3tNFl = AKIIJtJ3tNFl + DTIJ21/ZJEIJ3l 

38 CONTINUE 
IF 1101 383,383t381 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t555t JtJ3tl DTIJ5ltJ5=2,JEMI 

I EBB! 

381 
555 

1 
FORMAT I 3HOJ=t 14t 6H J3= t 14t 6H DT= t 1PBE12o4/13HODTt 

9El3o4ll . 



• 
383 

1 
545 

1 
385 

CONTINUE 
JT=J-1 

SKI=GFP!NFl * 8B!Jl 
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~~RifE OUTPUT TAPE 3r545• JtNFtR!JtNFlt 
J,J3tNFl• J3=ltJTl 

FORMAT ! 3HOJ=t 14• 6H NF=, l4t 6H RO=t 
El2e4t 6H K2=t 4El2e4/!4HOK2=• 9El2.4ll 

CONTINUE 
RETURN 

END 

SKI tAKJ! J,NFl t! AKI! 

1P1El2e4t 6H Kl=, 
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